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Came, But Not ifShape to
be Made of Record.
Attorney J. G'. Miller Goes to
Evansville to See Clients.
NEXT MEETING AT PRINCETON.
"Easy there, let out a lith. more
hoe. We nearly had him that time.
My. he's a beauty and hard to land."
Fishermen know that talk and the
eituation that • sx Red It, and peraous
couveraant with the lioIlowell com-
promise ease, know that it is as more
to end as *sensitively fonested in The
Syn. as the flA is certain titf being.
landed. The at 104101 in the etts, had
the comprotoise settled daos ago. but
technical detail. have delayed the
"landing" of the money.
Attorney J G. Miller es-et-eel au-
thor se to aseenst the ties-moo saattle.-
meut yesterda: afternoon, from the
U. Howells In Evanrville, but Attorney
Ward Headley did not like the way
the authority was expressed. The let-
1.r from the liollowells. tn additim
to conferring authority on Attorney
Miller to (-Line the deal. gave WNW'
other information, irrelevant to the
case, and this made the leter unfit to
I. he placed on record.
so Attorney Midler left for F'Svane-
-%'14-111st-titttt.- to get- She kind of
staternem Mr. Ileadiew watts, and air.
Ileadb) !eft for PrIpeeton at non to-
day. where he w II meet Attorney Mil-
ler this afternoon and "land" the
rttmprombee. Mr. Miller took the bull
I,, the hurns In geing to nyvateedie,
deciding not-t -pee -ten- erre nun
b) waiting on telegrams and 1;1-
ter'. Ile well get express authority
In legal form to &crept the settlemoto
agreed on the first of the week, istel
sill doubtless ',turn to the city to-
Wide or In the morning, with tie
rant.' modest« in his pocket that Mr
ilearley left for Prineetou at noon to-
Is hours. s
Mr 'Headley said this morning that
trtis wai the roly thing that ntade a
hi tch in the rettlemen't }esterday. and
io far as he can forts... now, nothing
all aloe to h. ad otir the it:matey of
[he mom, this evening,. Ile math. the
slime statement of the facts In the
i.itromise this Irlitilttis.lig that he
- made yestorda) morning to the re•
p..rter for Sun. This sae that
misundensanding soloed as to the
amount to be itaid by the 2s defend-
ant?, but that irefOrt.j. ..„.-t• he would turn
over the money TO *Med from the
liollowells a r.-,eipt-for It In the eit6pe
authority for the .bat,
That the Hollowells might thange
their minds awl demand a lamer set
eentent In the couference in Keane
%Hie today with Attorney Milner.
not seem probable to Mr. Headley.
In Honor of Geed.
The lediere Auxiliary of the Order
of Railroad Conductors was delight-
fully entertelned last night at the
home of Mr. anti Mrs. W. J. Lewis.
ems Trimble street. In honor of
Mrs. L. It. Waltz A geographical
contest was the feature of the even-
ing J. Henry Lewis won first prise
In the contest. a handsomely painted
picture. Th.. booby prize was won
by Mrs. Houlihan. Both the prise
sinners gave their towhee to Mrs.
'Waits. for whole the party was given.
The house was beautifully decorated
fur the occasion. The color scheme
of red, white and green era carried
out very artistically. In the corner
of the front room Mrs. J. S. Weesen
served punch from a small booth.
prettily decorated. On the table in
the dining room was a large em-
broidered center-piece and 11 besot!
fill bunch of carnations in a - Case.
Cream and cake were served in the
dining room. Those present were:
Mrs. L. B. Waltz, Mr. and Mrs. T. J
Flynn. Mr. and Mrs. I. II. Harring-
ton. Mr. and Mrs. .1. N. Moore, Mr.
and Mrs. Will Kelley. Mr. and Mrs.
W. J. Lewis. Mrs, Henry Harris and
son. J. Henry, Mr. and Mrs. .1. R.
Wooten, Mrs. Frank Hogwood and
Frank Hogwood, Jr.. Mr. and Mr..
Robert Leroy. Mr. Henry Mangle.
Mr. Harry Williams. Miss Lily Slot-
tie. Mrs. Houlihan. Master Harold
Harrington and Mrs. A. K. Finney.
Mr. C. 41. Kelly, secretary of the
tichool board, Is III today at his home,
90$ South Third atreet.
Chicago Market.
July— High. Low. Close.
Wheat 90)% 41% 10%
'Oars • . 47% di % 67 %
Allga 47% 4646 46%
Iletry. .1146 12.61% 11.70
Laid 0... 8 57 1,4 R 45 052%
Another Fatal Street Duel Marks
Bloody Political Fued of Central
City--Two More Men Fall Victims
Chief of Police Wounded
and Policeman, and Man
Seeking His Place, are Shot
to Death in Fight
Central City, Ky., May 29.. (ape' 
c;a1)- John Harmon, former 'Aloe
killed Merles Wuodburn and serious-
ly wounded Chief of Police Weoten,
alto in turn killed Harmon. The
three men quarreled on the street
Wooten may net recover.
. This shooting, wbieh took place
late last night, was the continuation
of tbe tragic political events whits'
reused the death of Councilman J. 1.
Wood and his brotber, Ton. Wood
April 23, and the wounding of John
Magann and Will 
Johnson.At the last eleetion. J. D, Wood
and others v..'.'.'rs. elected to supercede
a political regime, of whist the people
of Central City had grown tired.
Magann, James Jock++ and Walter
Hardwick had been discharged front
the police force, and Charles John-.
son, the councilman'. brother, bad
been put on lb. foes. The three
:ought ()elusion to quarrel with Oun-
climan Wood, and when his brother
approached ;n the role of peacemaker,
they murdered him after killing the
councilman. ---
The throe wire arrested but were
let out on bond.
John Harmon owns the Comercial
hotel
_The. men met .at the station about
alter,'alter,'the arsaasinat:on of Coundl-




Albans, N. V., May Se.—Dr. Ferris,
bead of the state lunacy commission.
-aid Harry Thaw will be returned to
M nattel, watt. - commsaIion super-
; !WI, all hospitals and without Its con-
sent Thaw cannot be transferred. Dr.
Ferrets believes Thaw Is, insane and
fears anotlor outbreak. He will op-
pore h;) reeotelt from Matteawon.
Makin and Matrons,
Miss Hanle Yount:. 1247 Broad-
was. sponsor for the J. T. Walbert
camp, Confederate Veterans. his
named her. maids and matron of
honor to attend the reunion in Birm-
ingham. Ala.. In inn... The maids of
honor will he: Mass Mayme Bayn-
ham, librarian at the public library:
Miss Sallie.. George. 433 South
Fottrth street, and-Miss-Emma Clay-
becker. Mrs. George Kolb will be
matron of honor.
Miss Jane Ratcliffe, of Ingleside.
is the guest of Hr. and Mrs. S. Z.
Holland. of Grabanaville.
SNELL WILL BROKEN.
Clinton, May 29.—By a
verdict, wetting audde lbw will of
Colonel Snell, Richard Snell, Ow
eon who was cut off, Inherits; half
Its,- rotate, valued at $1,500.000.
and the other half germ to the
children of 'Morton Snell. The
jury was out mix hours.
Ti.- verdict deprises Mabelle
Snell of her 111,2100 annuity. It
hi reported Ow elli to get it.
There In the greatest relief among
the at en, who urote be-





While Cost of Labor Stays Up,




BROADWAY MAY SEE CHANGFIS.ta 
•
Far-sighted levestors in Paducah




Beederson, Ky., May 29.--(Spe.
dal.) -The last of the pooled crop
of 1906, Henderson stemming dis-
trict. 20,000 hogsheads, was sold in
Liverpool for $312.000, an average
price of 12% to 13 cents.
FIRE MARSHAL
_ Mayfield. Ky.. May. 29.—(Special)
—Fire Marshall Neikirk has been
conducting a quiet investigation of
the recent fire here, and left unosten-
tatiously last night. He refused to
nay what be had discovered or what
report he would make.
CHECKING CANINE S
Almost all tge lIce119e revenue re-
ceived by the city now Is for dog II-
leenses. City Clerk Maurice McIntyre
is kept in his rifler constantly issuing
the licenses and aupplying the Pets
with taw The patrolmen In the city
have books and in their rounds over
the city they take the names of every-
one owing a dat.t in the city: the eity
clerk checks over his list, and if the
licenrer have not been paid a visit of
the dog catchers will follow. About
ISO licenses have been hunted to date
eteeetling last year's total record.
Mina Care Honored,
Miss Mary Cave, daughter of the
Iler W. E. Cave, of the First Pres-
byterian church, has been elected one
of the editors of the Peace Collett.
annual, Raeleigh. N. C. She will re-
turn home next week Tuesday.
ANTI-BRYAN PRESS BUREAU FIGURES
THAT PEERLESS ONE CANNOT WIN OUT
has too Few Pledged to Nomi-
nate Him and Johnson is
Growing Stronger.
Washington. May 29.—The anti-
Bryan publicity bureau, issued a state
mete that the Nebraskan will be beat-
en at Denver. It gives Bryan only
(llt possible votes. 62 short of the
nomination It says the trend Is to
.111h KM and he will bt'uisnsttTiit
the Mistrusted delegates go to the
strongest man.
PRISONERS ESCAPE
Stubenville. Ohio. May 29.—Fred
Ely, one of the seven men who es-
caped jail last Meet, was recaptured.
The others are atill free. Two prison-
srs seized the sheriff wlaile he was
loeking the eells and released the oth-
ers. They stole $104).
Federation Social' Function.
Opening the State Federation of
Woman's' clubs meeting here next
week, will be a notable reception on
Tuesday evening by the Woman's club
at the club building. The guests will
include the federation visitors, the
members of the mix federatett.eflubs
Iselphic. Magazine, Kalosophik, Alum-
ni, Matinee Musket and Wiesen's
elub and the husbands) of the moat-
rs The privilege of transferliall
the invitations; is not extended.
On Wednesday at noon. between
bulginess sessions, an elaborate buffit
luncheon will be served by the Del-
Kalosophie anti Magazine clubs.
to lb e visitors and the members of
the slit rodents& clubs
A bird In the hand tatches no
riaa.
TIE HANDS REFUSE TO
WORK FOR VENT A TIE.
Towboats towing ties to Joppa are
experiencing a little hard luck in get-
ting their tere carried out of the
barges. The oc. carriers. who were
being paid a cent and one-half from
last fail to Ifilr spring for each tie
they carried, have had their wages
cut, and one cent is all they pay for
one tie. The cut in wages/caused the
negro tie carriers to strike. These
tie _canters make from $5 to $10 a
, tete-still they won't work for a
cent a tie. There is no great demand
for ties. alt the railroads are not con-
structing new roads.
Place Committee Meeting.
Mrs. R. II. Phellps. chairman of
the place of meeting committee. of
the Federation of Woman's' clubs,
wishes all the esimmittee to be at the
Woman's club building Tuesday
morning at 10 o'clock. Following
are the members of the committee:
Mesdames I. D. Wilcox, E. P. Gilson.
W. J. 11111s. Sidney Loeb, C. E. Pur-
cell, Si Bryant. William Humphrise.
Jennie Baldwin. M. E. Sherrill, H
Koegle. ?Aims Faith Langstaff and Dr.
Della Caldwell.
Malinee Musical.
The Matinee Musical club will give
a musical to all the federated clubs
Wednesday evening from 6 to 10
o'clock in the Kentucky Avenue Pres-
byterian church. The members of
the Woman's club, the Delphic. the
Meru's*. the Kalosophic, the Alumni
and Matinee clubs, members of their
families and the delegates will be the
guests. From 10 to 11 a receptbon
will be held in the Woman's crub
building.
Mr. A. A Mitchell, Sr.. has ro-
tting& ale home in Oadis after a
NIL . A. Mitchell,
I.
Preparing to take advantage of the
unusual conditions in the Wilding
trade, due to a 20 cent average re-
duction In the test of all construc-
tion materials, except labor.
Paducah architects report a bright-
ening In the building outlook and say
that a number of citizens who had
planned to bull& within the next few
years will borrow the money, if neces
sary, to build now, while they can
effect a greater saving than at any
time in the last eight years. Labor.
it is Due,' Is as high as ever. but
while wages have not been reduced,
a saving of at least 20 per cent can
be made in this item, because build-
ers now, while the demand is slack.
have the pick of mechanics. In boom
times indifferent workmen frequently
must be employed.
Lumber on large contracts is 20
per cent cheaper than it was this
time last year. In fact, a building in
this city that cost $5.700 last spring
can be duplicated for $4.740 this
month. Iron is from 15 to 21'e per
cent cheaper and brick are 15 per
cent lower than at this time last
year. In every other material that
goes into a building a reduction has
occurred that makes the-a-velase cost
of construction one-fifth - less than 12
months ago.
On the new church to be built by
the Trimblg Wait Methodist congre-
gation at Fountain avenue and Mon-
roe street. a saving of from $4,000
to $6.000 will he effsieted by building
now. It was this fact that caused
the congregation to hairy up their
plans for a new church. Business
wen In the city, who have been here
long enough to knber the facts In the
past, say that it would be necessary
to go back,ten years to find condi-
tion' parallel to the present building
situation.
Had the ten-story skyscraper been
contracted for last fall, It would have
cost from $12.000 to $18.000 more
than it could be built for today. In
Chicago and other cities, property
owners are borrowing money to
make improvements now that they
had expected to make several years
hence. Money is easy at all the banks
in the United States. if the right kind
of collateral-is forthcoming.
It Is rumored reliably that Broad-
way in Paducah will see some new
building this summer and fall that
would not have been built but for the
unprecedentedly low cost of Moth
struction.
FLYING MACHINE TOT
Paris, May 29.—Wilbur Wright, of
Dayton. 0. arrived to demonstrate
to the French authorities the feasi-
bility of Wright Brothers' flying ma
chine. He will conduct experiments
similar to those in North Carolina.
If the tests are successful a French
company will be formed to exploit
the machine.
Entertained Last Eveninig.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Wilkins. 1039
Trimble street. entertairred last even-
ing aletheir home with a "Measuring
Social." The younger people were
guests during the evening.
Mr. Charles Walker, of Kerte is
a; guest of his parents. Mr. and Mn.
William Walker, of Grahamville.
WEATHER.
'1111/EATF14INGE
11.1110. ,itot‘ers tonight and pisbe
sail; 544 ord 3 I I 'Ambler. H igheof 
ten"
perm I ore y • ••• crtirte 90; lowest today
4.
Cowardly Assault Made on County
Attorney Krone by Man Indicted
For Night Riding in Lyon County
Harvey Satterfield, Heavy-
weight Eddyville Policeman,
Kpócks Him Down Without
Pi &ruing.
Kuttawa, Ky., May ,29. (Special.)
—A most cowardly assault was made
cn W. L. Krone, county attorney of
Lyon county, by Harvey Satterfield,
an Eddyville policeman., In RddyvIlle
yesterday. Satterfield was. indicted
In Lyon and Crittenden counties for
night riding.
Satterfield weighs 2141 pounds and
was heavily armed, while Mr. Krone
who was not anticipating an attack,
Is a man of might build. Satterfield
was pulled off Mr. Krone by soldiers
and taken before Police Judge Ruck-
er. A bond of 9541 was immediately
furnished by Satterfield, about 50 of
his sympathizers appearing to go on
his bond.
Ten more soldiers have been order-
ed to Eddyville, as the local officers
seem not to be able or willing to keep
order.
_ Kyone, who lives in Kuttawa,
was on his way to the court when he
stopped to get some papers from the
ctivarit court clerk at Wood's drug
store. Satterfield had spoken to him
a few minutes before, but when Krone
stopped Satterfield rushee on him and
struck him in the temple; knocking
him down and partially stunning Mal.
Then Satterfield proceeded to pummel
(be prostrate man, until a militia cor-
poral pulled him off.
County Attorney Krone has been
having a hard time doing his duty.
All winter long until soldiers arrived,
he stood guard over his home from
10 o'clock at night until nearly day-
Ilget, and the night riders and their
s)mpathizers, besides doing every-
thing In theirsposzeretteembarrass him
in the discharge of his duties, have
threatened east attempted Physical
%kolence, depending on their ability to
get a night rider Nee to protect them'.
DR. OVFIRTON BROOKS IS
SURGEON AT CITY PARK.
Dr. Overton Brooke. of Chicago, has
become chief surgeon in the emer-
gency hospital of the Riverview
Amusement park of that city, where
from 50,000 to 1400,400 persons gath-
er every 24 hours to enjoy the con-
cessions. Scarcely a day passes that
Dr. Brooks does not have several ac-
cident cases among that number of
people, and in addition to being a
responsible position, it is desirable
financially.
MORE NIGHT RIDER §
INDICTMENTS ARE
RETURNED TODAY
Shelbyville, Ky.. May 29. (Special)
—Indictments for night riding were
returned today against Jake and Levy
ernitbers, Louis Etherington. George
Etherington, John Wood and William
Templeman, in connection with the
raid on Elmburg.
DENVER GETS ASSEMBLY
Kansas City, Mo., May 29.—Den-
ver won eat over Seattle and Okla-
homa City for the general assembly
next year of the Presbyterian church
of the United States of America. The
contest was spirited.
Citildres's Day Poruponed.
Owing to the decorative work at
the First Christian church, it has
been decided to postpone the Chil-
dren's Day service until the. aud'tor-
ium is finisbed, which probably wet
be the last Sunday in June. The serv-
ice was to have been held the first
dundm In June.
May Talk Currency to Death.
Washington. May 29.—The vote on the currency bill and adjournment
of congress may be postponed until next week. Senator Stone, of Missouri,
end Senator Gore, of Oklahoma. promised to assist LaPollette, of Wisconsin
in talking the bill to death. Larollette claims if one Democrat will
stand with him he can defeat the measure.
LETTER IN BLOOD NEWT HAZELETTE,
THREATENS DEATH NIGHT RIDER, WAS
---IS IN POOR BOX SHOT BY PLANTER
Chicago, May 29.—A letter written
in blood, was put M the poor box of
St. Mary's Catholic church. It threat-
ens death to Father O'Callaghan. pas
tor. and to Attorney Francis Hinckley.
It. declares the church is to be dyna-
mited. O'Callaghan and Hinckley
are trying to obtain a pardon for Emil
BNIek, who WAS condemned to hang
fur murdering six perscns. This is the
supposed cause of the threat.
MAY MOVE PLANT
-
The danger of damage to the city
by an explosion of the oil tanks of the
etandard Oil compaue and the fire
that burned -the lubrieating house yes-
terday afternoon, may come the com-
pany to peek another location. Mayen
lames P. Smith is in favor of having
the company move to a location where
the city is not so populous. The
buildings were built in 1884 When
that part of the city was not built up,
hut the houses crowd close to the lot
now. A conference will be held by
Mayor Smith with the city attorney,
and Investigate to see if the action of
the counted will be necessary to make
the company secure a new site.
Fire Chief James Wood is out this
afternoon ineestigating the danger of
a fire at. the Standard Oil company,
Tenth "end Monroe streets. He will re-
port to the moor on the advisibility
of the city compelling the company to
seek another location. Even if the
large tanks of oil and gasoline should
not explode, in ease of a fire there is
danger of leakage. and the flames
spreadtng to adjacent buildings by the
burning oil.
Men. Grouse'. Funeral.
The funeral of Mrs Mary Fisher
Grouse took place this afternoon at
3:30 o'clock at the ER. Francis de
Sale. Chttreill, with burial in Oak
Grove cemetery. The Her. Father
Jansen officiated. The pallbearers
were. Messrs Peter Paryear, Harry
Fisher, Pert-% Pa 10,11, PON. .1. POOP
ilba, JARMO Paxton, ..kaa 3. Dorian,
D. Hannan,
Shelbyville, Ky., May 29. (Stevie)
—Walker Duncan and Riley Harrod.
well known Shelby county farmers.
were indicted for killing Newton It.
Hazelette, whose body was found on
the road near Jacksonville last Friday
Duncan admitted the killing and took
aN the responsibility. He said he was
especting a raid by night riders and
asked Harrod and another neighbor to
assist in defending his property. He
said he listed at Hazelette In self-de-
fense. Both men were released on
bail.
Davin-Wedlingtoa Wedding.
Miss Vera Davis and Mr. James C
Wadlington have announced those
who are to take part in their wedding
Friday evening, June 5. at the Trim-
ble Street Methodist church at 8:10
o'clock_ The Rev. G. W. Banks per-
forming the ceremony, others, who are
to take part in the wedding. are: Miss
Loretta Billings, maid of honor; Miss
Mary Herd and Miss Mariana Young.
bridesmaids; Mrs. B. -J. Billings and
Mrs. T. H. Fuqua. matrons of honor;
Lugelna and Arneta Billings, flower
girls; Mrs. John B. Davis, organist.
Mr. M. C. Nuckols, best man; Will
lienneberger and Amos Itoodes.
groomsmen: Brooks Holliday, Clarke
Leake. Gordon Tanner and Neal Dowd
ushers. The oridal couple wHI leave
Immediately after the wedding for a
two weeks' tour through the east.





Two Battles Have Been Fougbt
Daily and Insurgents Are
Still Active In Field
Observer Declares Japan Will
Defend Conquest,
HE THINKS WAR A CERTAINTY
Tokio, May 29.—The official re-
port shows the effort of Japan to
conquer Korea has cost over 600
lives. Fifty-three battles were fought
at the rate Of twct a day. Koreans
1 re still fighting, although the Maur.
gents are becoming scattered.
Japan Preparing.
Vancouver, B. C, May 29.-43. C. '•
Jruce, former mayor of Oxford, Esff-
and, returning from the orient, saps
(span is preparing to clash with all
he powers. Port Arthur Is daily be-
fortlfled for emergencies. Japan-
s preparing to defend tier control of
against the world. Drone
bilks war ,s certain.
CONCRETE WORK
PROGRESSING RAPIDLY ON THE
sTHEETS THIS MONTH.
Concrete sidewalks on the north
tide of Tennessee street from Second
treat to Tenth street have been laid,
Ind in a few days Contractor George
-Catterjohn will have the sidewalks
extended to Twelfth street. Then
he workmen will begin laying the
idewalks on the sellth aide of, the
ereet. It will be the middle of June'
tefore the work is ready for inspee-
ion.
All the stone curbing on Broad-
way between Ninth and Eleventh
.ftreets .has been taken up by H. M.
iVelken the *tractor. Much of the
stone- curbing may be used again.
Excavations for the concrete side-
walks will begin in a few days.
Picnic for Virtitor.
Mr. With] Quarles and Miss
Eunice Quar:es entertained with a
supper at Wallace park last night In
compliment to Mr. Ralph Van Dusen.
of Besarc. Kansas. Among those
precent were: Mr. and Mrs. Dud
Quarles, Mrs. James Brennan, Mrs.
E DimirkeMissee Nora Mown. Belle
Bliemwell. Ruby, McDonald. Antes
Virgin. Ottle Lofton. Eunice Quarles:
Messrs Ralph Van Dusen, Sean How-
ard. itentley Ron. Henry Itiggiee
berets-, Hart Re( tor and VelvIn
AFTER Mel' RIDERS.
Voting Frankfort People RomBarded
for Several Miles,
Frankfort, Ky., May 2.—A party
)f young society people while taking
. hay ride out the Versailles and Glen
'reek roads. in this county, were at-
tacked by a ping of men, who follow-
-4 them for several miles, throwing
;tones and el') be; Miss Gresham
?ay-ne, aged 17. was %trust over the
ight eye with a stone, inflicting a
terious injury. She suffered consider-
tbly and those In the party fear her
kull may be fractured. Miss Mar-
guerite Frasier. aged 17, was struck
.n the back with a large missile and is
badly hurt. Frank Williams was
.truck in the head, Arvilt Ray was hit
.0 the hand and Dick Criitcher and
arthur (loins were Knack In the back.
.11 being painfully Injured. There
were twentysfive or thirty members
sfethireattackIng party. The general
'pinion of the hay ridlug party is that
they were mistaken for soldiers and
were attacked by night riders. The
.tone, were throats at them at differ-
•nt places for three or four miles.
AS FLOOD RECEDES
Dallas, Tex., May 29.—Three more
dead were recovered and the water
'slant partly restored. Nearly 5,000
Soweto.' are still being cared for.
rad
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48,000 FREE VOTE-S-1
Big Bonus Offer fine the Active Candidates
In The $ un's Great  Popularity Contest
Ten thousand bonus votes—over and above the I egular scak—will be gi
ven in
each district to the contestant who turns in the largest amount of cash o
n sub-
scriptions Saturday, May 30.
Five thousand bonus votes--over and above the regular scale—will be give
n in
each district to the candidate who turns in the largest amount of separ
ate
subscriptions Saturday, May 30.
One thousand bonus votes will be given in each district to
E
candidate who polls largest coupon vote Saturday, May 30
Polls Will Be Open Till 9 ~-p. m.
CI  T BUSY QUICK AND WIN 
DISCIPLINE WILL COUNTY ATTORNEY
BE UNCHANGED
Methodist 1 (Inference "I al,•14
01 Action to Indicate This.
Amusement Paragraph Under Cbid.
eration of Commfttee Will Nut
Be Discussed.
OLD BiliflOPS ARE Maki N
Baltimore, May 29.—Adverse ac-
tion by the Methodist Episcopal gen-
eral cusference on an apparently un-
important molest, is said to have
back of It the., determination on the
part of a large number of delegates
to bury the whole question of whether
or not paragragh 258 of the book of
discipline whi4 deis.with amuse-
ment shall be 4langed.
The motion as Mit a time should
be sk.t lox. con ratkan of the report
Of the committee that.has had the
WILL HAVE PROGRAM FOR THE
MEETING MB SUMMER.
.tiben Barkley Calls Executive Com-
mittee to Meet At Lexington
June 11.
County Attorney Alben Barkley
presIdefiT Of the Kentucky ()aunty At-
torneys' association, has called a meet-
ing of the executive committee on
June 11 in Lexington for the purpose
of selecting the date and place of hold
ing the annual meeting this year. The
program-,will be arranged for the,
meeting, and will b. published FO that
the members may titeg:n work on their
papers. The meeting last year was
held in Bowling Creen, but tht re are
several cities that will be considertd
this year as a meeting place. It is
probable that the meeting will be he Id
In July.
question under consweration. roe mo-
tion was lost by a decisive vote. It is
said that there is a determined pur-
purpose not to permit amusements tit
be dlseutwed on the floor of the con-
terere at all If it Is possible to Pre-
• pent it.
There was a strong sentiment
against any change in paragrapb_..254
Which will simply remain in force as
It now stands if the matter can be
kept from the eontrence during its
remaining business session,
The assignment of bishops to - var-
ious Episcopal tesidet was reported to
the committee on Episcopacy by a
spec_al committee of 19 and adopted
by the full committee. -
Boston, John, W. -Hamilton; Beunos
'tyres, Frank M. Bristol; Buffalo.
John W. Berry; Chattanoogsa, Wil-
liam P. Anderson; Chicago. William
F. McDowell; Cincinnati. David H.
21oore; Denver, Henry W. Warren,
Foo Choo, China, W. S: Lewis; New
Orleana, Thomas B. Seeley; New
'York. In Goodsell; Oklahoma City,
William A. Quayle: Omaha, John L.
Nuelson; Pelt hi China. James W.
libudiford; Philadelphia, Luther B.
Wilson; Portland. Charles W. Smith;
St. Louis, Hehry Spellmoyer, ; St. *nal.
Iff;herf. Ban Francisco, Ed-
win It Hughes; Washington, It, C ,
Marl Cranson; Zurich, Switzerland,
William Burl.
The present publishing agents Of
the Methodist book concern were re-
At Ned York—Hobert Retro and
George D. Mains.




;larks were lb:ars. The Anheuser-
iniwh Brewing csimgany agency is
taertrin 'tire aney, and the Paducah
ENDANGER CITY from 
r otshse the 
west
   corner,and 
Standard Oil Blaze in Heart of
Paducah Last Eveaing.
duly Good Work of Firemen and For-
tunate Breeze Presents Serious
Voollagnstlesi,
SOME INCIDENTS OF AFFAIR
Sparks from a passing peomotive
of the Illinois Central are supposed
to have set fire to the lubricating
house of the Standard 011 company,
Tenth and Monroe streets, yesterday
afternoon at 4:45 o'clock. The loss
or the building probably will amount
to $500, and the loss will be about
93.0410 on the barrels of lubricating
oil that were charred, but the corn-'
pany carries its own insurance. One
"Riley," a registered bulldog, was
burned also.




MONS AT THIRD STREET.
The Bev. J. w . Dion Iteturtss to His
!tome at Iseestlen--Pood Nieri•
ilig%
1.4,111
The Res, J. W. lrion, who so ably
assisted Rev. H. B. Terry for ten days
In a revival at Third Street Methodist
church, returned to hls home at Dres-
den, Tenn., Thursday.
The !meetings continue with renew-
et! Interest. There was one pr,sfest-
sion at 3 p. m. and good attendance
and Interest last night. Mr. William
'I' Robbins, of fetal Smith. Ark., a
lay e%angellst, who has Joined this
church, will preach rt ; p. m, and at
7:45 p.
IA* sermons yesterday and last
night were very enthusiastic.
..The man who neglects to
loppt fool forward when be






story structure with a tin roof nod
w.as in an "I." shape, part of it ex-
tending along the railroad tracks. In
the room were about 100 barrels of
oil, but by the fine work of the tire
department only the barrels were
charted. Mr. J. W. Tyler passed near
'the building five minutest before the
blaze_ was discovered. and he did not
See any fire. When discovered the
blaze astsgin all parts of the building
and a telephone mess.age was given
the fire department. Companies Nos.
1. 3 and 4 answered the alarm and
ipesan work of checking the fire. A
tea as soon as the fire was dis-
el released two horses and the
drive them from the bum-
ble, but the animals would re-
nt Ile grabbed one horse and kept
hi 'from returning. Luckily all the
ho es but two were in use at the
time.
Raved the Office.
The office of the company is in a
brick building on Monroe street, but
the firemen cut off the blase in this
direction and hZld it in the oil room.
The safe in the office was locked. and
all the books and records of the com-
pany were ready to be removed from
the office if it became necessary. In
the yard were five large tanks con-
taining many thousand gallons of
coal oil and gasoline. As soon as the
fire was dipeovered manager Tyler
had the safety valves opened and the
danger was eliminated.
Around the oil company are many
buildings, and had the fire !gotten a
bette'r start the loss would have been
heavy. The Fooks-Acree Lumber
'company across the street, but 047
blew the flames towards the railroad
tracks, where there was no chance of
it spreading.
Firemen Do Good Work.
Nothing hut unstinted praise was
given the firemen and Chief Wood
for their handling of the flie, Man-
ager Tyler said he had seen many oil
fires, but the blaze was handled the
best be had ever' seen one. Chief
Wood modestly said that the blase
was nothing but a play toy for his
firemen. but said the firemen did
good work in preventing a spread of
the flames.
This morning Mr. Tyler said it was
almost impossible to give an accu-
rate estimate of the loss. The oil is
leaking from the barrels today, and a
majority of it will be lost at a los.
of about $3,000. The building can
be rebuilt for :500. but he said the
company would probably put up an
improved building. Instructions have
been received from Louisville to' con-
tinue with the business, and the man-
eget will .isome here as soon as pos-
sible to look over the situation
"Riley," the fine dog of Mr. Tyler.
was burned and he regrets the loss
of his pet. He was valued at several
hundred dollars. The bay 'horse that
was burned was valued at $200.
Some ilawiou•4a.
11'hile the 'No. 4, company WIIA
answering the alarm an unknown
woman was In a buggy at Ninth
street and Broadway. Frightened by
the gong, the horse began backing,
and she jumped out clasping her
baby at the same time. As she was
Is twee!) the wheels the horse began
barking and had the buggy in the
middle of the street when men went
to her asilstance. Driver John Mc-
Fadden, of the truck, made a swerve
lo the side of the street and did 
not
hit the buggy or turn over the truck.
Ernest Richardson. a colored boy,
was delivering shoes for the Cochran
Shoe company and In order to see the
fire well. he placed three pairs of
shoes On the ground and was goring
at the firemen When some slick 
thief
picked up the shoes and skipped out.
Richardson reported the theft to Pa-
trolman Dick Wood, but no one saw
the thief that got the shoes. —
Four streams of eater were thrown
on the fire. the No company la) Inc
two -Ines and the Central company
and the No. 4 company ,laying one
each. The fire was out ta a ball
hour.
"These new twenty-dollar gold
pieces are very inartistic" "011, I
don't know." "Why, the artists
don't know.'' "I'd like to know why
they don't if anybody—" "Because
most artists have never seen 'em."—
Cleveland Leader.
Our hunger for Immortally may be
:he hest evidence that we shall in-
herit It.





WE are certainly putting our best foot 
forward
when we offer you $20 KINGSTON Suits
for $14.95, as the many men who have taken ad-
vantage of the price cut this week will testify.
KINGSTON, you know, stands for the best choos-
ing we know how to make and these are certainly
splendid examples of fine tailoring. These suits
are cut with all the distinctive iittic featorcs which
make this season's styles so attractive. All siis in
the lot now, but you had better get yours at once;
our friends like 'em at the price. .•
Hy the way,
Take yonr feet to tiullett'a.
S3.50, $4 and $.1.}.0alt rda
for $2.98.
BURNS BUGGY
or, hat ,1 riir,ad too ii I','1'. 
11.
,qttiskly pulled the bnirgY oili of thil
-table and called the No. 4 fire station
ahleh ls aertass the str,et With the'
ebenaleal engine the blaze was 11111 out
CIARENCE ELLITHORPE THROWS ;R:
& 14'x Ininattli" CVMPanies N(1"4. 2
Wrirll INTO 11.%I.ED 
and 4 answered the alarm.
i'i' Department 1'8111.11 the When
'Mize Got 11.1111141 fie. one
Coalcol.
A fire In the bdggy of Clarence
thorpe, 904 *with Tenth -street, burn-
ed the top off'of the vehiely and dam-
aged the !magi,' to the extent of $40.
Ellithofilg. had smile baled hay la the
buggy last, night, and went out to the
stable, Ile struck it match to 'see a
loose shoe on his horse, when part of
the bunting m:i1sh flipped into the has
Ellithorpe clasped his, bands o, the
DECORATION DAY
WILL SEE (1)4SATION fW LABOR
AT I. C. SHOPS.
119,1111 1.11111. i• %% 111 Ifts
.eme
flow% annul !Wilk. V4111
(10•wil.
The railroad shops or the Illinois
Central will be elosed tomorrow.
I tecorat Dup. scent o a balif
tin posted this morning, 1,11.
or men sunkient to keep Lipp&
repairs and the loaded ears Ord.
will he kept busy. The day will b
spent in various amusemen
iallronders. Fishing will
attention of many of the w
Spring cleaning began in
eltUie shops this morning,
w h itewashing crew had to
The round house has been (. ,1010$44,
The side walls as well as ti veins
will he given a coat.
The banks will close to
and the postoMee will obser
day hours with one delivery
windows open an hour In the
ing.
Decoration Day will be o
by the public library tomorro
building will he closed all 11
books rosy be returned bet
and 1 O'clock in the afternoon


















what the team will be orgautzed The
!game may. be played in June or July4, and the proeeeds from the emitcbt
IN TWO STATES 
ibaritable institution.
Chicago and galicy, III.. Re
port Highest Winds.
•




Chicago, May 29.-A gale of wind
leached a greater velocity than has
(been retarded in Chicago for seven
)years. last night,preoeded an electrical
storm whIct did considerable damage
Ii parts of the city. Several persons
were injured by debris blown front
'buildings by the gale and a church
and half a score of other burldings
were struck by lightning.
The storm was the culmination of
• day of atmospberic disturbances
which began with daylight arid synth*
eed intermittently until nearly mid-
night.
The high wind, whit* reached a
veloettyof 68 tulles an hour. crippled
the teletraph and tieptione wirte
throughout the city. For a Aeon time
the city was almon cut off from corn-
thunication with the outside world.
Rune Wrecked.
Quincy. Ill May 21 A wind storm
swept over Quincy doing much dam-
age. Buses running front the country
club were dashed to pieces. E. L.
Walcott and wife were taken from the
wreck of one bus severely hurt. Dr.
se•Thome D. Gardner w
as also hurt.
, • I The principal buildings at Wonder
se.elited pork were blown away. George
Werencr was killed by lightning dur-
ing the storm The country south of
Quincy was swept by a tornado and
5,0 dwellings and outbuildings were
demolished. No one is reported kill-
ed in the country region.
la Iowa.'
Burlington. lows. May 29.--A se-
vere wind, and rain storm struck
southeastern Iowa. Reports of much
damage are coming_ Iii. Barns Were
wrecked. out/weber leveled and sev-
eral 1Kr-sons killed or injured. Tele-
phone and electric light wires are dc-5
molished. The Burlington railroad
























R. Louis, May i /lard hilLeg
-•• • b I ed Chicago to will
• -411-41,...N. Sebre: R H
Chicago  s II 1
-"•••2._ limb s  2
 7 -4
o- 4. v Bateroes Frazier and Kling: Sal-
lee. Raymond. Ludwig and Hostetter.14
•
At Pittsburg.
Pitsburx. May 29. - The locale
were unable to hit when bits were
needed
Score: R 11 R
Boston  3 5 0
I'ittsburg  1 6 1
Batteries - Lindeman and Bower-




Sew York  18 14
lehliadelphia 20 16
 1 S 15
troit  17 15
Louis - 18 17
kart°  16 16












Philadelphia  3 7 2
Detroit  10 15 2
list-ries --Dvgcrt. (barter aue
5-break; Sutumers and Seinuldt.
At Wsidaingges,
Washington  8 5 0
Cleveland   2 5 3
Batteries--Falkenberg and Street.
Lattimore, Liebbardt, N. Clark and
Apoomis.
At Boston.
A016011  1 6 3
lesgo  2 7 4
Hatterles-Cycotte. Pruitt and Car-
riga* ; Walsh and Sullivan.
At New Teak.
New York   a 8 
0
91. louis  4 9 5
Batteries- Orth and Klelnow; Di-
been and Stephens.
Club Teams May Play.
It is probable that the 
Chess,
Checker and Whist club will have
baseball team to play the team of 
the
Elks, which will play the 
Elks' team
from Marion, Ill., Sunday, Jun
e 7. at
Lessee park. Agrees the 
checker
Pushers there are several good b
all
tossers, and there is little dou
bt but
Emma Confessed.
Emma Ruff, a colored servant at
the home of Mrs. Belle Curd. 635
Broadway, was accused of stealing
the pocketbook of Mrs. Curd yester-
day and late yesterday afternoon was
taken to the city hail by Patrolman
Henry gingery. Patrolman Singer)
-sweated" her, and she confessed
and told where the money was hid.
but said another negro stole- the
coin. After the money was found In
the stable Emma was released by the
police.
Doss Frightens School.
A vicious dog excited the pupils of
the Franklin building yesterday and
for a short tme had the whole play-
ground to himself. H. P. Barksdale.
an engineer for the Nashville. Chat-
tanooga & St. Louis railroad, heard
the screams and secured his shotgun
and killed the dog the first shot.
HEARST
MAKES (SUNS, IF toNTINUED,
'111AT wit", r.1.1er
Thiripanyeit in Two Prrelnete of the
110141 OP Re Intestigated--Ttse
Vole.
New York. May 29.-The aelual
recounting of the ballots east for W.
R. Hearst and George li. 1114•Clle;au
for mayor in the last election for that
4 Mee in this city In November. 19115.
was begun after -a delay of more than
two )vars.
The ountente of two ballot boxes
I
were counted is the KlIbitill:41 -at - g
5 U 1st i et • of the suprense court and 
re-
sulted in a net gain by W. R. Hesrst
of twenty-preen eters in the two pre-
cincts the votes of whkt were couneel
There are 19141 precincts In 
ThI.
greater cirty. Mayor McClellan's niu-
rality over Mr. Hearst in the original
count Was 3,47S.
The votes- in Ay of the boxes count-
ed, which showed a net in of littetet
votes for Mr. Hearst had been subject
of -complaint before the itrtitl lttri
A Socialist watcher at the polls al-
leged that the vote for Hearst *lid
McClellan had been transposed.
On the original count. Meeleilat•
bad 14;:: and Hearst 159 votes. On
recount !beret had 167 votes and Me-
-Clelltot 1.44 iss-thia.box. ___ __ ._
Jiattiee Lambert, before whom the
14 count is being DUO.% said at the
sloe, of the day's ta-sin that from
now on the count would pro.-.-.'4 mo..'
tepidly. Oittiossel for Mr. Heave said
be believed the recount would be e...i:st
!Dieted within six weeks.
BARKLBY IIKDAL
WILL HE 1W 11illEH Tit HIGH
saltier!. Olt %TIM ToNIGHT.
Muhl Cave. Edenril Silislell, 'still
ROI k a,wI Frank learealtsseg %%III
('lutist for 110110C.
Tonight at the High school the
dttelamatory contest for the Berkley
medal will be held and four Hien
I-stool pupils will be In the race fot
the prise. The boys are: Edwin Cave
Edward Mitchell. Will Reek and
Frank Luffenburg. A musical pre-
vent will be given by students of tie,
'school and the faculty between the
declamations. The subjects of tbn
declamations are: "The New South."
Edwin Cave: "The Supposed Speech
of John Adams." lward Mitchell;
' The Race Problem," Will Rock:
"American Liberty." Frank I.uften-
burn. The ;while is invited to attend
the contest.
t %seem the first and second dec-
lamations these will be a piano dnet
by Misses Bess jne and Eunice Rob-
coma. While Mr. Frank Cheek will
sing after the second declamaUon.
The last number on the musical pro-
gram will heat cornet solo by Robert
Bondurant. The judges are }ion. W.
A. Berry, J. S. Ross sod L. V. Armen-
trout.
Mr. Heopeck-Looki here. When
will you learn that a razor la not In-
tended for cutting clothes liees and
sharpening pencils?
Mrs. Henpeck-As soon as you
learn that hairpins are not intended
for cleaning. a pipel-Brooklyn Life.
20, 56
At Culley's
Diersolutiton of Williams & Peal Finn.
The firm of Williams & Peel, con-
sisting of (tarries NV-Warne and C. C.
Peal, has this day dissolved by mutual
entosent, C. 0. Peal retiring, and
Charles Williams continuing the busi-
ness. Charles Williams will collect
all animists and aseunre all obliga-
tions of the firm.
CH A RI.E44 WILLIAMS.
C. C. PEAL. .
i 
ppirli.(9,waN




20•50 NEVER WENT SO FAR BEFORE i
I 
Our Mr. Culley has just returned from Chicago where he obtained
some of the newtans, browns and gray suits that were made by i
i 
Rosenwald & Weil for a prominent eastern firm and were rejected on i
i ) 
account of late delivery. We bought these suits at very much less
than their value bought them for you. They are being shown this
i 
week at $20.50. No need to take a whole page to tell you about them. i
i 
When you see them you will say $20.50 never went so far before.









and Own a Home
Built to Suit
You.
Think this matter over today,
there is notime like the present to
do this important thing. The ques-
tion with every man Is poverty or
wealth; this question Is decided by
prompt and vigorous action.
DO IT NOW
(hilt NEW CoNTRACT guaran-
antees a loan in a spectlied tone. It
also guarantees II Per cent to the
investor.
We have been the means of build-
ing many homes for poor men, as
well as helping them to become in-
dependeut. See us. We can do it
for you.
Company will buy you a lot and
build you a borne-It only costs $t;
per month. or 20c per day to start
now. Who sa. you can not save that
amount why, you spend that much
for cigars and soda water. God gave
you brain,- use it like a man and start
today. Ca I on
State Manager,
W. E. Mathews
111 5. Third St. Healeberger House
eon S •. in. and p. in
TRAVELING:MEN
WILL MEET liF:RE JULY VIN-
WTEAD Nlo: JO.
Kentucky. Tillman. and Sliese...ippi
.1014804411V11 .4411VC06440 !MC
Is Set.
The dato'of the annual Meeting of
the Kentucky-Tennessee' and Missis-
sippi Traveling Men's itarociatiou
which was to meet here June 25-27.
has been changed and the association
will meet In Paducab July 9-11, The
secretary of the asisoelation informed
the Paducah Coinmercial club that
durrng the three days of the conven-
tion between 1.500 and 2.0003 travel-
ing men, repres4nting the varion,
firms he tbe United States doing bust-
Den In the three states mentloaed
would be present
It was through the efforts of the
Commercial club of this city that this
convention is going to be held her.
Tbe 01)Imservial. club wild appoint
eomanitteesi in a few days to tak-
charge of the entertainment and t is
expected with the assistance of otti
mercbants and others, to rain at fund
sufficient for the entertalnntent of
the traveling men while in our city.
DEA'ORATION D.tY EXCURSION.
Saturday. May Seth. to Mound City
and Cairo on the 'steamer Dirk Pow-
let. Pare for the reload trip 711 testa.
leaves Paducah 8 at. no. Arrives at
Cairo at noon. Leaves l'Idro 8:80 p.
no. Arrirea Paducah S p. m, stpechol
provisiou made to accommodate col- A 
widow never claims that the late
Deed passengers. tgleod music sad re. sisilimiabady 
&Midge was due to over-•
peelnuent• ou boat. work. ,
The Best is the Cheapest
HERRING-HALL-MARVIN SAFES










Foreman Bros. Electric Co.
121-123 North Fourth St.
SATURDAY SPECIALS
The Union Co-Operative Grocery
Cor. Tenth and Broadway
New Phone 1233 Old Ph
one 1191-R
16 lbs. Granulated Sugar $1
.00
24 lbs. Omega Flour ...
And other good brands as
low as  654.
1 lb nice large Prunes  
 10c
2 Ms. Evaporated Peaches 
33e
a cats Pineapple 
3 cans Sugar ('orn  
25c
1 bottle Heins India Wi
lda 21c
L bottle Heins Olive O
il  21c
1 bottle Heins Mustard
Dressing  14e
1 bottle Heins Worcester
Sauce
2 bottles Heinz Picke
3 bottles Hoffman House
Catsup   25e
3 bottles Pepper Samee 
26c




3 clams Lye lianulny  eye.
6 pkgs Grand Ma Washing
Powder ..  25c
1 qt. Heins Mlited Pickles 25e
3' dos. Heinz Sweet Pickles 25e
3 dos. Heins large Sour
-_ Pickles  25c
Picnic Hams  9c
Best llama  131ese
Good Bacon  124,
3 cone nice Salmon  2 5c
3 plops. Spaghetti  25c
3 pkgs. Macaroni  2:e•
1 Armour Veal Loaf   15e
6 bars Star Soap  25e
6 her. ivory Onap 25c
6 bars Fairy Soap  25e
6 bars Big Deal Soap   2.5e
bars Fels' Neptha 25e
All goods promptly delivered.
Tic h who,d fright-paler
toed a (sipper to tell him when




Great Pacific Tea RE Coffee Co.
OED PHONE 1119 A. 206 BROADWAY kEkti PHONE 1176
• 7 lbs. Sugar 45c
21 lb. sack Palmer Muse
Flour . 75e
12 lbs. Ice Cream Salt..  10c
2 sacks Salt  10c
2 pkgs lee cicala Ptra-der  25c
3 pkgs., Jello 25c
25c bottle Ketchup 20c
3 pkgs. Corn Flakes 25c
2 pkgs. Grape-Nuts 25c
2 plum Shredded Wheat 25e
30c bottle Flavoring 2tc
2 lbs. Mocha and Java
('offee 65.'
2 lbs. 25c Coffee 4.1c
3 lbs. I5c Coffee 10c
1 lb. Ma Tea. 60e 50c
1 lb Baking Powder, 45c.35c
3 pkgs. Soda  10c
fi cans Sc Sardines 25c
3 cans 20c Sardines 50c
3 cans 15c Sardines 40c
2 cans 15c Station 25c
2 cans 20c Salmon 35c
1, 25c can Lobster 20c
2 cans Shrimps 25o
1 bottle Heins India Rel-
ish for 22c
1 30c bottle Chill Sance 25o
1 .30c bottle Oysteer Cock-
tail for 25c
1 quart Vinegar Inc
10 bars Beep 2150
1 can DeViled Crabs 25c











for party success and national good
which requires only party unity and
harmony to make a certainty."
Now we sboeld like to know: Does
PUBLISHING CONFAB!. Prove thet the Democeafa of fha
nation are now facing an opportunity
our contemporary belic•ve in maintaia
lug th a:ear- way:, iu 111L
110111 of natural resources, governmee:
eontrol of mineral resources and pub-
lic lands, the gradUated income tax, a
t•het-k on the coneeteration of wealth
by predatory means, the modificatite.
a of the iujunction iu labor trout:et,,
the amendment of the anti-trust lite
to make it effective and equitable.
eurrency legislatiou, a better navy,
amployer's liability reform, child la-
bor metric-lions and the -publicity of
campaign contribution*?
rasa* • Young. Cbleaes end New Those are admitted by our 
contem-
porary to be Rosevalt policies: it ha,
tepeateda accused/Taft of being a
Roosevelt 111811 and heir apparent to
Lis 111111'it b. If our contooporaio be-
lieves in these things, then it must in-
_ donee Itoosaveit's adotinatrative ef-
forts. and approve a man aceeptable
to President Roosevelt at Mat fitted
to carry out those policies.
11'llo cares uhether it is call el
Democratic or Republican, so it is
right
1111/Voiroit STUB.
F. M. TIM111111. Pres/deal.
SR PAXTON. cieneral
Metered at tee poi/ulnae at Pademakk.
Kee OS woad claws matter.
egelleClaaaereeffi ffidlillens
DAILY IS.
VW elarrier. Per week 
Ils mall. per month. In steseette.•
MO =OM per year. In /advance 
pRa WaseiCAT son.
Wee year. by Emit postage paid -SIM
Asteress THIS SUN. Paducah, Ky...
Mee, 1111 Meet! Third. Pbea• 1611.
York, rwpreasntat is ea.
THE MTN can Dr found at tbe








$ ...... -4083 16 .
4134
e........4115 17 4109
2  4139 18 4106
41  4126 20 toot
6 4122 21 40'e
1  4125 22 4083
9 4128 23 4055
,  4105 24 4085
16  4221 25 4081
III  4223 27 4057
18  4078 28 4034
16 4087 29 4031
II 4094 30 -4097
106.646
Average for April, 1908 4102-
Average for April, 1907 3971
illicfease 131
Personally appeared before me this
May 2, 1908, R. D. Macaleillen, busi-
IMMO manager of The Sun. who affirms
that the above statement of the circu-
lation of The Sun for the month of
April 1908, is true to the best of his
kglOWledge and belief.





"A good lae is impossible until one
knows that there is ever something
more deeirable than living."
Betty Green Is a real woman.
The Such case should be calico
"Smell" caFe.
If property owners win kill the cat
erpillars now. while they are in web
and before the eggs hatch, the vet-ions
damage to Wes and shrubbery of
former years will he avoided.
Turning front h:s arraig'n'ment of
the administiation ter an alleged mis-
treatment of colored Soldiers in the
Brownsville affair to supporting
Roosevelt for another term as presi-
dent_gives Senator J. B. Foraker the
appearance of a min writhing In his
political death struggle.
POLITICS, POLITICS. POLITICS!
Newspapers and partisan so often
approach a subject idd an -unpatriotic
fashion. Political advantage in the
hope of winning, without regard to
the comparative briallta to the coun-
try of this policy or that polky are
an In all to such small try. For in-
stance. a cootempoillry solemnly re-
marks :-
"The last two days of congross are
at hand and it must be evident to the
most ca)ual observer that very few
of those things for which the presi-
dent has contended have become
laws. No provision ha& been made
for maisaaining the waterways corn-
mission. Ccongreds has taken no step
- looking to the conservation of our
batural resource's. .Nothing has been
C1/41tif. to carry out thOatioosevelt sug-
gestion that the government retain
the ownership of the mineral re-
sources of the public lands. The
Romovelt contention for a graduated
Income tax and the other proposition
emanating from the white house de-
signed to cheek the concentration of
wealth into a few hands have Made
no impression upon congress,
"Even the anti-injunction bill has
been put to -sleep and it Is by no
means certain that the Hepburn bill
modifying the Sherman anti-trust act
will be parsec!.
"All hope of currency legielatIon
las bet it abandoned. The premident.'s
oemands for naval expenditures have
also ben turned down. The net
result of the firesidentiaa agitation
from the stump and the frequent
bombardment of the capitol with Pi-
erutive messages-in the passage of an
unoatiefactory bill re-enacting the
employers' liability law, declared un-
constitutional by the supreme court,
and the bill regulating child labor tn
the District of Columbia. •
"This would be a significant and In-
teresting kituation at any time and It
is particularly no lit the beginning of
a presidential campaign. The presi-
dent has trieneoteed thfollgh the
power of federal patronage in _the
contest for control of the national
conventon, but his enemies are en-
trenched and fortified in the legit's-
the branch of the government At
tbe end of the .session of ceneress
asid the beginning of the presidential
campaign the Republican party is
gears tnne ever (Evicted Itgairre
Leif
''ALI
THE NIGHT RIDER'S PORTION.
The pardoning of M. Mary Hollo-
well, who is indicted in' Caldwell coun-
ty for the alleged scraping of the
plant bed of her brother-In-law, John
E. Hollow-ell, should indicate to the
night riders, what they may expect--
the worst of it.
Compared with the verdict of $35.-
1100 In Robert Hollowell's case and
the $75,04/41 suits pending in the fed-
drat court, $latocito Is small, but a
few more each verdicts will make the
assessments of the night rider organ-
ization oppressively high and numer-
ous.
,the assassination of Vaughan B.:i-
nset, the mysterious murder of New-
ton Rozeiette in Shelby aounty, and
the death or the boy returning from
the Hopkineville raid, should carry a
lesson to the heart of every menthe'
of the band. A night rider is fair
game for any gun, and the man who
kills one on a raid is no more subject
Oo. punishment than if he had killed a
vicious dog. Lots of eyewittosses to
the murder of Vaughan Bennett are
known, but none of them dares appear
in court: because he wore a mask and
scarf. Just as many. could be sum-
momel to tell about the Hazetettc
killing, but they will not answer to
their names.
Think of the funeral of that Trigg
county youth. Masked men deposited
his body at his father's door aqd never
told how he aied. People are learn-
ing how to deal with night riders and
It is growing wore and more danger-
ous to attempt outrages against the
persons and property of citizens of
Ketetueky. Only one now and then 4
killed, it ia true: but who knows who
tho next one will be! It ruse .be the
son or husband or brother or lather
of some night rider tompathlzitig wo-
man. Think of him lying dead beside
the road, deserted by ha lawless coni-
earsions. who,' knowing his aitaatsiti.
dare not pectecute him; and the
(teeth must go unavenged unless the
code of the mouataln fendist .et
adopted. Then, indeed., will night
rider blood baptise Kentucky's soil.
Why a man, who owns property,
title to whitey and the right to quietly
enjoy which, are guaranteed by the
law, should defy the civil authority
for the protection of which he pays
taxes, and bind himself by oath to
oppose the law, is beyond the com-
orehension of a reasoning being.
If the law prevails, he will be
brought to justice; if it does not his
property richt:5 are in jeopardy. Even
the night rider lawyers, who Make in-
eandiary speeches inciting planters to
disorder: -cannot refute this logic.
GENERAL STEPHEN D. LEE.
Another great Civil war figure has
pasted away by the death of Genera:
Stephen D. Lee, last'of the brilliant
array of Confederate lieutenant gen-
erals. Like most of the other leaders
of the Lost Cause. General Ike . was
educated at West Point for the lanited
States service, but when the breach
came, he east his lot with his native
state. Since the war he had bet-a
continuously in the public service and
was complcuously honored by Ramis-
plop'. Only memory soon will hold
dear the heroism of that day, and the
courage displayed by men on both
sides in that terrible war should be
an indmiratIon to the whole nation,
rather than a source of bitterness.
A WARNING.
We have had our warning. That
blaze in the Standard 011 property,
confined art it was this time. may save
the city thousand, and thoumands oi
donors, if the warning lee heeded. Per.
hap., no other community would have
suffered the presenoe of such a men-
tee In the heart of the city se long as
ueah has. The location of the
tanks along tke railroad, In constant
danger of ignition from engine sparks,
adds to the menace The whole city
should not be sUbjected to danger
Merely for the convenience of the
Standard Oil company. Those tanks
should be removed outside the city
tim its,
WITH 'THE FUNNY' MAN.
"If wouldn't cry like that if 1 were
you," said • lady to little Alec.
"Well," said Alice, between her
sobs, "you can cry any way YOU like.
but this is my way."-The United
Presbyterian. • II !Wei
(making lip)--"And you will
you wOrs wrong!" Ile (a
young lawyer) "No. but I'll admit
that an unintentional error might
have crept into my assertios."...._ .







query the boy looked at him slyly; 
but
atter a moment $ hesitation fell In
and answered eyerything readily, as-
suring him, howe%er, that it would be
difficult for any living thing to get
past the soldlere who kept watch and
ward over the boundary line.
Elated by the apparent ease with
which be lead secured provisions, he
again retreated toward the edge of the




b, this mabos to 
twhes 
makeltreray to Vea 
opurer, where he would be on Blida&
soil Had he looked back he WOUSO
- have seen that the boy, broom hi
- hand, watched him with an assume-
- tion of mere idle interest for a mo.
- meta only, then hurriedly threw off
his apron, banged the door shut and
ran as fast as his legs would carer
him to a big bundles farther down
the street. It was where the officials
Ry
ROY NORTON
ILLLSTIATED ST A. WELL
no, tie 411•8•110 Yid era,
(Coatlawed from last Issue.)
He sat wearily down on a pee of
ties, and the brakeman, still watchful.
stood In front note the long train
dragged past, then reached out a
grimy hand, swung lightly onto the
steps of the caboose, and shook his
fistat the supposed Cilium's& as he dill
appeared. A tramp of the most degraded
sort approached him and with the
camaraderie of the homelena dropped
Clambered Through the Side Door of
an Empty.
Into eeeversation with him_ Food and
rum made him an ally, and, finding an
easy source of assistance without ef




the west, where he bade his friend
good-by and sought the Chinese to
whom he had letters. Again he faced
• reverse; for these men with one Sc
cord told him there was no possibility
of evading the sentries to the sortie
and that his only means of escape
must of necessity be in the far nerds-
west. Sympathisers first, but tree reetner of elleged
 .eowallant of the
fickers always, they mulcted him of Little 
Girt at Mounds, III.. Ia
his money, and in return made it pos.
sible for him to travel to Seattle.
They bought a ticket, provided him
with a Chinese certificate of entry
whose pictured coiner was sufficiently
close in resgmblance, and saw him 011
as his journey.
Time and again in that long trip he
was dragged out and compelled te
show his papers, proving that he was
always a suspect. Once a threat was
made to hold him over; but his per-
suasive tongue secured immunity tram
arrest.
In constant tenor until his nerves
became shreds to torment him, alert
by night and day, he traversed the
contir.ent, and at last entered the
gateway of the northwest, where ac
toany of his countrymen had resided
prior to the outbreak of hostilities, but
where now be might claim neirhed
friends nor sympathisers. Here inieed
was a No Man's Land where none ex
tended i welcome. From then on he
must depend entirely on his own re
sources, and he understood perfectly
well that he was nearing a hard finish
of a long race. He lost no time in
nialang a start.
Under the pretext of going to a
camp where he was to cook be in
duced a launch that was starting out
toward the mouth of Puget sound tc
take him aboard as a passenger and
land him at its journey's end a abort
distance from Port Townsend. He
was dropped oft late in the evening
at a tiny landing, and liter saw the lit.
tle boat speed back toward Seattle
He was without food save such as had
been given him, and tightened the
belt'beneath his Chinese garb In an
ticifiatIon of a bard trip. Unused tc
the rougher life, he made painful
progreste and nothing save his des
peration enabled him to traverse the
'mind t lye strip between him sad the
city. Footsore and dependent* be
forged dogeedly ahead,' until at last
be. sheer will power alone he gained
the outskirts of the port. Its wooden
wharf was deserted, and many of the
houses were closed and, vacant, the
tear of Japanese shells and govern-
ment weakness having driven the
mote prosperous inhabitants away.
Thorougbly worn out, be waited un•
tit night fell, then crawled into a coal
shed and slept as only the worn and
weary can sleep. He rose refreshed
ind Jubilant because be had gainel
thus far without accident, blamer be-
ing his only immediate discomfort.
From his depleted store cloth he ex-
tracted the smallest coin, bent on
seeking fore before tbe city was
of the port held forth. The alarm
bad been given!
, Sets° rested in a thicket at the
edge of • forest and partook of •
leisurely breakfast, laughing mean
while at the dullness of the Ameri-
cans and the boy in particular lie
regretted the loss of his handkerchief,
which he feared must have been
dropped in the grocery store, but
smiled at the thought of being within
so few miles of a refuge where others
might be bought and where he could
find ease and comfort.
From back of him a deep bellowing
sound came faintly through the trees,
and he wondered what the unusual
noise could be Ile rose to his feet,
still bolding a remnant of food In his
hand, and waited for a repetition of
!the noise, which, borne on the breeze,
, was heard more sharply Only once
before had he ever known that same
sullen bay, and then it was when as
a visitor in a southern village he had
seen • pack of hounds followed by
excited men pass him in quest of •
negro criminal His memory barked
back to that time, and his hair raised
itself In terror. He threw away his
food and dashed madly Into the woods,
seeking to escape that menacing un-
dertone which his consclousnese told
him could have but one quarry. Ile
knew in an instant that the boy had
betrayed hint. and that he. Count
Scam a nobleman of Japan and de•
scendant of the Samurai, was being
hunted by decas like a wild beast of
Lb.' woods
(To be continued in nest home.)
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
every dam Iroise rem etelbettee. Las-Pa
keeps year whole Insider eight. Bold or the
ares47•beek sit.s everywitere. Price be teats
TO CHICAGO




ch d the metropolis of
awake. HO made his wav diiwn the
hillside to the business section with
out attracting attention, and entered
the doorway of a grocery store. where
• sleepy-looking youth 8.48 sweeping
away the previous day s waste. la
broken English he made known his
wants, and then, finding the salesman
apparently friendly and stupid, lost
sews of bis native caution and began
to ask questions regarding the watch
Wit illh.64 .trt091.. At Da first
.1rreeted.
bond fixed at $304). Obtaining money
by false pretenresa-lara MeNary, col-
ored, held to answer and bond fixed
at $300. Disorderly house-Mrs.
Lou Charily. $40 and costs.
Deeds Filed.
Cecil Reed to Lexie Wood. 33 acres
In the county,
Cecil Reed, master commiastomer.




Judge Emery Is trying the Ice hooks
ea•e, of Robertson vs. Flowers, this
afternoon. Each claims the pair of
hooks.
It. a o. oRtileltVAlltiN CAR
JUSIPte TtLerli AT GARRETT.
-----
Connelleville,,O.. May 29.-The ob-
servation car of the Baltimore It Ohio
flyer left the tracks near Garrett and
plunged ovor an embankment and leo
people were seriously hurt. Three Will
die. The train was running fast Thec
ear failed to take the curve'. Relief




Divorce Should be Granted ()a-
17 on Biblical Grounds.
tall nu llosagress ti PTO< eft 1.44848
%filial Prohibit Lkostir Traffic sued-
Peniest Against %%leek) Tax.
d.vorce, having been separated front evaugelistic work was taken up for
him only anat. May ::u Theywe're cuosideration.
married last June.
Conaty Court, 
gelisation, Dr. Little briefly- urged
Discussing the resolution on evan-
new seal for the salvation of souls.
Nell Wilson Wocefolk qualified as Dr. A. A. Metleachy spoke of the
administrator of the R. Woolfork danger to the minister of thinking
estate and guardian of 'Robert Wool- his mission to he to preach sermons
folk. ratker than to save souls.. He said
John Sehreder a German, wes the impression had gone .forth that
granted final naturalization papers this assembly was paying Wore atten-
d will go to Germany on a visit, lion to trivial things than to the vi
tal
Th.- back tax suit against the E. E. think of soul salvation, and he feared
Sutherland Medicine comoany brought the impression had moue fo
undation.
by Auditor's Agent Anderson, of May- Itr. W. M. Audeison spoke of
 the
field, is being tried this afternoon. Impoitance. acy and value of 
syste-
Ids Police Court. 
math. habits In watching, for souls.
ju,),chertili nigiaiew.ase:olottrreedic 
• sense of shame that the poke-ed-
it'''. George F. Robertson bad 
felt





logs of several assemblies had he
Grand lareetiy-Charlee Lowe, color- 
ataken up with constitutional quo,-
MeNary, colored, held to answer and tie was adopted.
T
.J11.11
•.J. continued until Saturday; lora he- resolution o
ffered by Dr. Lit-
Report on ellessioas.
The first busluess was the report
of the standing committee on foreign
missions, which was discussed and
adopted. The report took an en-
couraging view of the general out-
look and reviewed the seyeral nes-
&lottery fields. The laymen's move-
ment was indorsed and a vote of
thanks extended Mr. White and Mr.
Ellis. of this niovernent. who ad-
dressed the men's convention here
just prior to the meeting of the as-
aembiy. An overture requesting a
wornao aucretara for the woman's
missionary work was anawere ed In th
negative u. ion the recommendation
of the committee the foreign 
missionsexecutive committee' was re-elected
for three years as follows: .Dr. J. F.
Cannon, Dr. E. D. McDougall. Eiders
O. II. Baskette. J. D. Blanton and J.
Valkes. The co-ordinate secre-
taries. the Rey. Dr. S. II. Chester
and the Rev. J. C. Bemis. were also
re-elected for a term of three years.
The report on theological semi-
naries was preeented by Dr. A. A.
Little,- aartasraa-adopted.
The Rev. Ly rius R. Walker pre-
sented. the report on the assembly's
home toed school at Frederielsburg,
Va. Considerable interest was shown
and a number of strong speeches
were made in its favor.. The report
which was adopted, rails for an effort
to raise 125.000 a year for the sup-




May 29.- -Offerings on
the local auction breaks were light.
The aggregate at all the warehouses
wacan.a 13e_hogsbeads of  wh:ch 82
were Burley and 54 dark. The 1[00-
d I t Ion of the Burley was fair and the
quality was the Mot that has been
offered on the loctl breaks for sev-
eral week. The colialition of the dark
was *oft and the quality was only
fair. Prices uere
Kansas City, May 29.-Church The Louisville' warehouse had up
government. temperance and mar- to Isegsheads. of which 7 were new
riage ana divorce were the important Burley and brought from $1e to
subjects before the genera: assembly 914.7a. and the rennaind.-- were dark
Of the Presbyterian church, and brought
Cairo. CI.. May 29.-Word was re- By far the most 
important action 
Attoiheg.tI fromnted  $tidark.ie to 119wi ii  
Ia
ri01•Iamo.,
ceived by Chief Egan that F. D. of the session was the adoption of the hns•heads of new dark brought front
Brown, charged with asaauitipg the resolielon which makes it 
impossible eg. to tee $12.50. The market was
little child of Mrs. Welsh at Mounds for any paid agent or memb
er of the good and there were three rejeations,
had probably gone to Chicago and he llehurch bo
ards or permanent officer The following is the report of
telegraphed there notifying the au_ of the general assemb
ly except the offerings on the. Louisville market.
thoritiee. !moderator. to ....e on execu
tive corn- including, all warehouses:
The fe.low's partner was captured i mittees ruling the 
body of the ad Ithdc-
at Team, by Officer Wilson, It a p nalnistrative affairs of
 the church. 
Bur."  
1.2
pears Hat the two left Mounds to-The creation of an 
executive comm Darkis- 1:4
gether he rail. but Brown, the guilty slon Is the direct result of
 the ever
man Jen the train after a few sta-Irrcurring cry that certain 
men in the Total i 
lions bad been passed. church were
 acquiring too much Original inspection  lie
power. The. action means that all Reviews 
 ik
church beards will report to the ex- Rejections
ecutive commission of fifteen them- First sale at the Farme
rs' wile
bers. when it has been selected, and
that the governmentaof the church
will devolve on men who have not
heretofore served In executive cepa.
city.
The church reaffirmed its powItion
that divorce should be granted only
upon biblical grounds. The assemble
approved the efforts of the Interne-
Hone! conference on Influencing pub-
lic opinion to overcome they-evils that
threaten the sanctity of -the _marriage
relation, the integrity of the family
and the welfare of tbe state.
The assembly voted an appropria-
tion of $5,010) to continue the work
of the temperance committee and thousand hogsbeads h
ave been e
added a resolution declaring that no celved at the storage hotline
revenues derived from the liquor Local primers are still busy a
nd i
!matrices should be used for popular large amount of tobacco 
Is yet I




Is (*ink (11,1814. •
Graf.e Sanderson was granted a di-
vorce' from A. M. Sanderson and given
uidod y of their child with $210 a
month alimony.
Clemenee French was granted an government calling on congress to
absolute divorce from Arthur French "protect" the states that have *bol-
ted restored to her maiden name. IrIshed the traffic.
B. J. Sherrill filed an answer to his
yvile's petition for divorce. denying
her allegations and prayer for the cos.






Cadiz. . May 29.-About 4
hogshead's of tobacco on the Cad
Market have been sold this vreo,i,
lugs bringing from 7 to 10 cent
while the leaf sold it prices rang,n.
from le to 13 cents. W. M. Hal
cock and R. E. Cooper. of Hopkiii
vile, and Nat F. Dortch, of clomisvi
ware the buyers here Monday. and 1
M Buckner. of Louisville. was M
Tuesday.
Already about 225 hogelyeads bee
been sold on the Cadis'market. and
The Fittehweg Cosneerece. 
Report of tales,scol tobacco ma I'
Tobacco asks.
Pittsburg. May 39.-Owing to not by the Pl
anters' Protective lasso( I,
penses and in the absence of instruc- 
lion for week and year to Mat 2
1908:
toeing provided with traveling ex-




$1,50 and roes tion as to Its deity the committee ape
 Markets.
kited to bring about closer relit-
Robertson. the contractor, and an ap. 
rine with the Presbyterian church 
ClarkevIlle
ment iii the amount the city owes ble had been itecompUshed. 
  240662 . 24.1 i
19 1:7'.1 ,
prat was granted the city, The Jude- 
reported to the United Presbyterian flpringsfield
general assembly that nothing tagt- Mahn!!
tinned by tier ieben she fell hi a sewer 
One of the features of the second Hopkinsvnle
Russelleille .
III
Y.Iss Marian Lander for injuries sus- 
  161 171.
day's session of- the conference wak Curtis
teeing built by Robertson & Gardner 
  46
a prayer made by the Rite. Dr. C. T. Princeton






ased the eidgment from Miss hen lug United Presbyterian minister. Mayfield 
41
erd. The city ham a claim against Evaagebitic Preaching. Murray 
  249 81.
-
Fiffeettson and will' attempt to deduct Greensboro, N. C.. May 29.-At
- t. from the $750. the southern Presbyterian assembly Totals 
  2162 134:', 1
Bernhard Bros. & Spiedier, of Ohl the following resolution was present- 
. 
JOHN -D. SCALES, Auditor.
.ages, and the Mechanics and Farmers ed by Dr. A. A. Little;
irevings bank tatted C. P. Johnbon. "Whereas, we believe that the
oroarletor of the Kentucky* Printing great naked of our cherub Is more
rompany. the former for $1.54.55 and evangelistic preaching on the part of
he latter for 126.0.65. Each has a our pastors and a noir diligent fleet
mortgage on the pristine plant. John. On the part of the church to reach
eon appeared in aeon this morning the unchurch and unsaved, this gen
ard made a standalone showing bim to vat assembly would urge on all our
se insolvent and tlte estate will be atinistere to seek more sad get more
Henry Steed for divoree They were It, to bring woes into the kingdern of
Etarried la 1902 and separated in God." 
, 
G r a p e-Nuts I;old for its debts Of this spirit of prayer for the salysTwo divorce suits Were flied in ('IF-boa of souls and to use more even -
sun court todey. Maggie Steed "I"' genetic effort In the pulpit and out of
FOOD
1904. 1 • I COT11111t1A1013 teelltiee was held at 11 I 
4,ther•••  Re/nos."






















OUT ASKING A SINGLE
Q('ESTION, TELLS NAME,
AGE ANI) OCCUPATION
Os' Et EILY CALLER, So
CAN THE FUTURE BE
TOLD.
Riley Hurr
HE WILL TELL YOU WHAT
• YOU CALLED FOR-ANY-
THING S'OU WANT TO
KNOW - ADVICE THAT
WILL DO GOOD.
Discontented, unhappy, or
not satisfied Jo life? Have
you any domestic or past trou-
bles that annoy you? But no
matter what your troubles
may be, you will he told of
them and receive the proper
advice,
Riley Hurr
Tiroar pstl. pair present
life and cute., future, and
everything can be told by coo-
suiting this world eminent
clairvoyant and Spirit Medium
who is the greatest master of
occult science and psychic
forces the world has ever
known. His predictions are
always correct, and never fail
to conic true. as thousands of
people will testify.
Riley Hurr
POSITI% FI.Y GU %It NTEES
WHEN ALL
OTHERS E %IL CONCERN.
ING BUSIVESS AFFAIRS.
Gives never-failing infor-
mation regarding all kinds of
business. law suits. chaltas.•
collections. Investments. spec-
uletions. changes, wits, pen-
sions. Insurance, deeds. tnort•




in all love affairs, troubles.
marriages, family difficulties
and divorce. Settles lovers'
quarrels."-gives name of the
one you will marry and date
of marriage, how to win the
man or woman you love, etc.
Riley Hurr
Tel:I• )11l1 hew to otenal and
fascinate' anyone you love and
admire..
No matter what your life
has been I wilt start you right
again. I well ttel you bow to
control friends and enemies.
Thousands have become happy
by taking my advice. With.
out your asking one questlea
I will tell you exactly what
you called for, whom sad
when you will marry: Call
and I will send you away hap-
pier, wiser and bolder than
before; tbe sad and broken-
hearted go away cheerful and
happy. NT' -41111111.11
lIctollytus reduced for the
next ...4.‘4.11 days only.
Private parlors. Hours 9a. m.
to 0 p. ni. daily and Sunday.
-e 
132 Sloth horti Street
intrn4Y, MAT is 'WE r tn T.tH F.VF.NING ST-N
' P4011 MVO
Our pec InL tit
Ideal Market, 512 Broadway
.0n account of Decoration Day on Saturday, May30, we 
give you our
one day in advance, good for two days-Friday a
nd Saturday.
Ripe Tomatoes, pee.bgteket
Medium ripe Tomatoes, per
dozen  35,
Gre..n Tomatoes. per dos  25e •
Pineapples 3 for  2 lc
Oranges, per dozen  30c
Bananas, per dozen 15c
Le nionTi, per doses  15c
Strawberries. extra fancy Itic
.0iintaluuteesi, 3 for  
25c
Blackberries  Inc












Sardine ,. all kinds.














Swaneelown Flour. sack  S5c










Domino Sugar, per box ...
Coen per ran 
Praa, per can  1.1c
SOI.V.
German Sweet Chocolate
3 pkgs  25c
Spaghetti and Macaroni 3
pkgs  25c
Cream Cheese, per lb  20c
Brick Cheese, per 10  21Jc
8tt.bs Imported Cheese lb 35c
McLauren's (Imperial)
Cheraw, per jar  15c
Salt, per box  4e
The best of Teas per lb. ..50c
Silver Cow Milk, per can
Meal, per peck 
Tomatoes, per can  Sc
French Peas, per can  20e
lion Ami, 3 for  25c
Large French Prunes; M 
:Munhrooma. per can  20c
Seediens tialsins 3 pkgs 25e
Quaker Oats, per pkg. .„ fir
Ponentoes 3 cans for   25c
Mellhaney's Tobasco Sauce,




bottles, per bottle   50c
Certline, 3 pkgs.. for   Sc
Toasted Corn Flakes. 3
pkgs. for   25e
Stireelded Wheat. 2 pkgs  25c
ii.ntuark Herring, per can  3iie
Uneeda Biscuit. per pkg  4te
Wafer ()lockers 100Se, lb  Ile
Stuffed Olives, per bottle 10c
leported Gliegser prenentee
p•-r jar   35c
Lea & Penn's Wor. Sauce
• per bottle'  25c
flivereide Sauce. per bottle 2eits
Pineapple. I cans for  25c
Pure Leaf Lerd, per M  lec
Pure Leaf 1Arti, per can 
50 lba.  $1.00
Grand Ma's Washing Pew-
der, ler pkg.  ic
Camenebert cheenee, box  50c
6 bars Star Soap for 2ac
.1.00Pe Starch, per lb. 4e
Shaker Table Salt. box 8 1-3c
THE LOCAL NEWS
-lir. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Broadwar. Phoue 116.
-Forms for real estate agents for
sale at this Mace.
-We calgive you the finest e
ar-
esrlageo in 1111 city for weditn
g. ball
and theatel calls. Our prices are 
low
jar than those charged for Ike 
service
I• any city in America. Our sonice
le second to none, and the best In 
this
• • y. Palmer Tran
sfer Company.
-Mr. II. C. Hollins bat left the
4114.1t5.for a few months. and I 
have ar-
k (mired an Interest in his business 
and
shall look after it for hire. Any 
in-
formation with reference to an
y
branch of .1; 'wit receire.promp
t at
tention if yu mil cal up The Sun
ogee. Both phones ::.8. E. J. 
Pax-
ton.
-City subscribers to The Da
l)
Sea who wish the deliv
ery of their
papers stopped must notify 
our col-
lectors or make the requests 
direr!
to The gun °Mee. No 
attention wiii
tee toed to *lien orders 
when given
to carriers. San Pub
lishing Co.
- -Lades' atel gent:4111
,4er straw
and Prnatna, hats 
cleaned. Work
Noiarant,..A. New York Shine Parlor*,
ke Bread way.
If you *ant to see how Brun...9r%.
town Grass F.etd vow, 
iook 'n L. W.
• ikennellerget'S show windoir, 
-platted
May 116th.
- Veit Page '5 short 
order tteetau-
erne 11.3 South Second.
- For house numbers, d
oor plates,
brass stem'!,. braes and 
aluminum
checks of all k ride rubber 
type signs,
markers. See The Diamond 
Stamp
Works. 115 South Third. Ph
one 358.
-Cameras. Cameras. Cameras, and






itne a palatable combination
of two of the greatest spring
mutinies known to science.
Everyone can remember the
vile taste and the wholesome
efloct of these same rtmedies
when administered by Grand-
ma, but unless you have tried
these leezengeo you don't
know how agreeable to take
Cream of Tartar and Tulphur
can be made. Greatest aye-
tem renovator yet; Make you
feel as good as new.
lec a BOX •
Gilbert's Drug Store
4th and Broadway
Mitt-, Phone no. 77.
MEP. .1•••••••  
way•••••••••••
Aft. r using our exterminator aid
it doesn't clean out your roaches. rtkice
of rats. It costs you nothing --if it
does Me pile*. is only 25c. Kamlei-
ter, the grocer.
-Herman Corbett, the 5-year-old
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry ('orbett,
of North Seventh street. struck the
tooth of a, rake- into his left foot last
night *hie playing in the yard.
- -J. S. Baskin will preach at the
dirlstian chapel at S o'clock tonight.,
His subject is: ••illow We May Know
Our Sins Have Moen Pardoned."
LOCAL ..
Pees,. Iiiskey reported to the
po oe today that he woe touched for
his oil: of $70, flukey was down-1
town yesterda) and in a crowd it is
suppood his coin changed hands.
The ien'ice are insestigating the rob-
bers.
- ':.....ttle and Garriett Harris, col-
oriel. of South Tenth street. were ar-
rested tithe morning by Detective
Moore nod Patrolman iiiiriey on the
charg, of running a disorderly house.
opening dance at Wallaee park
aiNI be given June 1 by Evergreen
&ove. No. 13, W. C. 'Gents 50e.
Hillman•ev band. We reserve the
right to reject any person.
• -
IN SOCIAL CIRCLES
Useterlishes ekerlsolta Gene, .
Mr. and Mes .1 It Snyder w II en-
terta Maenolla Greve No. 2. Wood-
men lo, at their home, Tenth awl
Terve'. streets, next Wednesday eve-
ning, .tnine 1.
Trip on lik4ver."16
MI. • Elizabeth Sebrees entertained
• fee of her girl friends today by
taking the river trip on the Dick
Fowler to Cairo and return. Those
preps) fiui the outing were: Misses
Elizabeth Subree, Alma Kopf, Nene
Hatfield, Corinne Winstead. Elsie
Hodge. Jane Stephenson. Mrs. R. L.
gebret• and Mr. Richard Scott accom-
panied them. 4
11.a..4 D. A. It. Meeting.
The last meeting for this season of
the Daughters of the American Revo-
lution is being held this afternoon
with Mrs Hal Walter.. 1533 Jeffer-.
son street. Designs (Cr the memorial
fountain are on hand and one will be
seleeted. Mrs. I.. W. Boswell will
1.11(1 a paper on "ring Day,"
muck' will be fe'ature'd by Mrs. David
Flournoy, Mrs. !seta Wade Lew,s.
Miss Caroline ilant and Miss Len'-
cite' Soule.
literary Department.
Unfinished papers were read in the
final meeting of the lit rary depart-
ment of the Woman's club ibis morn-
log, at the dub building. Mrs. Mus-
roe Burnett, the department chairman
presided, and Mrli. I. 0. Walker com-
pleted a paper on "D'Annunrire"
NI/es. Mary Mocquoi Water,* finished
her lespeteLn Stephen Phillips, and a
paper on "Tolstoi" was read by Mrs.
I. D. Wilcox.
Miss 1~6 Gradosatee,
Ales Florence Loeb, who has been
attending Mies Brown's pre pa ra or%
school In Boston. Mass., for the pant
two years, graduates ttulayt...complet-
lag the preparptnry work required
for entrance. to Pry?, 'Mawr college,
Where she will attend - nest year.
After graduation she will leave for
. Loots to join Mks. R. Loeb, who




Books. Pencils, ink and Rulers
All Going Home.
Seniors Take Farewell of School sad
lesew, for occasion-The Last
Year.
COLORED SCHOOL'S ORATOR
Books were packed today and ink
bottles thrown away by the school
children, because this was the last
day of regular school. Examinations
will begin Monday and .continue
through Wednesday for those who
have been so unfortunate as to not
he excused from the "rams." Friday
the children will return for their
cards and then vacation - three
months full of romp-and play. Most
of the rooms had choing exercises
today, while in the High school at
opening exercise Miss Aline Ilagby
played several selections on the
violin-.
In the eighth grade 'the classes of
Mho* Kate White and Miss' Mary
Brezeiton. had a social meeting with
a discussion of current events. A
program of musk, and the rooms of
Misr; Elizabeth Daugherty and Miss
Graham had a regular program. The
programs were printed by Wayne
l'ainter. a pupil. The program was:
Black Face Comedians--Wayne
rainier. V. Speck and C. Herman.





In speaking of the sureness of the
School, for the past year, Superin-
tendent J. A. Carnagey said while he
has not the. records ready, he feels
that the session has been satisfactory.
Practically nothing has interfered
with the schoels and harmony has
reigned between teacher and pupils.
This year the enrollment is 3.541,
and in 1904 It was 3.415. Only four
cases of suspension have been had in
whienh the mile] was not reinstated.
while in 1994 there was 32 pupil
that did not return after suspension.
The health of the teachers and
pupils has been unusually good, and
the measles, mumps and other ills
did not luterfere to any degree with
the attendanee. Newt year better
soccess s looked for. as Professor
Carnagey explained he would know
better at the beginning to start the
schools and to keep them in rein.
11111W0Veniellin.
During the summer extensive im-
provements will be made to all of
the buildings by Fred !toyer. A.
w moo will be placeed in the Jet-
fee on building. and new steps placed
In the Garfield building extra stairs
win be built so that the building
may be emptied quickly in case of a
.fir.'. , Such jobs as paint cc will be
coked after„ and the buildings will
be like new. next September. The
school hoard's finances are limited.
but the money will. be used judi-
ciously.
On their last day in old High the
senior girls we're- ,al dressed in white
this morning and each Pewee*t girl
gook/ate wore a hand of olive green
ar.d gold ribbon lin her left arm. The
ors will not have school next
beet all the time-'-will be used
for rehearsing.
E. W. S. Hammond to Speak.
Then speaker for the colored com-
mencement was secured act night.
after a talk over the long distance.
Fl W. S. Hammond, dean of the
The o•ngical university. of Nashville,





We're ahead on shoes
--we're armed with shoes
trunked with shoes, and
are certainly well heeled
with shoes.
We stand ready to shoe
every man and boy in
this town with any sort
of shoe he fancies.
Price from $3 50 to
$7 50.
Agents for Stay Adams
and Nettkton fine shoes
and oxford's.
•••••••••
KW - 411 1111114.11111‘.
JULIA W4ED HOWB
FAMDUS AUTHOR
Boston, May 311.--Mrs. Julia Ward
Howe IF 89 years old and her birth-
day was very pleasantly remembered
by greetings and Sowers from all
parts of the country. She spent the
day quietly with her family at her
home on Beacon street. It being de-
sired, owing to her advanced years,
to spare her all unnecessary fatigue,
although appreciating the many kind
greetings and messages, she received
only a few intimate friend. outside
the family circle.
Mrs. Howe is In good health con-
sidering her age, and looked forward
with great interest to the fortieth
anniversary of the New England
Woman's club, of which she is presi-
dent. The annlveraary exercises
were held In the South Congrega-
tional church, and Mrs. Howe was
able to be present for a brief time.
Striking Figure of Period.
Always a woman of singularly
broad interests, Mrs. Howe was one
of the striking figures of the half-
century that culminated in the civil
gal. She attained distinction in the
fie leis of literature, politics and phil-
anthropy, and her exalted patriotism
furni.hed the northern soldiers wigs
the famous "Battle Hymn of tffe
Republic."
She was born in New York City.
From her mother, Julia Rush Ward.
she inherited an uncommonly bril-
liant mind and a taste for letters,
and upon her marriage to Dr. Sam-
uel Gridley Howe, the philanthropist,
in 1/443 she. began conducting with
him the Boston Commonwealth. The
policy of this paper was strongly anti-
slavery and it continued to mold pub-
lic sentiment until the conclusion of
the' war had disposed of that issue.
Mrs. Howe then transferred her at-
tention to other public questIonn. de-
voting her gifts to promoting prison
reform, the cause of universal peace
and universal suffrage.
For almost fifty years she has been
before the public as a writer and lee-
titter on social matters and during
the period of the early '90s she fre-
quently appeared in Uunitarian pun
pits. Her best known literary work
is undeniably "The Battle Hymn of
the Republic," which was written in
isel while she was .visiting the
camps near Washington. This poem
was printed first in the Atlantic
Monthly. Among her other writings
are "Passion Flowers," "Words for
the Hour." "A Life of Margaret
Fuller" and her faacinating_"Reml-
nineences." •
%labs Union Camps.
The writing of the famous hymn
followed a visit to the union lines
made with the intention of witness-
ing a review. Az it chanced a por-
tion of the rebel forces attacked un-
expectedly and Mrs. Howe was soon
the center of a miniature battle. On
the way back those of her party be-
gan sing:ng Itrar songs to cheer the
soldiera and she conceived the idea
of creme fresh words to be sung
-with the tune of "John Brown." The
actual woids were arranged in their
final form the next morning while
Mrs. Howe lay in bed in a darkened
room Weskie her infant children.
The hymn. which Is now known to
millions. runs:
Mine eyes•hirve peen the glory of the
coming of the Lord:
Ile is trampling out the vintage
where the grapes of wrath are
stored;
He hath loosed the fateful lightning
of his -Terrible. swift sword:
His truth is marching on.
I have seen Him in the watch fires of
a hundred circling camps;
They have' bullded him an altar in
the evening dews and damps;
I have read His righteous sentenc
e
by the dim and flaring lamps;
His day is marching on.
I have read a fiery gospel writ in
burnished rows of steel;
"As ye deal with my contemners, so
witt. you my grace shall deal;
"Let the hero, born of woman, crush
the serpent with his heel.
"Since God is marching on."
la'ks sounded forth the trumpet
that shall never call retreat;
Ile is sifting out the hearts Of men
before His judgment seat.
Oh, be swift, my soul, to answet
Him; be jubilant, my feet.
Our God is marching on,
In the beauty of the lilies Christ was
born across the sea.
)1'ith a glory in his bosom that trans-
figured you and me;
As He died to make men holy, let
us die to make men free.
While God is marching on.
-Farkilst Visitor-"Are son allowed
In this prison any exercise beneflcIal
for your health?" Convict-"Oh,
yes, 'ma'am. By advice of counsel




Mr& lie L. Rueter 111.
Mrs. George f` unibattah has
been called to Somerset its the' criti-
cal Illness of her sister. Mrs. I.. L
fluster. She Is ill of pneumonia and
with her advanced age of 54 years,
Ole is not expected to recover.
Li Wilt' Mission Lawn Fete,
The Hume Mission soeiet..) of tine
Broadway Methodist church will given
nn ice cream FOCIal Saturday *evening
the lawn at Seventh street and
eroadway.r,
kr. LInto Parent, 516 South Elev-
enth street, a popular employe of the
Illnois Central shops, will go tonight
to Lyon county. where he will wed a
young lady of that county.
Miss Pearl Roof has gone to Sharp
on a visit to Mrs. Josephine Rudolph.
Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Billings and
two deughters. Lougenia and Arneta.
went to Dawson Springs today to
spend a week or ten days. Mr. Bill-
ing, is going for his health.
Mrs. 0. T. Hale. of Murray, will
;mice tomorrow afternoon on a visit
to Mr. and Mrs. Bud Gibson, 911
Jackson street.
Mrs. James Arthur Young and Mrs.
II. H. Tetley left at noon for New
York City. Mrs. Young will join Mr.
Young and go to some seaside resorts
for the summer. Mrs. Duley will re-
main in New York several months for
the benefit of her health.
Mrs. H. F. Clough. of Metropolis.
is here this week, the guest of
her son. Dr. J. J. Gough, and family.
-Benton TribunseDemocrat.
Miss Nannie Blair, of Paducah, is
the guest of Miss Minnie Blanchard.
of Cedar street.-Cairo
Calloway county is quiet and to-
bacco plantng is up to the average,
according to E. W. Anderson, county
jailer, who. is in the city today on
business.
Miss Bonnie Prince left this morn-
ing for Princeton to attend the com-
mencement exercises there tonight.
While there Miss Prince will be thee
guest of her cousin, Miss Mabel
Thompson.
Deeds, of course, are mightier than
words; yet, some people manage to
talk their way through life, and get















St. Louis  25.6
Mt. Vernon  22.2
Paducah  25.4
The stage at 7 o'clock this morn-
ing read 24.2. a fall of 1.3 since yes-
terday morning.
The steamer Dick Fowler got away
for Cairo on time this morning with
a big trip of freight and a number of
passengers taking a day's outing on
the river. The Dick Fowler will have
a special rate of 75 cents for the
round trip to Cairo tomorrow on ac-
count of Decoration Day.
The Joe Fowler was in from Evans-
ville this morning on time and re-
turned at 11 o'clock with a big trill
of freight and passengers both ways.
The John S. Hopkins will be the
Evansville packet tomorrow morning.
The iloyal was in from Golconda at
10 o'clock this morn:ng with a big
trip of posstegers•and a good trip of
freight, both coming and going.
The Wabash with two Excursion
barges is tied up at the public land-
ing, waiting for tomorrow, when she
will take aneexcursion to Mouhds.
The two excursion barges are being
repaired and fixed for the trip. The
Wabash bails from Evansville.
The George Cowling made her tee,
regular trips between Metropolis and
Paducah today, doing a fine passen-
ger business and a good freight trade
.
Captain Henry Campbell is in charge
f the Wabash..
The Kentucky arrived frore the
Tenneteee river at 3 o'clock this morn
log and went.on to Brookport ate! Me-
tropolis to unload. She had abate:
tars of lumber and a number of pas-
sengers. _ Tomorrow night at 6
o'clock- sire will leave for the Tennes-
see.
The Reaper arrived from Caseyville
with 24 barges of coal last uight for
the West Kentucky Coal company,
and will leave tonight for the lower
Misnissippl with a tow Off 25 rieees.
The Harvester will leave at 3
o'clock tonight for St. Louis with a
tow of west Kentucky coal.
'The Major Slack passed up the Chi;
yesterday afternoon about 4 o'clock
with a tow of 5 model barges on liar
way from Cairo to Cincinnati. She
will return with a to* of several
bargee loaded with spavjng brick for
Cairo.
The John S. Summers, a towlraae.
from Cairo, arrived in, port this morn-
ing at 7:30 and returned with a light
tow.
The Margaret left this morning for
the Cumberland with a tow of empties
and will return with a tow of ties for
the Ayer & Lord Tie company.
'Captain E. Await, owner of the ex-
cursion launch Cutaway. saved Li
Imasengers paying railroad fare from
here to int. LOUIS. The Saltillo left le
cut her passengers yesterday, when she
pulled out for St. Lonite •Captain
Await took 10 of the stranded excur-
sionists out to the fitaltillo and when
he returned be found R more wanting
to get on the !Minitel. The captain
look the second load btit,the Satan°
was alhogt to. Brookport before the
peemsigers Warded her.
The Harvester will leave for et.
Loeb today with a tow of 4 pieces of
coal for the West Keettick• Coel4iaut-
pany. Capt. Guy Walker 'is now -a
pilot on the Harvester.
Cents
Saturday's Sale
Hart's price May 30th. Only 9 cents for
any article named below.
6 in. White Wash Brushes, Garden Trowels,
‘'arnish Brushes, Ice Picks, Butcher Knives,
Hand Saw Handles, Vegetable Sheers,
Bill Files,
Granite Soup Ladles,
Galvanized Wash ('an s,
2 qt. Granite Dairy Pane,
I qt. Granite Dairy Pans,
Wood and Metal Lemon Sqeetzers,
Broilers,
I, 2, 3 Tin Coffee rote,
6 and s qt. Flaring ('ails,
Granite Soap Holders,
Shoe Brushes,, Scrub Itrushes;•






1 qt. Granite Sauce Panr,
4 qt. Tin ::aekets
Enameled Fry Pans
Tin Sifters
Cash Only No Phone Orders
liE0. 0. HART & SONS CO.1 _iL„,irpti,„„,,,.
(metal Forecasts.
• The Ohio at Evanti%iile will con-
tinue rising 12 to 24 hours, then fall:
At Mt. Vernon will continue rising
to 116 hours. At Paducah and
Cairo will fall at a decreased rate
during the next 24 hours.
The Tennessee at Florence and
Riverton, no material change during
the next 24 hours. At Johnsonville
will continue rising during the next
?4 hours.
The Mississippi from below St.
Louis to slightly above Cairo will














0.3 rise utrig about 27.0 feet at Clore Girar-
0.0 fall th•au.




Subscribers imerting want ads in t
The Son will kindly remember that
all each Items are to be paid for when
'the ad is haserted, the rule applying
'to every one without exception.
FOR DRY wed old phone 2361.
FOR heating and stovewood rine
437. 1r. Levin.
FOR RENT-Four room house on
Clay street near 16th. Hank Bros.
FbR RENT-Furnished feint room
Apply 420 North Fourth,
FOR RMN"T-Apartment in Hecht
Flats, 511 Adams.
FURNSHED rooms for light house-
keeping; 313 Madison.
FOR RENT-Five room fiat, mod-
ern conveniences. Apply 603 North
Sixth. George Rawleigh.
FOR MOVING, hauling, packing
Picnic wagon, call 705. Both phones.
George Rock.
LAWN MOWERS sharpened and
adjusted at John Greif'., 318 Wash-
ington street.
J. I. MORGAN horse sitioedag,
general repairing, rubber tires. 498
South Third,
WANTED-A meat cotter. Apply
to Jake Biederman Grocery and Bak-
ing Co.
CARPENTER contractor. Prompt
attention to repairing. Call E. IL
Moore. New phone 528.
TAKE YOUR )CLEANING and
pressing to n, the tailor. 522
Broadway. Thr n who does good
work and promPt 401d phone 523-a.
BICYCLE RE IRS-Pbone 1015
new phone, and we will call for and
deliver work promptly.. Welkert &
Huge. 126 North Fifth.
. PASTU•RAGE--Two hundred acres,
good, shady, plenty water and more
gram than 100 horses can eat. Apply1
John W. Roof. Phones 443.
FOR RENT-Three room house.
43.1 Adams street. Apply to 302 ,
North seventh street. Old phone
1325.
ARTS & MASON muceemsons to Mr. 1
J. W. Agnew. Shop 709 Souttt Fifth!
street: All kinds Of fixture and other
carpenter work. 
GET OUT teat old suit of last year
spd have* it cleaned and premed by
'es Duffy, month Ninth near Broad- ,
wit. aEnd It will look like new.
Foil SALE-At a bargain, seven -
room slate roof new brick house.
Lot 55x165. on Sixteenth street be-
tween Monroe and Madison. Ring
aid phone 1562. -
Folt--Rigt Furnished room.
electric light, bath, telephone, elegert
location, three blocks from Fifth oat
Broadway. Apply 1241 Madison.
FOR SAIl buss fan; 621
North Fifth.
wANI r'! -To buy three °,1".0
napd h, .es, must be in good CeneiT•
tion and cheap. Address Rex, 'seee
his ofgEr.
FOR RENT-Apartment-in San
Swirl fiats, also three room house
1028 Monroe street. Apply to W. E.
Cochran,
FOR SAI.E-One 14 horse-power
gasoline engine. Franklin make. Suit-
able f r gasoline boat. Newly over-
.auled. Will sell at a bargain. Ad-
dress V. I. Knowles. care Sun.
LOST DOG-$2 reward. Strayed
or stolen from my residence, Twen-
ty-first and Jefferson, Monday after-
noon. Black colte-fs-up, three month;
old, white spots on feet and face. Old
phone 9s0; R. S. Robertson,
HORSE FOR SALE-Good work
horse at a bargain. Apply Gear
Skelton, 817 South Fifth.-..Q,1pkone
:!•2•1.
FOR RENT-Three unfurnished





for a mercantile oftener, one who has
had experience as salesman. Can
make $2,500 a year. Jas. M. Chris-
tian, lAncoln Bldg:, Louisville, KY.
-FOR RENT-Two furnished rooms,
Fifth and Jackson. Phone 222.
LADIES ATTENTION - The re-
liable Home for ladies before and dur-
ing confinement First-class In every- -
way. Fine, airy-rooms, firstclaaa Phy-
sicians and nurse. Good board. Terms
moderate. Dr.- Mary Howard, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, 430 Cfark street.
FOR SALE--Eleven acres (:) geed
ground suitable for garden and truck
farming, all tools, two wagon- two
good young work mules, 1 good cow.
good house, household furniture, good
hare and outbuildings, hay, 1.1e,
lumber, growing crop, good cistern
and two ponds. A very desiroble
place to live. Half a mile from Tyler,
on Husbands road. All go at a tor-
gain. Call go or address Wm. H.
Settle, Tyler. Ky.
LOT-Leather pocketbook;con-
tained six $5 bills, a II. of L. E. bat-
ten and I. C. Identifiseation card. Re-




Best Hog Lard. lb  10c
Honey, 1 lb. crates 15c
3 loives of Bread 10c
3 boxes of National Oats  25c
3 pkgs.. Macaroons 25c
3 boxes Nabisco' Otec
3 boxes of Perfettos 25c
3 boxes of Salt  10c
3 boxers of Matches 10c
3 boxes of Figs 25c
3 boxes Cake Icing 25c
1 dos. Lemons 15c
1 lb. Mak Cocoannt 15c
1 basket Tea 25c
1 3 lb. can Ptneapple 10c
1 small can Pineapple.. ,10e
White Paws Flour, hag, .75c
Swan's Down Flour. bag. •Noe
Barley, per lb  Sc
Cerement Cereal. pkg 10e
Corn Starch. pkg  Sc
Bird Seed, Mut  Dr
Order your Breakfast Bacon,
Minced ilem. Sliced Beef,
etc. Sliced on our new slides
machine.
THE PADUCATI EVENING
- TRTIIIDAT, MAY 1111 ruP •
4
ROLL UP SLEEVES, TAKB OFF COAT, fi. and have nally decided tha the
advisability of entering the con t
22.000 in prizes looks good to
now is the time to get very a
WIN A GREAT BIG BONUS VOTB, engaged in the work of gettiuscription votes. If some one
couple of days start of y
MAKE THE OTHERS LOOK REMOTE chances are that 
they have
over their best prospects and w
I stand as good a show of w
Tremendous (otter of Extra
Votes Detailed Relow---Get
Busy Quick and Get a Big
Bunch of Votes That Don't
Cost Anything Sorry it You
Don't.
NOMINATIONS ARE COMING FAST
Names of New Entries Continue to
Pour Into the Ballot Box hi the
Front of The Sam Offtiv--In Your
Favorite la Veer-Enter Now on
Bonus Offer.
-Henry Hammer. Paducah H. F. D. I
 1.005
Arthur %%inter. Paducah 11. F. II.
.L070
Jidia Theobakl, Jr., Paducah R. F.
D.  .1,030
A. Leigeay, Paducah R.F.D....11.003
A. C. Hargrove, Paducah It. P. D.
730
C. Cooper. Paducah It. F. D 00.5
J. W. Englert, Paducah IC F. D.
383
A. C. Dudley. Paducah R. F. D 3140
Siam J. Brown. Paahicah It. I.'. D.
-- Saturday as you will, for you













Until May 29 no candidate will be
allowed to cast more than 2.004/•cer-
tificd votes in any one day.
The Paducah Sun's Great Popu-
larity Contest began with the official
announcement on May 23 and will
close on the great national holiday.
July 4. That makes exactly six weeks
There will be no extension of
the time of the contest. When It's
575 over it's over, and the happy. lucky
C. K. Lamontl. Paducah R.F.D 330
Timm. Keane, Metrepedite III 330
Clint Randall, Paducah R. F. 1).
335
Alfred Collier. Paducah It. F. D.
515
Attie Mansell, Kevil. Ky. 300
Miss Hallie Hanlon,. Grahamvilla. ritory covered by The Sun may be-
Ky. 30Diconit a candidate for the honors and
Standing at the (lone of BA11041W11 .1. C. Reeves, Maxon Mill 30(1 the prises in The Paducah Sun's
Greatest Popularity Contest.
• 
if there is anything In connection Duration-Awards..
with this bonus vote offer or any The contest starts with today's an-
3.300 other contest Matter, be sure Io call nouncement and Sill continue till
'Mies Ella Hill 3.113 up The Sun office and get yourself II 1, at 9 p. in.. at which time a
1111Y1.1 Ratcliffe 3.013 ael:-irformed. After supper. saY committee of well-known and trust-
Mho, (tartlet**. Buckner 2.063 about S o'clock. is a good time to call -worthy citizens will be chosen to de-
Gus Singleton I  MI up for the contest man is always in termine who are entitled to the
James Weed 1,76.1 at that time. prises.
1  735 About the Limit, More Than 12.000 In Prises.
I 1/45 As the rules of the contest say. Fo:lowing is a deseription of the
1 373 there is a limit on now in regard to magnificent list of prizes offered for
I 235 certificate voting. Only 2.000 certifi- the winners in this contest together
1 20.1 cate votes may be cast in a single with the arrargement governing
1 105 day. That only applies to this week. their distribution.
190344 Next seek the limit will be raised to The candidate securing the highest
1 070 5.000 daily. Any- number of-coupon ,number of votes. regardless of dis-
1 06.5. votes may_be cast in addition to the trici. will be given The First Grand
515 2.0110 certificate votes. Prize, a $7o0 double building :ot in
 7:14s Several persons voted certificates !Gregor) Heights. Paducah prettiest
715 calling for 2.250 or more Yes."7"Ylsulserb.
6140 and will probably be disappointed I The candidate securing the second
075 when they do not appear in the highest number of votes. regardless
 63•5 count in today's paper. These eel' ;us district, will be given The Second
635 tificates are not lost, though theyi'Grand Prize., a $400.00 two-carat,
615 may not be counted' till atter the' b:ue-white diamond, on d:.-play at
613 limit is raised. The contest man 11. Jo wows jewelry store. ?..27 Broad-
044-1 carefully keeping them or the raised' way.
645. limit next week and will cast them, After the juages of the finish nf
3°3 for you at that time-if you turned the contest have awarded the 'Orand
360 them in. !Prizes, the names of the two winners
3110
Rig Bonus Offer. I wi:l be stricken from the Hit of con-
Thursday at 0:M11 p.
D1STHKT I 





D. E. Wilson 
Mins Mary Barry 
Miss Cathertte YUBA
Mrs. Scott Fergunon




Miss Pearl Grim. 
P. B. Antler 
Minx Geraklirw Gibson
Miami Thelma Hyburn  
Miss kin Rose 
'Mita Marie Wilcox  
Athol Robertson  
J. T. Rohm 
Minn Rutty Canada  
Frank Minpre 
J. L. Dunn 
Mins Mariam Noble 373 Ten thousand. bonus votes will be testants and the nine district prizes
(leo. C. Bauer ,  • '575 given in each district to the candi; will be awarded as followii
Fred tlecreary date who turns in the largest amount i The three persons ws:y lead their3
413
Harry 41011Ms 363 or rash on subscriptions Saturday. respective district" will be awarded
Z. c. Bryant 363 May 30. !a $300 piano, on display at W. T.
3.41,1 Five thousand bonus votes will be Miller & Bros., 520 Broadway, a $15o
given in each district to the candkisult of furniture, displayed at Car-
Sits.. Mamie Baptismal  ̀ 3410 date who turns in the largest of eepa- ner Bros.. 207-213 South Th:rd. a
Miss Nellie Schwab .1.1.1 rate subscriptions Saturday. May 30. $100 buggy and harness, displayed
Mrs. T. I.. Roeder 330 , One thousand bonus votes will be at Powell-Rogers, 129-131 North
Min. C. E. Gridley MO given in each district to the candidate Third. The above three prizes wil
Halry Lukens VW' who polls the largest coupon vote be given to the three district leaders
Fit tyil Sit if t 350 Saturday, May no. - in the order of the number of votes
554). The above offer of bonus votes, creditedto them.
'3741) ow!. and above the regular scale. is The three persons who receive the
515° one which no live candidate in The I second highest number of votes, in
..,3°11 s'un's Great Popularity Contest can their respective districts will 
be
"'MI afford to overlook. Winning one or awarded the following pi-izt;" in their
. more of the above designated bonus ' order of rank-a $cl5 watch on dig-
4 %Zs o• ffers may be the means of putting .11'lly at Pollock's. 355 Broadway. 3
&MI5 von so' far in the lead that you will $50 lady's or man's watch at Nagel
2.103 b• e there at the fateful finish. July 4. and Meyer's. corner Third 
and
1.0301 Perhaps the offer needs a little ex- Broadway. a $50 Miler range, dis
1,705 planation: Altogether. 44.01)0 extra it'ayed at Hank Bros., 212 Broad-
1.770 votes will be given to the .people who, say.
1.7653 'show the greatest activity on Satur-!
1 01° day. Sixteen thousand will go :4:5 the!Tir jn\l'e "11 71yine natrr!',Yr
Moe. lode Nuimesiaticlw-r   1.38.3 persistent ones In each district. il year $ I 7.0
Mi.. John keithley  1.615 The contestant in each district who
Mils.. Doris Martin 
: S months ?. IVO
1  123 turns in the largest amount of cash! i months 1.7,0
1 1165 o• n subscriptions during the, day. Bat-t2 y, 50 G 0,11 C.04-0,ars 9.5
1 023 u• rday. May 30, will be given 10,000 
. '
l'or Advance Payment by New Sub.
Miss Emma .5f Ler
1,050 votes In addition to those he or she!







.Time By Carrier By Mail Votes
 141°3 lions. Perhaps some one else will ... 4.50$3.+150 0
Mts. Jeanette Douglas 
1 r year $4 50
f443 have turned in a larger number -of, y. months 3.450
'Mimi Ethel !...el ...... 11 
2 00 2,400
695 separate subscriptions than the one
Me., 'teethe sp. f k 603 receiving the 10.000 bonus for the 
.4, %m.poarnsths 91 .5 1.00 1.084450e .
Cell 12,003
Mies Stern !Side& 
601 largest amount of cash, therefore it 1
MCI has been decided to make a prize of 
Subarription payments of less than
Rohl. J. Woken 
$1 5145 by mall and $1.50 by carrier,
Miss Mande Russell 5046 7,000 for those who turn In the l,
Lee Waloiton 
will not be accepted as counting for
503 largest number or separate sutiscrip-
le L. Wilson 565 tions in each district
Miss Anna ilarlan 5°5, Moreover, recognizing the popul-
arity of the free ballot published
305 daily in The Sun it has been, decided
5445 to offer in each district a prize of questions that may arise In connee
541.5"; 1.000 bonus votes to the candidates
•
655
tam with the contest. Candidates by 
who poll the largest coupon vote dur-
:5
enterieg agree to these published con-
35 ing the day Saturday.
355, - Please understand that these bonus 
ditions.
Mrs. G. T. Brookshire 
reThe right Is served to alter theft..
offers are In addition to the regular
Jainei. sires   5511' scale allowed on subscriptions, rul
es should necessitytytx. demand.
Quincy Wallace 310: people living out of -the city 01
TIMMIA8 _Potter 
C. E. Miller 
.- --- _ 63°•. Paducah and enteredclhe tein the third - The rritory centred_ by The Su
Mrs. Nora Jordan 
360 ?het will have till Montle. night to has been divided for the purposes of
330 get their results in by mail. this contest into three districts, as
Gene Patton 340 No annotincemc nt will be made of fol ow.:
H. G. Johnston 603 the winners of th:s offer. for It is not, District I comprises all of the city
C. I'. Elltherp ism
A. W. Memnon  
, the intention of the management of of Paducah north of Broadway. In-
7:1 this contest to .apose who is doingIcludlog the north side of Broadway.
DISTRICT 3. , the hest in the contest other than byl District 2 comprises all of the city
Miss Dora Draftees, Calvert City. Ky.ithe votes which the candidates chooae s of Paducah south of Broadway. In-
2.005'to have published opposite their eluding the south side of Broadway.
Henry Temple. Mason M111...2,365 names from day to day. Distriet 3 comprises all of the let-
J. H. Dagger. Paducah R. F. 11. If the winner happens to be your- ritory served by The Sun outside
.... ............. .. .2.360 self then you will know the one that the limits of the city of Paducah.
Clifton Semler, Paducah K. F. I), won, or if the winner happens to be The three persons receiving the
....IMO a friend of yours and tells you that third highest nuti.ner of votes In
H. C. Hartley. Paducah R. F. D. he received a ct.rtfleate for 10,000 tlielh respective districts will be
Ulm Carrie Chiles. Meropollz, III. lbonus votes, you will know one of the awarded the following prises, a
. .  -1.305 winners. In any other case you will $37.50 refrigerator, displayed at
I 8.8. Lane. Paducah tt.r.o 1assa' he in ignorance of the winners. Henneberger's, 422 Broadway, a $26
 . . . . .1,3251 , chair or other furniture from Rhodes.-
Illeaftwed Kress. .Paducah .R. F. D. To New Entrien. . Burford's. 112-116 North rourth. a
 1.113 if you have been considering the $25 lady's or Man's watch on display
ones will be lugging home deeds for
real estate, orders for flue furniture.
rare jewels and. a buneh of other
things.
Who Are Eligible?
Any white person, man or woman,
of good character, residing in the ter-
Miss Ernestine Alms 
W. J. Decker  
Minn .5.1.14. Byrd 
Ed Pearson 
Geo. Waits 




A. tr. Grief 
Ruby Cohen 
A. C. Mitchell 
Mrs. Marry (Sterrett 
bele Masa 
911 I•.* Lizzie Vaughan
Amine tridlaudingham -
Mins II Orin.- Winstead
Julia Bryant
Meet Lietie Falringiem 
Mrs. Ea-rt Waiter% 
H. J. Sitelom 
Henry Bailey 
flick Harris 








No employe of The Sun or member
of an employe's family will be allow-
ed to enter this contest.
The Sun Is the final arbiter In all
at J. L. Veanner's. 311 Broadway.
in addition the management of
The Sun will upend $100 In special
prizes to be distributed to busy can-
didates during the progress of the
contest, making a grand total of
more than $2.000 in prizes, to be
distributed gratis.
Table of Values.
Resides the coupons wnich
printed daily In The Sun and
are good for the number of votes
Printed on them if voted before the
ime limit stated, contestants may se-
ear* subscription votes according to
the following sehedule:
Contestants may secure subscrip-
tions anywhere they wish. For in-
stance a candidate In District 3 is
entitled to turn in subscriptions from
District 2 or District 1, and vice
versa.
New subscribers are those who were
not taking The Sun May 23. the dare
of the start of the contest. Trans-
fer from one member of a family to
another or to someone else living in
the same house will not be counted as
a new subscriptIon.
Address all communication, to
The Sew Cosiest Department.
"It has been tor," said Brother
Dickey, "dat my sermons puts folks
ter sleep: but dat's all right. Des:
ain't della' any harm whilst dey is
a-steepin', an' 41..)'11 wake up fast
enough when de devil's a firs' under
'um!--Atlanta Constitution.
"Did -you ever notice what dirty-
hands those otherwise nen* children
f the Plunk.':', always have?" "Yes.
poor things. Th'ey inherit them.
Their father always has taken care of
his own antottiubi'e." - Brooklyn
Life,
UNITED ST‘TES OF' AMERICt.
Vi est ern Dint ri. I of Kellam ky. A t
paeltwah.
Whereas. an infornmtlon has been
lied in the DV? r', I coui t of the Unit-
1-1 States for the Western District of
Kentucky. at Paducah, on the 22nd
lay of May, Iteis. by George I)..-
Relic, Esq., attorney for the United
States. against ten barrels, seventy -
ice half barrels and fifty kegs of r:d•
Illegiug In subs:ance that staid artieles
Aere forfeited to !he United States, as
retng mlebranded within the meaninte"
51 the Food and Drugs act oT cotagrc:s
1 the United States approved „Julie
.eth. 190C, and praying praises,
igainst the same. and that same may
s. condemned as forfeited as afor.-
aid, same having been seized by-the
Marshal under due process of as.
Now-, therefore. in pursuance to
he motion under seal of eaid court to
tee directed and delivered I dts bere-
t). give public notice to all persons
'aiming saki artich a or in any man-
er intoremed therein, that they m:y y
and &pear. before th- salt ...net.
• be le:id In the city of Padut.ab ira
Ind for said District, on the te.it. disc
5f Novembir. 1905. thtn and. th.s.-
o intertssse thOr claims. and to mak-
heirallegatrstsa In that is half.
GEOR(;E: W. 1.0N111. :•••• M.







able for Present Needs
(tear tarots Table Tumblers, (choice
• of twit potteries) per art ISK.
lee Tea Tumbler*. Colonial cut, (the
goods, half amps rit1r
Japanewr Mush Table Mats. per art
or pax 20e
Allen's Talcum Allen'..
Powder, Allem's Toot owder,
guaranteed good, regular nize can
for  rs,
17-quart Dray Itaaveleled Dinh Pans,
first quality 20t.
Ladies' I.ae !(une, variety of
geeds 21k
1Perf 14-111.4 I rtof j,k1/1, let" out 
the
pelt) 'wilt. rite. 311t.
steno, and rtraalins the flavor 
fiLlte,, I'M Ii 
.all
10e
12 Rove. (21(5) roost) matches .444.
'Hz' SIX YEARS IN PADUCAH te8'
On Jure 1st, six years ago, I began business in Paducah 
Six years of hard
work; six years of honest effort to give my customers honest values; six years I
have held to the belief that my methods would bring good 
results. I believe that
a man or a firm gets trade if they know how to go after 
it. and I would rather
have your patronage today than your promise tomorrow. I have
 not yet lost faith
in my business ideas. I firmly believe that my business 
will grow and increase
iust so long as honest goods, low prices and prompt and courteou
s treatment make
an appeal to the buying public.
We celebrate June 1st with an anniversary sale. Come and see us and take
advantage ot some of our Special Offerings. We have musk Monday, afternoon
and evening. Our electric fans and air pipes make our store the coolest in Padu
cab. Our Soda Fountain is dispensing the most refreshing drinks.
Watch the daily papers for notices of our Special Bargains. Understand, we
surely want your trade, or part of it at least, during the next six years. Will you
not give us a trial and sec if we deserve it ?
D. E. WILSON The Book, Music & Soda Water  Man-
Phones 313 313 Broadway
•
ENGLER-17, LOUIS CLARK'S SPECIALS
AND 
BRYANT'S 
For Saturday, May 30
SPECIALS
Fametme White Dove
Flour, per sack  75r
3 sacks Table Salt  10c
1 can Tomatoes..  fic
4 tans Corn. .,  25c
Fancy Picnic Hams. lb  9c
3 calls use Satmot5  25c
7 bars White Floating
ar tinny;
hite Da -r Peas. t an   be
od Mixed Tea. per ;b inc
te-rsed (*bellies. ran 25c
Pr "b.' I veil Straw beiri..•„
Pet tan  25C
Pr. se r%. d Raspberries,
ro•r a  25e
555, bars Laundry 14oap   25c
c cites Berden's Evapo-
rated M . 25c
Ii lac sot? 1:10 . . 1
i'llf.• Po t W . $1 541
Pure 311 tisca.te: Wi „
por 5a':4111 ... LA
Pure. Sh5r:. Wine. gal $1 50
bbl. Pansy Flour
I 1 nice Cantaloupes 
Picnic Hams. per lb
$3 00
25c
' ti 1 lb cans Clipper Corn
i
13 pkgs. JelIo, any flavor1
3 doz. Sardells ' • '
'2 cakes Jap HON,' Sasap 
9,- 13 cakes Toilet Soap 
3.-144)50.44-r Twist Tobaceo 
Quart Jar Di:I Pickles 
  25c
3 2 lb. cans Table Peaches.
24 lb. bag Pansy Vour
...
3 lbs. Ferndell Coffee  
75errT7h. Cans Table Peaches....
liScr 2 lib. cans Sliced Table Peathes
Pure ground Black Pepper. lb  25e 1 lb. cans Heins Baked Beans
lilifed-Tea. per lb • 
Sim doled Cot oanut. per lb  
,±.5c .1 lb. cans Tornatoes 
25.e 3 15e eallf1 Virgin Corn 
i 4 Jo o. gr und ('off.-.' 
2 ;he Codfish 
•• 35c 2 cans Fate's Grated Pineapple
15r 2 lb. Singapore Chunk Pineapple
boxes Sea-re blight Matches ler 2 boxes Shinola 
II,s. Navy Bean  25e s rolls Toret P*per 
lbs Kidney Beans itolled Oats.
III., Ginger Snaps  
27„. 2 pere. Fernde'l
15c I 1 Calls Potted Bala 
ekes Svelte% Washing Powder In.r• 1 •20e'rar, Chime 1)0 ed
lek gs Artil & ilam mer tieda 1 . bov., Toothpick, 
!In,. Reins Mince Meat in hulk Ile 2 lbs Wafer Crackers 
fans-'. Pineapp'es
lbs. Snow Drift Lard  
calls Veal Loaf 
21... 2 tans Pink Ma mon 
Roil Mop Herring 
.1 SIC. ed Herring  
lae :! cans Potted Chicken 
111c ,2 Jar. Pea111111 Hatter.
CONGESTION
('.tlS41.14 1411)11EN DEATH 4•F' LIT-
TI,E LEO ItErrs PETTIT.
Hunter Shelton Tt  Infant
S..., of .5. J. Tit ie,. igies
at tl moot-.
Leo Reitz Pettit, the 5-month.-
old infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Leo F.
Pettit. or SI7 South Fourth street.
at 4 o'clock this niorning after
a few hours' li:nesse of congestio:
The funeral sery.res w1:1 be held to
morrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at
St.-Francis de Sales church and the
burial will be in the Mt. Carmel
cemetery.
Hunter Shelton Thouspeose.
Dontri -.14hrttrot Thu za. ',Nun , the 6-
months-old infant son of Mr.. and
Mts. A. J. Thompson. of M.assac. died
%es:. afternoon of stomach trou-
. The funerai.. was held this mora-
ine at Ii o'clock and the burlitl was
'n the Massac cemetery.
DR. PENDLE1' GOT SOME-
THING tlhIlh.4t KNEW AMU-T.
Like an muting rather than a scien-
tific investigation was the trip of the
.senior aelenee class of the High
I
school under the direction of Pro-
fessor Schrevea this morning. The
c:as 'toured the big power plant of
'the Paduesh Light and Power min-
i
,pany on North Seeoncl..stretst, where
'thee saw all kinds of **Metrical things

























surpr:se 'tarty given them In Dr. J.
W. penii•ey •s o, e. 311 Ilroadwn).
ato re the) examined his X-Hat and
other eel rica l a ppa rat.,.. Though
taken to siirpr:se by the vIsIt.
y sent etet 4.triel had ice cream
to all in the class. It was a
denghtful win.1-up to an instruct,'..'
trip. 5
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Smith. of
cromtett.e. Ark. are visiting Mr
Smith's parents. Mr an,! Mrs. W. Si.
Smith, of LID lc (*yore...
The Spa- to.' •
_ • - •
.5 Car INamies Jost ItecehrIll. •
'.51, It . off. I I our levillitr
go rred:t of •niment of sista elm-
' 0011 If YOU M111,11 to 401. sit
call at uur store, V. v.o1.4
t;111/1141 It lint The 111411111'."
's dies to ii•v •t elsewhere ant! slot's
net want it le e .nt.
Nite..,e and owe books given lash
(tiller tomorrow evening.
W. T. 1111.1.Kit IS SRI).
Gls Broadway,
Mr. Frank Rice. 217 Kentucky
nv..nue, is visiting friends In F:ast
i'•i ne. Mw
Four Very Ilansome Umbrella
Stands Free to Some Church in
Paducah.
Starting Tuesday, with every 50c purchase of a pack-
age of l'arisian Cream, we shall issue a coupon good for
on. vote tit Ake ettntrit tot-Leckie to wiliel• *kayak- -wa all
give four very attractive umbrella stands.
Parisian Cream is guaranteed by na to be entirely sat-




 Toll Your Clroer to Send You Nothing 13ut 










W II not heat or must. You shall know it by its whiteness.
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which Is driven by a wind'nell. The
sheet I. forOesix feet in diameter,
and ie supported by a tower forty,-
three feet high'. Tbe area of the
brides Pipe:seri to the wind Is 340
"In the study of veriebreta welequate feet. and with a wind blow-
have taken the fork as a t)PC. Let,ing at the rate of twenty-three feet
U' time feminine the gastrocnemlus a second the mill a ill sd horse
-
usi le of this dose...tee specimen "1 p„, or
. The speed is 
then twenty.
Sier Fa% ins, th. prefer-err united therfour revolutions to a minute cue
ttt g of his neat parcel and disrloried,rent is supplied to 375 incandes.cent•
tic s:' a 3 LAM OanJwich and a 
boiled irri4 set are lamp.., besides several
egg small motors,
"Hut I have eaten my lunch." said
the leerned nian hewilderede June
Lippinceit's
OnceWge airmigh.
The affable Copt. Duette. of the
Or, 4r. was conigriveratiog with a
seasick paireeneer.
"Seturteknerre. sire' said the Cafr
taln. "Is a very oasts thing. Se
tae
pcopie's sufferings, though. are far
0.
OW Dumb Friends.
At the meeting of the S. P. C. A.
stump extracts from melon] children/I'
Panay* were read. "Feed your horse
with horse-radish and horse-chest-
nuts if you want your horse to
grow." said one child. Another
wrote: "If you are very kind indeed
to your dog it may even follow you
to yeur grave e A little girl wrote:
The following Hickman dispatch I fingers and half of the thumb of one
tells the details of the ittun's story hand 
off, and although Mr. Ray did
not know him, he expected to find
about the finding of Mary Ray:
They Nell Peeve More Popular Than 
him by this clew.
tiw Mourning Border len- 
"Soon after the boat left a sus-
l'd. search. FA
 Rae sesterday' found his piteous looking man was seen toeri/ewe Now ear 
daughter, Mary Ray, on a shanty come out from the depot and start
boat. Just above Hickman. up the railroad track, watching the
"Will Fleming, It is alleged, stole boat as it went up the river. His
Sydney Buxton. the British Post- he
r one eight last August front her attitude created suspicion, and it
master General, in opening an exhi- home in Dec
atur. 111., and, she rely*, further discovered that he had three
bitten of postage stamps held under forced her to get I a skiff
 and go fingers and thumb off one hand. He
the auspices of the Junior Philatelic 
off with him. she was ouly id years was followed and overtaken and ar-
Society, at Caxton Hal, said that, old. re
sted by Deputy Marshal Ballard on
owing to a suggestion he had re- No news was heard of her,
 and suripicion.
reeved. would shortly make an is
sue her father, w ho owned a home, "lie was frightened and weakened
of ))))) urning stamps which he thou
ght wagon and team, and had a good livs and made a full confession, stating
'would be more popular than the ing. Knee up his
 wotk and mortgaged that he had the girl on a boat above
blackshordered or mourning ravel- his team and home 
to get money to town. The (astrat launch here was
Opel; now in nap, Kays London letter go in search of his daughter. He secured and hastened after Mr. Ray's
to the New York Times. had bee
n 'searching for her sines launch. They were overtaken and
Mr. Buxton, beeidee being a prac- then, until
 he had went every cent went to the boat where he found his
Heal administrator of mails, showed he had and had to
 go to work la daughter.
that he. had also considerable phils- Cairo. 
"She was brought to Hickman,
tette knowledge. 'The fascination of "Through a 
friend whe'S corres- where she identified Will Fleming,
*tamp-collecting," he said "lies in sponded with so
me one near Dorena, and told her pitiful story. Her hair
the rare 'nods' which are iontinually M".. actress the 
river front here, he was short, falling to her shoulders.
made and the curious 'points' which learued that there was 
a young girl her face burned to a brown, and with
Poinetinies make a Mamie north on a shanty boat at the head
 of Island streaming eyes she made a pitiful
hundreds of pounds. For Instance, No. 6. 
picture. She said she had not been
the four-cent blue Mauritius He started to Hickm
an Sunday. on land for weeks, and through fear
stamp *tech the Prince of Wales hut had no money 
when he got to of Fleming was afarid to write
beirelit at 3 publle *talon recenely Union Gay arid had to pawn
 his home.
lot VS no was unique in one respect, mat to get here
. Leaining that she "Fleming -was placed in Jail here
The. proper wording on it. "Post, was on a 
boat between here and and will be retried back to Decatur
Pied Mauritluxe had, by a strange ersiCair
o, Cie he returned and procured as soon as requisition papers can be
err beret altered to 'Poet Office Maur- a gasoli
ne launch, and with friends procured. A collection was taken
Riese atarted down th
e river, searching up and given to Mr. !tie, who started
"Another stamp which has been every hotter boat. 
back to Cairo. A large crowd was
pitted ,at seversl hundred dollars is "They paired the boat his daug
hter on the bank to see them off.
valuatee for the mere mieepelling of was on and landed here. Ile 
made "Fleming was a married man, had
one lenge' word. It is a British known his search
, but 110 OrlP knew a wife and two children in Decatur,
Gulane lerrue. worth Just one mn
r Wiil Fleming. and he had given up He had been living at the head of
but is :insight afteretie all coPectors the search and 
started bark to the island for the past five weeks
br rallies the word l'atimuyique' fig- Cairo. 
Wel Feeming had three and working on J. H. Picket's farm."
urea on it instead of 'Petimusquee 
/
Again, a cent Cape of Good Hope Sometime% True.
"51131. ehanged bands th
e other day 
IN This Fair7
for !warty $1,000, simply because. 
On loathes ha study. which is in there be any' truth • :
lust, ad if being rid, •re malt 
shs, the rear of the church, the pastor al In an oft-quoted saw,
r Opportune) knocks
Once at every man's door.
But woman is favored—
At her door, lt appears,
Opportunity knocks
Once in every four years!
--Robert T. Hardy in June Lippin-
cett's:
Whitewashing the Opium Traffic.
Ther came • time, not so long
ago, when a wave of "anti-opium"
feeling swept over England. and the
British public suddenly became very
hard to please. Parliament a,greed
that the bena of a government opium
monopoly in India was "morally in-
defensible." ivan went so far as to
send oat a "Royal Commission" to
investigate the whole question. N'irw
this commission, after traveling
twenty thousand 'miles, asking
twenty-eight thousand questions, and
publishing two thousand pages (dou-
ble columns, close print) of evi
denee, arrived at some remarkable
eonclasions. "Opium," hays the
Royal Commission. "is harmful,
hermit's, or reel' beneficial, according
to the melt/tire and discretion with
which it Is used. . . It Is (in In-
dia) the universal household reme-
dy. . . It is extensively adminis-
tered to Infants, and the practice
does not ?appear to any extent injur-
Joule . . . It does not appear!
responsible "'for any disease peculiar
to itself." As to the traffic with
Chin. the coneenission states —"the
Responsibility mainly lies with the
Chinese Government " And, finally
mete atrocious than ort.• 
I once -The Ereprimato are very fond In- (which
 seems to tiring out the pith
.'Fried a Philadelphian who suffered deed
 of their reindeer in fact, thee u of the m
atter), "In the present tire
dreadfully.- Inc.' their reindeer sometim
es more curMitancee the revenee 
derived from
"At the height ef his seasick meet than their 
wives. "Rut, then, they opium Is indispens
able for carrying
the, poor Philale'phian beckoned 
are ler) aseful to tberm.--honticrn on wi
th efficiency the gnvernnment
• 
his wife to his bedside rod 
. 
said in Daily Mail, Ment of 
India—Samuel Merwin, in
a weak yoke: 
Suceaes Magazine. •
•"Jenny, my will is in the Corn- Half of the Plesureer.
!notelet Trust company's care. The youngest girl of a Baltmore
Eyeryliting is lefito yell. dear. MY family was recently much dietressett,
vailous stocks you will IBA in my at dereert .to discover that there was
sate de pent' t box.'
"Th.. man petered and sighed.
Then he said. fervently:
a chit eh in Wool, ly n saw a little
others of this tome, Its color was
blue. 
boy, a erlend of his, talking to a
"Senile years ago, In Were Aus- 
stranger.
traits. a free stamps were printed! 
"What was he sating to you,
with ow figureof a „an upside Dicke" asked the divine, as he came
down upon them. When the u
es_ i tip to the youngeter.
taut %%as detected the Issue was has-1 
"He Just wanted to know whether
Ii 
Doctor Blank was the preacher of
y dr st toyed. However. several.
elietemens crwaped and One of them
has tren sold fie $2.000."
this church."
"And what did you tell him!"
"I told him." responded the lad,
with dignity. 'that you were the
A 11114• 11.11114•1. present encumbrance."—June Lip-
The pupils of a distinguished pro- pinmtcs.
feeeor of zoology. a mart welt-known
for hiri eccentricities, noted one day Light From Windmills.
toe tidy Pereres lyin
g un their in- On the Danish Island of Staltand
etructor's desk es they passed out thorn. is an eee
.tsit, lighting „wens
at the noon hour. On their return
te the laboratory for (ha' afternoon
leitirre. they saw hut one This the
professor took eureftelY uP in his
hand as he evened hie lea-Inn',
MOURNING STAMPS
WILL IW Be ENOLbilf
AUTHORITIES SOON.
r as emMoaNNIImmet
ary Ray, Lost Eight Months
is Found on a Shanty Boat.
"After an eight mouths' continued
Ice-cream for dinner.
"Ole papa"" exclaimed the young-
ster Teproachfully. "why didn't they
"'Arid. Jenny. bery • me on the tell se,, this morning that we were
other side I can't stand this trip going to have ice-cream'!"
again, alive or dead.'"-- Dundee Ad- ..'What difference would that have
vertiser. made'"
"Lets!" sighed the child. "I
A Family Tree of Own. coele have e
xpected It all day!"
"Yount; man." Naitt the farmer,
ef must say you've dote' a heap ce
talkin' about ye, family tree. Any- New l
ee* (it;'!. Wealth.
heel). would think you owned a Co
mptroller Metz is counting up
woole timber yard Come out into the city's we
alth in real estate and
the laree-a- minute:. pita begun v
ent the lire department.
This youth In golf clothe*, aecom- as he found that 
that depertment
panted him._ 'had :no record 
whatever of Its real
Peusing by a weeping willow, the estate hol
dings. Mr. Metz declares
farmer said: "I want you to take that the agg
regate value of the city's
pe•ticear notice of this." property places it 
preba hi y at the
"What for?" head of the 
list of real estate owner-
"That's our family tree. Tbalen ception of the wor
ld's great nations.
what has holghtenPd our ideals and Ibri estimates 
this value at nearly
stimmy later, our energiev. That has $2,000.
000,000.—New York Times,
fermished switches fur four or five
generations of us."—'Flt-Bits.
—June Lippincott's.
Three fashionable churchee in a
cretaln city— St. John's. St Thom-
ases. Mid St. Margaretser— have each
Smith. This might mske a little
confusion, were it not for an ingen-
Iona method which has been adopted
for designating them
Colloquially, and for the sake of
deferentiatlen, the eminent divine In
charge of St. John's is known as
"Jr-41mm" Smith, the rector of 
the
chiiieh of flit. Thomas Is NOW, 
"Tofu%
In% Smith, rind he of St. Margaret's
go"; by tee nettle of "Maggie
"Johnny" Smith. the reline of the
(Perth do not partleulark delight In
the irrevreent deeignatione thus •fr
plied to tEem. It Is said: lint "Mag-
gie" fimith vohameatly objects. awl, He—I me
an that I didn't know a
it must be owned, no wonder —June nece
ssity from en affliction. —CIWO-




A number of representatives were
betel kW ley dierusidn g the relent rees
of the State of Missouri one lifter-
noon. whereat McCall of Massachusetts
observed to Mr Lloyd of the first
named State:
I "Lloyd, I am told that Missouri
lead* at the head in riling mules."
I "It seems to me," retorted Lloyd.
"that Is the only safe place to stand
In the circumstanees."—June Lip-
pincotter
The Ignorance of Youth.
She- You mid that I was necra
eery to your happiness.
He-1 was young, then, and very,
ignorant I had not a conception
of relative %Writer
She— What do you mean?
The New Age.
When navies are forgotten
And erten are useless things.
When the dove AC warm her bosom
Beneath the eagle's "ilium
When memory of battles.
At last is strange and old.
When tsations have one banner.
And creeds have found one fottl
When the Hand that sprinkles mid-
night
With Its powdered drift of suns
Has hushed this tiny tumult
Of sects and swords and Runs.
Then hate's !lot note of discord
In all God's world shall cease,
In the conquest which is service.
In the victory which la peace!
—Frederick LILISTele. KOOIVIes.
Anatomical irnaiza.
Though a roll of college parchment
Is a thing to be desired.
And a graduate is happy
O'er the knowledge bees acqulree
Yet the gulf in earning power
He observes with some alarm
'Twist the brain he brought fr
ee
college
And a baseball expert's arm




Never went so Far
' I think." said the merchant, ' I
have to ere your friend Polk
never saw any one quite so lazy."
"Wow In everything. Is he"










Woman's Ready-to-Wear Princess Wash Dresses, made of
best quality material and workmanship. Trimmed in lace
and embroidery bands, elbow sleeves and most attractive de-
signs. They are much cheaper than you can buy material




Lace Waist made of filet net lace, bands inserlion
and edge, with medallion fronts in ecru or white. These
Waists are worth $5, we are offering them at $3.50
Voat 6uitg
$19.75
We have left from this season's selling all told fourteen ladies'
ClothiCoat Suits, sizes 33, 36, 38, ranging in price from $35
to $25, we offer for this week in order to close out thee.: few,
Raspberry, Navy, Copenhagen, Black and White Stripe,
colors included. Choice at  $ 1 9.75
Ifinen 6uit.3
$5.50 to $10.50
lrai.acolors, Blue,' Pink, White and Stripes, made plain
tailor effect or trimmed with lace insertion, appliqued bands
etc. These suits have just arrived—all new designs. Let us
show you these ideal summer suits, priced exceptionally low
for value repreiented $5.50 to $10.50
(inen 6kirt3
$2, $2.50, $3
We are offering three special White Linen Skirts at abo% e
prices that are very extraordinary values. Trimmed or plain
style in fifteen gore. •
Yiorne Journal
9attern
of Dresses made of bordered fabrics from stock. Let us show
you these patterns and cloths, how thcy are made, etc. Be
your own dressmaker. It's easy with these patterns, you save
money and dine.
Jee Window Sidplaq
New Spring Style Book now ready. With each book for 20c

















If you will cane in and ask to see 
the La France FicUble Welt
kg Women, we will dernonstrale the charactensucs of this 
morlel at a
manner which will speak volumes.
It makes possible something that has long bees eve
ry woman's ideal —a shoe of
extreme beauty and wake, iambus-LI with absolute 
ease and somlort to the feet —a
triumph in shoe milking.
It makes no diffeirme whether you sit still w
alk, or stand on tiptoe in these shoes,
they follow the motion of the loot without 
the slightest discomfort to the wearer.
They me prod shoes, too, in every same of the w
ord.
BARBOUR'S DIr.P.t RT- North illird Street
MENT STORE. Just Off lirtmettlaag.
load Workmanship DEAFLiIN6rst-class Material
SQUARE 
Have built up the largest plumbing business In Western Ken-
tucky. My object Is to make it larger. Estimates free.
ED D. HANNAN
Plumber
Both Phones 201 
Steam Fitter
132 South l'ourtlFt tit.
THE CARL
IN AMERICA
I loll wile .1iii 17.4.:114 ttififera Wefts,
same'. • Hes. It,, ii 1 origults
More than one interesting attempt
to induce Old World beasts of
burden to help solve America',
Pretzklus of agriculture and trans-
portation tone been tried. One of
the most iutereetiug of these was the
introductiou of comets by the War
Department in 1856. to be used for
military and postal work in the desert
countries of the Southwest. Jeffer-
son Davis, then Secrete:v of War.
.as the prime mover in the novel
scheme. Titenigh his efforts an ap-
propriaulun of $30.000 for the pur-
pose was secured front Congress
on Martel 3, 1885, and in May Major
Henry C. Wayne of the army and
Lieutenant D. D. Porter of the navy
were sent to buy the animals.
Two voyages were made for camels.
On the first thirty-four were brought
over. Arab attendants being on
board, and a careful arrangement of
swinging harness prevented accidents
to the‘anituals while on the transport
They were landed la, Texas after a
• three months' journey. The next year
the second consignment brought the
number of camels to seventy-five. A
ranch near San Antonio, Texas. was
secured, and men from the army went
conscientiously about studying the
eamele and preparing them for work
on the deserts of California, Nevada
and Arizona. The trips were taken.
N and carefut records were kept of
speed. weight and forage. Wool
from the hump of one camet was spun
and knit into a pair of sock.* for
President Pierre by a lady of Victoria,
Texas—the only garment ever made
from American-grown camel's hair.
Up to 1857 the camel herd seems to
have done well. A change of admini-
stration lora Secretary Davis his port-
folio, and no one else seemed to care
a whit whether the problem of trans-
portation in the. Western deserts was
solved or not. All that is known is
that the camels were turned loose to
shift for themselves In the new
country.
What became of them! History
here leaves the matter Freatly to
speculation. They wandered toward
the desert lands of the Telt, and it
is claimed that there are Still severe)
runntag wl In the unsett:ed regions
of Arizona. Ask the Indians and
they will tell you of the "red ghost"
that has more than once invaded
their camps at night, stampeding
the horses, eating the forage and
fighting like a fiend if attacked. Ask
the cowboys and they will repeat the
story of one of their number who
was found djing in a canyon and who
revived only long enough to tell of a
great. mishwpen red beast that had
turned upon hint in the narrow de-
file. biting and tramping him when
he had wounded it. Ask the Mexi-
cans of the border and they will crow
themselves and look quickly front/
side to side as they whisper myeters-
icsusly of "la phantasmia." a great
shape that lives In the neighborhood
of the Upper Salt and Gila rivers,
and falls upon them as an avenging
angel. It was on the back of such
• "fiend" that Indians years before
had bound a captive peon, leaving
film there until his bones had dropped
to the desert one by one, and tete
great creature had been crazed by
Its horrible burden. Whether one,
or more than one, or nose at all, of
the War Departmeet's camels and
their descendants are left, no one
can say.—Washingten Herald.
hi
The A.13.0 of the Laundry Business
Its alphabet, its elementary
principles—were long ago
learned by us and are applied:
Ability ('know-how" and
skill): best materials (soap,
water, starch, etc.): care
(the —conscious" of any suc-
cessful baldness man)."
Hence it is that our work
pleases 99 out of 100 of our
patrons—the odd 1 should be,
and is, a negligible quantity.
STAR STEVI LAUNDRY




IT DR VS to its.lr the
small change which', yott for-
merly scaLtered. It starts a
growing bank account and
creates a fund which will fi-
nally make you independent.
Make that first D•posit






THE BLACK TH IT
WON'T VONIF OPP.
Is the only black that we tlye
your goods with. W, will take
• your soikid .11.470.141 of my knil
' Wad dye them to a hi list iful
# battik or any "ether e.,If.r that
yew awry lrbooso.
Whose.21011•IL We call for and deliver
rek*
MDIMIL STEAM DI•K WOIRKIL
Moab 111(ird Ai— Paducah. Ky.
OldahOsial, although the youngest
bar* ninety-three Catholic
"bus In the of seventy-an
pri,rts.
1
HOW CURE Ski% nsw..tmcs.
Eczema. pimples, dandruff and
itching skin dirs.:leen are of local
crigin :Ana are caused be germs. in
order to cure these diseases the
germs and their presOfe, must be
drtven to the surface of tbe akin and
destroyed. Salves and greasy lotion."
may give temporary relief, but they
do rive drstroy the germs that cause
the disease. A St. I/feils chemist ha:,
discovcred a 'lean vegetable liquid
remedy Alia: will c1..ew the germs and
their poisons to the iturtace of (he
skin and destroy thou, leaving a nice,
1'lest, alfhj Ain. This remedy is.
Moab as %Rime and by Its many rc-
markabt, cures has attracted the at-
tenti.en of the leading scientists and
.-kIn specialists of this coutitry sad
Europe.
%ens., has be' n given the Most cor-
. d:al roe( ption by the public of an'
slit lair rt mody ever produced. and I;
is reefighteed as an honest medicine
that makes honest cures.
'Zemin 13 for IC • very w I ue. You
inn obtain a trial package free by
,errItirre to the N. W. ROSE MEDI-
(INF. 9t.
Mr. W. J. Gilbert has secured the
acency for Fenno in Paducah and will
gladly show jos proof of rouse of the
Moods.
If the sky looks dark
And the air seems chill.
And the clouds hang gray
And the wInds bowl shrill,
And the whole wide world
1,00ks dull and grim—
Why the outlook's very
Dark and dim,
And
You're blue, old man, that's all.
You're blue!
But
If the sun selffne clear,
And the sky is fair,
And a sparkle of life
Thrills the bracing air.
And the world looks bright.
And the breezes play,
And nature smiles--
Why, the outlook's gay,
And





Catch Trout In Orchards.
pame Warden Thomas Mullen. of
Yakima county, has called the sports
men of this district together to de-
vise some way of protecting the ash
which are now being elaugthered In
thousands to being dumped on the
orchards and alfalfaefields from the
Irrigation ditches.
The trout and Ralal0a enter the
ditches and then turn off Into the
aferal., final!) ending the life in
the grass where the water has played
out and left them. Attorney Ed-
ward Parker. a few days ago caught
hix-pound rainbow trout In his
pear, orchard. Clinton Shafinon
found several trout in his orchard
and numerous others have reported
similnr finds.'
Small trots catch long strings of
small trout be scooping them from
the' porria with their hands. ai/iltp




Makes Ideal Furniture for Porch or Lawn
 411111 .111 1 1.•••••111•11111P0111.1111loosolimmillainslinammenelm
Made of the strongest of our native woods in cozy, comfortable Chairs,
, Rockers and Settees. Make your porch a comfortable living room for the
warm weather. Old Hickory prices range from $1.50 to $6.50 per piece.
The porch, from being a mere entrance to to the house and a recepta-
cle for worn-out furniture, has become an indispensable part of the ideal
home. For at least four months out of the year the porch is the living
room of the home and its artistic decoration is -a matter of much im-
portance. Many people
prefer the more conventional
form of the furniture illus-
trated here, and we 'cer-
tainly have A splendid line
of it. It is made of -solid
oak, substantially bolted to-
gether and comes in weath-
ered, natural or Early Eng-
lish finish.
*3 to $4.50 alnece
For that shady spot on the
lawn, one of our handsome
Gliding Settees would be
great. They are the acme
of comfort and an ornament
to any lawn. Moderate in
price, too, considering that
they last a life-
time. - - - _ $12.50
An Old Hickory Porch
Swing would bc a splendid
addition to your porch fur-
niture. They are broad and
roomy and have a delight-
fully rustic appearance. They
are suspended by strong
chains and are safe; tc CA
price corpplete - -
irrigation ditches in preference to
the streams, the ditches being more




Beautiful Hair Make,. a Beauty.
The Russian ladir.s are noted for
their beauty, and a great deal of
this is due to the tact that they hate
haidr that is shining and lovely. Hai:
should glisten if it is going to be
becoming: and no matter whether
light or dark there should be a cer-
tain sheep about it to be sitracyre.
The Russian ladles wash the hair
thorough!, once In three or four
weeks, afterward dr.yIng it in the
air. They shampoo it until all the
oil is out, then they fan it; and, If
the weather will permit, they let It
blow in the air until it is light and
lovely. •
The French ladies add something
to this by putting on a perfumed cap
until the halt smells eweet, after
which thee lettheir hair blew dry.
Drylug the hair is more important
than washing It. Hair that is dried
wi.I not n.e.cli to be washed very of-
ten. And •there Is a dr, shampoo
whlrh is delightful. The hair is
scattered with cornmeal, which Is
partiele of oft In It. This makes the
hair light and fluff) and keeps It
tr(fiii getting duty and ugly.
The ventilatine, of the hair is Im-
portant. as far as the scaly is con-
cerned'. for It keep% the rots of the
hair healthy even the shaking out of
the hair at night will do it a world
of good. Rut. If poirsitt.e. 'tee hair
should be let down and the br.-eze
allowed to play through it for an
hour a di0-
Hair that falls easily Can he
srengtthened by ventilation; and
hair that is growing ray should be
t nailed to a tonic and vetflated. The
shake her hair out every day in order
to let 'the roots breathe.—St. Louts
Post-Dispatch.
20,50
Saves RIOSI tO 1M1
NEW STATE HOTEL j
WWPIROPOLM.
a. 4. Raney, Psec.
le wow sad hem how Is deo die i
Weis aA lw• Loris sal*
tows!", limit rooms, Electric JANE










Steamers Joo r uw ter sad John III
Ropkine. leave Paducah for Evan&
ritie and way landings at 11 a. in
THE STE.VillER DICK POWLKK
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
'ending' at 8 a. in. sharp, daily, 01
apt Sunday. Special excursion rater
mow In effect from Paducah to Cabe
and return, with or without meal.
sad room. Good musts and tab-l• an
surpassed.
For further Information apply to
I. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, St
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Fowier-Cripinbangh & Co's 011411.
first andlitroadway.
- -
IL Louis rzwineoman WV=
PACKET OOMPANY.
(Incorporated.)
FIJI'. THE 't ENNH148.1111RIVUL
81 KAMER CLYDE
waves l'adueatt for Tennessee* Itivss
Ey cry Wertueeday at 4 p. as.
A. W. WRIGHT .. •
graxxx ROBINSON •  ass
This company it not re•ponstllies
for inv., ea ehargee unless eollaetee
by the elerk of the boat
Special exearsion rates frets Peat-
ah to Waterloo. Fare for the monad
'fie 85-00. Leaves Padirsak over,
14rwrIndaday at 4 r• m,
RATA LISHED 10471
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
TADUsAll. KKNTII:CKT.
UNMET, STATES DKI-ONITOKY.
Copilot. Surplus sod UadtrkIrd Truths 41400,000 as
Pihan-h..kter• Itrispoaslhalty •  200.000 00
Tcaal Itetyposswilvilif 7 to Depositors  1100.000 00
S. B. H 1 (. HEM, Pmakirat. JO& J. FRIEDMAN, 'eke President.
UTPKIVILICk. easider. C. Ii itICH titDPION, Asst. (Odder.
INTKIth.SIT PAW ok TIME DEPOSITS.
DIRKert HUI.
A. K. ANOPACHER, 8. B. HU(iHICS, FOWLER, J. L. PRIM
MAN. J. C. tallilltatACK. RH J. a Bittx)ka, Bum% ogriggi.
INSURANCE A (i I = T *4













Office Phoneots s 2Residence Phones V.4 7,35,
G.;rirtipholl ha.
Keep Posted!
World's happenings, State, National and %Foreign,
Markets, Sports, Etc. The following papers de-
livered each day. No extra charge for delivery.
The Courier-intirmil Louisville Times
Tilt Commercial-A ppeal St. faille Repti1.110
The Rec;ord Herald Chicago Esatot tier
The Cilobe-1)( mootAt Obinigu 'Tribune
,The Po4-1.limplitM idashvtile American
The News-Scimitar 'Cincinnati lilrwpfrer
The shwicar)nicle . ' Chicago T)ally /4 ews
JOHN WILLIE M, Local Circulator
ISO WNLJTH FIFTH RTIIKKT. PlioNE LIDS.
Mist poytoet —.now do I lope fb4 .4•111111111111111.111111111111111.11111111111MIWRIEMIN
IS11111110111
this hat"Brother —"Itnditt -
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 Bring Your Prize Coupons to
Fred P. Watson & Bros., 311 Broadway
Lowest prices ever known on new Pianos.
Largest variety of established makes.
Bargain prices in slightly used and second
hand pianos. EASIEST P AY ME NTS.
Leave your orders for tuning and repair work
Victor II. Thomas, Manager
311 Broadway
Old Phone 573-R New Phone 1101
Queen Alexander Lives a Pitiful
Embittered Life in Her Old Age.
London. May 27.—The leopard:
dues not change its spots nor King
Edward the ways of his youth. As
the Feiner of Wales he was the
stirateet, roue in Europe; as King
of England the old paths appea.
most to him.
In his declining years hIsineitlect
of Queen Alexandra Is but sa,Mnplet-
els of his wanton disregaId Otter In
his earlier career. when Me utter
lack of consideration spoiled tar life
and drew the gossip Of all (atop&
The King gore traveling on 
the,
Continent several times g year—and!
nearly always without the queen. Hei
Is always the center of a brilliant!
group of the sort he most cultivates
rfhe lure of p4usure IA as strong as
ever; his ?age of proprieties just as
blunted. The Quuen enters little
into his thoughts: less into his life.
Were he aught but Edward VII. the
world would dub him a brutal. selfish
She kills time by openIngscharIty
bazaars. visiting hospitals and going
to the theatre. She is an inveterate
V.:ay-goer. and sometime a attends
three or four performance a week.
Usually she is accompanied by one
ef her two on:y intiniates, her daugh-
ter, Princess Victoria. and her mister.
the Dowager Empress of Russia. The
three are (lose chums and are Intep-
alable. There is a common bond
among them, for the Dowager Em-
press and Alexandra have not led
happy married lives, and the Princess
Victoria is 10 years old and has not
caught a eusharod.
When with her daughter or Aster
Alexandra has no difficulty in over-
coming her deafness. They carry an
American instrument fortransmitting
sound that is easily concealed, And
acts when two persons are In contact.
Alexandra. by linking arms with
Princess Victoria or the DoTager
heat...distinctly. With
other people .she cannot !Ink arms,
and she consequently feels her in-
firmity keenly. At home a wire ar-
ranged around a able supplies the
neressary contact for conversation.
The Queen, with one etf the instru-
ments in her dress afidi her band on
the table wire, can hearltnybody talk-
ing who has also an instrument and
connects with the wire.
• Queen Alexandra's real Immo Is
tot In England. but In Norway, where
tier other daughter. Maud. Is queen.
Whenever she can Alexandra goes to
Christiania and joins the Dowager
Empress at a small house the two
Joint; own at Hygdo, lust outside
Christiania. beautifully Situated on
the Christiania (Jorth. There, the
royal sisters forget their troubles,
and lead the life of two girls on a
summer holiday. They go for long
walks. unaccompanied: they play bil-
liards: they study their collections
and paint. Alexandra. particularly.
Here 'In London the Queen lives
her pitiful, embittered life. Discon-
tented, growing deafer and more Irri-
table every day: she has ended her
career as the young old lady of lien-
✓ope. She is rapirliv becoming the
terror of her husotand's pulite* be-
cause of her sharp tongue.
With the aid of cosmetics and a
Wig King Edward's 13-year-old eon-
port has fought rather Time success-
fully for years. Now these weapons
are no longer able to conceal from
her suklectg,that Alexandra has
stepped over the borderiand and It at
ram an old wothan.
Since Edward mounted the throne
Alexandra has been leading a se
eluded life. He Peel 511 MOP of hel"
as possible. He travels about Enge
land and the Continent. leaving her;
alone at home, to while away, as
test she can, the tedium of being I(
Qoiren with nothing to do and with'
no home companionship.
- - —
Is a fair artist, and her water color
work ranks -nigh among itnateurs
Alexandra likes to photograph:- and
at Hygdo she has a huge collection of
her prest,-thebutton work.
Alexandra is very popular among
the kngliste-due. not only to her
constant visits to 'heritable works,
but to the keen sympathy felt for he:
because of her domestic unhappi-
ness.
England knows the trials Alexan-
dra has had to suffer since her mar-
riage to the first roue of Europe.
and England overlooks the irritable
temper the Queen has developed In
consequence.
Europe.,
Europe Is a place where all good
Americans go to. It came into
prominence shortly after the Civil
War.
The open palm first rose In Europe
n1 was imported into this country
by Sir Walter Raleigh. Hence Palm
I/leach and palm rooms.
I Barone raises for our use counts.princes and dukes. rutin and old
masters. It also furnishes new style,
and diseases. From it we receive
the most lasting forms of drunken-
ness. .
Europe is 'used for honeymoon
purposes, and for those who are used
to American hotels it is a form of
'
penance:
Its importance as a topic of con-
versation can hardl% be over-estimat-
ed. -It makes more talk than any
other product
Europe Is also useful as a means
of getting acquainted with your
next-door neighbor. -While travel
Ing with him on the other side-there
is 11,11311v time between stations to
ascertain his name and business.
.Aio a Ware of refuge for our prin-
cipal nielinalres, it Is becoming
more and more useful every ear.
aad more affectAonatelv regarded by
all patriotic Aincricans.—Thomas L.
T
H asson In Success Migazinef '
Take rare of the pennies and
someihodu ei,o• will take care of the
dollar.
That the Children's Wash Suits
we are displaying are the most
beautiful :onceptions that you
can imagine, and it will delight
any mother to pay us a visit and
see the styles, the workmanship
and the beauty of colors and trim -
trimming. Or, if you prefer we
will send a collection to your
house and let you look them over at your convenience.
designs run to Russians, Sailors and the new Parisian
Prices range from $1.00 to $5.00.
The Boys' Shop is also showing number of
.weather novelties. The Sailor Waist for
both boys and girls, ages 3 to 8. is an
ideal low-neck, short-sleeve garmentu It
is made in beautiful qualities of fancy
Madras and Pongee. Price $1 and $1.504
The Russian Blouse Waists, for boys,
aged 3 to 7, are very cool and sensible
garments, made in white and fancy
Madras. Priced 50c and 75c.
3" AND BROADWAY









that he is glad if you have
not bought your spring and
summer shirts. That gives
him a chance to "show off,"
for he has the
richest lines of
shirtings that
have ever been produced. Styles combine
the body colors with figures or the white
body with stripes, checks, cross-cut effects
and plains. As everyone is wearing soft
and plaited bosoms now, these shirts will
appeal irresistibly.
Prices $1 to $3.50
Comprehensive showing of Outing Shirts









People have been led to believe that
the string, and fleeks in urinary sedi-
ment mean disintegrating kidney tis-
-ue tocherwine known as metal. an
see have teen frightened into the be-
.'f that !kis meant death.
As a Matter of fact caaLs CAP not be
seen with the naked eye, only through
a high-power niltroseope; and even
when found they are no longer evi-
dence of alreolutek incurable cases.
In those cases in whicsh the degen-
, rition has not proceeded so far but
what If healed the kidney can still
"We got a wireless today from thei
factory, saying it wouldn't be readyi
until next week."
"Um! That will give one ofl
them chaffeurs of ours an excuse to
be idle. Couldn't get any of them
chaps to help wth the hay. How is
the new French car acting?"
"Fine. But I had to telephone




"And how about that
edition of Shakespeare?"
"That's here."
And then the Kansas farmer, re-
moving his evening clothes and put-
perform its functions the albunwn and ting on his overalls, went out on the
oasts respond as definitely to the estate and locked up for the night
'eduction of the inflammation by Foil- Thomas L. Masson In Success Maga-
on'e Renal Conspound as the other sine.
-3mptorns. and the microscope will
*ow the casts to be less in number
Atistabetical Derangeaseat.
week by week until the inflammation it was the panic of 190-7.
Ind albumen have completely sub- Two bulginess men met each other
of govern-
first folio
• one day when things were at their
It asked what livreentage of kidney worst in New York city.
l'awh 'hit show "8(1' have "oil° of "Hello there. Hardy!" said one.
the kilos-ye left for the patient to re'- "You look kind of sick. What's the
-over, we would ea% that the percent- matter with you!"
ote of cages beyond erecovery ar' "Oh, I'm all broke up!-
small. ! "What seems to be the matter?"
One of the re;1:-4,11S, for this belief "Oh, I'm stuttering from the din
.11 that there sue' eery few records in, ease of Alphabetical Derangement."
ihe Text Books of eases In which the Aolpnabettral Derange ment7
ilitootties the nearly ("111- What's that?"
niete dispersion of the kidney. Snell "Oh. I've not enough X's and V's
are rarre. Then again Fulton's Renal and too many I 0 U's "—June Lip-
Compound gets such a high percent- pineott's.
lee of recoveries n cases that show
casts and albumen that this also /WA-
WA& the above conclusion.
The high efficiency of 87 per cent
heretofotoll estahlithedi by this Com-
rented was In a Inc of cases all of
Web, so far as we knew, were con-
slicked chronUu and incwrabia.
Literature mailed fres.
JOHN J. FULTON CO.,
Oakland, Cal_
W. II, Mriteriton Is our Sole local
igent. Ask for RI-Monthly Bulletin
of late recoveries.,
Attorney—What did the firm tell
you?- 
.
Client—That no lawyer would be
blamed fool enough to take my rase.
Attorney-- Yes: and then what did
you do?
Client--Came right over and, en-
gaged you.--Cleveland Leader.
die Things Are.
It was evenIng in the great west.
The golden Pim had gone- down over N
the cornfields, and all was silent.
"M•ric what did you do with that
itte,belineststh istt itedasay:r..t. gallery.
lieurN to the Rembrandt."
"That's right.. about the It Is easier I i) hit a HMI than





ever went so Far
THERE'S a degtee of advertising
well that's profitable for you;
an amount you ought to spend for
publicity. Mote would be unprofita-
ble; so would less. You deci!e for
yourself how much; we're here to see
that you get the greatest possible






You will he conferring a favor by reporting tO Vie illiaaage-
ment any disedurteson shown you by any of tint anspkwea.
()N ALL 'A(ION.
INDEPENDENT ICE CCIMPANY
Fplharsams 1/44 _ ith tee .11 Eta latin
"Johnn% came mighty near chok- iodged in his isareophagio,
tog to death the other day." aaidlcago Tribune.
Mrs. Lapsing. "He was eating pop-, -----
corn. and he got a grain of it fast!
The gIn his windpipe. At least that's;The wind Hu: a of 
the
Wisd-slngein the chimney
where I thought It was, but when the,
a doctor came, ha said It wasn't his




1 ••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••.••••• • • • •••••• ••••••••• •••••••• • . r••••• a e mo a •••3111•••• • 'it sea was • 0, v a.. iI 4/1   ei ris I  I I I IlilsJust received and' ready for, inspection bycoupon=holders and the general public atA
W. T. MILLER & BRO. 518  BROADWAY
PAPERS YELLOW Use of Waste Products in Economy
WITH OLD AGE of Nation—Paper Made From Stalks.
fa PeenensionSi Resident of
Pine Sluff Ark.
Death of \Va.liingt•in u -Med Up-
- on Is .1itticle Prisited in 1000
-•,..il'aper Dated 170-1.
Washington, May 2S.—When in the manufacture of "puie maple
Dr. Wiley, of Poison Squad fame. ssrup" before the pure food•lawI
recently sprang again into the lime- was enacted. Likewise the claim
light. hy declaring that alcohol is made that the waste stalks of cot-
could be manufactured from pota- ton yields excellent paper. In fact
toss, and %Inn the forest service fol- any of the common fibrous plants
lowed it up by announcing that tan readily be converted into news
waste sawdust was fuil of poteatial paper, according to -these govern-
booze, there was joy among the no at experts.
thirsty. a 
, The only difficulty comes in col-Now there is a scheme being.
hatched for the cigarette smoker.
lecting a sufficient quantity of any
Imagine the smoker of the 
one of these materials to make 
itsl 
future ,ADDRESs4 OF QUEEN ANNE.
pulling out his sack of tobacco, and; 
manufacture worth while. Thou-
calntly tear in 
sands of tons of corn stalks rot 
ong off a corner of his, the fields of we's-tern farmers everynewspaper in with to roil the weed.! year. but the department of agricul-
Bell. secr,tary and manager of the rice pa r!
Pine Bluff. Ark., May 2t1.--1E. E. Imagine newapapers printed on real r titre forsees trouble in having it col-
lected in any one center. SimilarlyPine Bluff Telephone company, has Also newspaperwainted on rea t with rice. cotton Red wheat.
in his posseasion several old news- wheat ttraw paper. And on co-n.
e* a1 111•1'S Int derunsents which hay, husk paper. The cigarettist of the Ther is lso a rank weed—a sort
be _handed tiO'N'a b members of future ma have his choice of the I of ss6inp bamboo which reaches
mhis faily for several generationa, three. That is, if the paper-making,
en s: l y ;
a height of eight or ten feet --that
e;and are now of great interest an ac- experiments which the department of: mak paper. In fart it surpasses;
ycount of their great age. One of ,aglicultare is now conducting, pan' 
for this purpose an other plant
which the government experts have
et discovered. Within a radius of
1110 MIlere -Or -Witirbiligton. Dr. -Caro-
wa copy of rhe 1'!-ter county Gazette,'Invra estimates that there are 100,0414tigations into fibrous plants - a:
\--.4„laese is a copy of the first edition of out. The bureau of, plant industry
the Boston News-Letter. published. was gisen an anmopriation of t 11),a
Monday. April 17, 17o4. Another 1110110 by congress this year to continue
i
stitute for the present wood-pu:p 
take 4. he figures that the swampy
ng, the object being to find a su b- factir 
Into Paper should se under-
Inews print paper, v.-hcse continuedtwaste land upon %beet it grows
would be worth about leo an acre.manufacture threatens the egiinction
of the forests. ---
ta. 
And it :It just as Widely distributed all
ter. whit Ii is yellow with age. eon-
over the country.
tattle a publisher's notice t,3 the et_ Already Dr. Gailoway and his ex- Agricultural Zxporer David G.
feet that any person having goods :p.fts have succeeded in making Fairchild. of the department. has
or wares to lit or sell may advertise first-a:ass; ottt of the stalks of been searching the world over for
the same at a reasoaalle rate, "from rite arown in Lon!sian-a- and Texas— new plants winch promise well in
twelve pence to five shillings, and notintili:•inz a product that 1::; now can- paprr making, and which are per-
to exceed. whc may agree with Jo sidered absolutely useless and thrown haps adapted to American climate.hn;
CaInpltell. ter at Boston." ThedawaY• Splendid news print paper. itetio official announcement of the De-
Paper is printed by B Green and sold said, can also be manufactured ciat partment's tests will be issued until
by Nichola Boone, "at his shop near of torn stalks—tne source of Dr. an exhaustive series of experiment*
the Old meeting house." 
s
aleohol. and a favorite staple shri: have been catcluded.•
published in Isola and another is a I which promise results in paper-mak-
acres of this plant, and, if its mantis
parchment record signed_ by ,Gov.
James K. Polk. bearing ,the date Dec.
1, 1,1•48. deeding allit acres of land in
Wietonsin tu Matael Caya.
The copy of the Boston News-Let-
Atkireas By Queen Anne.
The paper contains an address by
Queen Anne to the house of peers Ini
England. told!r the date of Dec. 16,1
1703, calling attention to- the design-
work-of French emissaries in
Scotland. It also contains a letter
front Scotland tellng of the efforts
of the pretender. James VIII.. to
wrest Scotland from her majeatV
rule. Arcorints of privateeringlgst
sea are also given, with notices that
certain vesels, one of sixty tons, will
sail within thirty days. and if nit
accompanird to a fieet will make a
run for it to avoid privateers.
President Adarna' Speech.
The l'Ister county Gazette (Jan
nary, aflan) contains a special mes-
sage to congress by President John
Pants. The larger part of the paper
Is taken up with *mints of the
funeral of President George Was/1111a,
Ion. who died December 14. 1779.
The editor's tribute to him concludes
Re follows:
"The sun was now setting. Alas!
the son of glory was set forever. No.
the name of George Washingfon, the'
American president and genera!, will
triumph asta.r deattf. The -fine:onded
brightness of hts glory wil 1:1111Ittne
the future seala-
nt, paper contains a large number
Of legal advertisements. and the nlost
*tray, d or stolen" elaslfltd column Is
well patronized. The Gazette tapas,
also prints a familiar hOtlee for
"clean rags." Several merehants ad-
vertise lb. ir wares.. offering to take
in exchange country produce. grain
and ashes, with the statemenj that
"cash itl not be refused."
The editorial writer ani the feas
titre story writer had evidently not
made his appearance In journalistic
fields at this earls date. •
If Ton Don't
Ruceeascl th•- first time use .Herbine
and you will get Instant relief. The
greatest liver regulator, A positive
cure for stipat'on, Dyspepsia, a-i& ria , Clm Marid all liver complaints.
• Mr. c—, of Emory„ Togas. writes:
"My Wife has been using Ilerbine for
herself and Children for Sive yearsICU a sure cure for constipation and
malaria fever, which is sulartantIated
by what it has done for my family."
It Oehlschlaeaer, Lang Bros ('
0. Ripley.
min ato is r, 4wker




\ ,, ,„, years. on .rny old army wound. and\a 1,.... , other obstinate sores, and find it the
1,.1 best haler in the world. I use it too
ti '!.1 , wish great success in my veterinary





When one thlnks of the numerorys
.as *rt** .tB_ oratIve pieces of pottery to the home!
. possibilitiea for adding heputiful dee-1 -
to ',1,-- PIrj, in the way _se _lamp bowls, candle-r
-.Le: ,i . .'A sticks, dishes 'for flowers or fruitt.1 ) and all kind"; of decorative jardiniers,
It seems well worth while to }eat
MEN'S FURN1SHINli DEPARTMENT
The fastest er wing department in the fastest growing
store in West Kentucky.
WHY?
'Because we are handing
price goods imaginable.
Half Hose 2 pair for 25c Han
••
out the gre4test values in popular
dkerchiefs, All Linen, 10c
25c We eatThe greatest value ever offered in plain black,split foot or Mae° foot, 2 pair for liens Ha
Brown and black cotton Haas, lisle finish,10e,.3 for 
4 pair of Insed Sock, (for 6 mouths) allblack, for_ur 
give you an all pure linen 1, `11, t• ineh iocn ticerehici for only, each
r_ We offerthe -esritspreatesi" soft Sea Wand23t Cotton Handkerchief for 10e, 3 for__
$1,00 Shirts
Fancy Half Hose, all new colors. Mn back dlropstitch, black, blue, brown and. tan lisle thread, 25c
bet hpse on elith for, pair
Ties, 50c Values 25c




We sell the famous ••Loos.carf,•' ••Cuarilesi' Collar.nut the collar on and tie afterwards,
2 for.
25c
, 50c and $1.00
Negligee Shirts in light and iodark grounds, nail. matfigures, new patterns, eulfa attached, good 50cquality of yinterial
Negligee ShirtsG ainghsios, white u
also in plafigures.  wtcoat and shirt stylegreatest values for the
each,.,, _
best grade of Dimity, Madras and
ii dark ground, neat strjpeti and




Cuff Links, l'ins. Watch F! Sets, Hose Supporters and Be• 25c and—
S t Lida , Collar Butt'
Its,
25c Gloria Umbr
Underwear, 25c and 54k Each, ‘‘ e offer the beet timbeellsia tbe
i Med frame and and. gloria rover —
raNainsook Sh•rts and Drawers, coat shirtsnd a elasticseam drawers; French Balbriggan ailing drawer,,and  , Suspenders, 25cdrill drawers with elastic seams, beaalues t v for 50c 1 ‘1;..e are offering a large lot 2of regularthe money, per garment 2.5c and _.— _ I pend..ra for, pair —.._a







Why Not? how to make these at home.
Into an ancient (twat, one day. Now that plaata, composite clay
There walked a modest stranger: 9r plasterine can be obtained already
And from his manners and his dress prepared, requiring only the addition
'Twat plain he was a granzn,r4 of water, the making of pottery
The preacher chanc,t1 to.- be within, comes within the-scope of the most
And to'd the stranger briefly enlightened worker These composi-
About the sacred edifice. Bona can to: obtained in cream color.
Its ancient glories chiefly, terra cotta or in olive green. A few
The tablets on the wall were shown, simple potters' tools—a board, rol-
And there were quite a number; ling pin and arater—are the only re-
The preacher Irak; "Witrin these quisites. The material is moistened
se walls
Now many persons slumber."
The stranger looked with some sur-
prise
l'pon the gospel teacher,
And said. "Well if RO many sleep
11'hy don't they change the
prrather?"
—Yonkers Statesman.
ENGLISH SPARROW. Bed Healer in the World.
ad.s,
.
Rev. F. Starbird. of East Ray.f(,
/ 
„,.....;., 
- ' ‘ 
mond, Maine, says: "I have used
. N.. Bucklen's Arnica Salve for several
with water and is kneaded on a
board to give it plasticity. It Is
then rolled iwth a rolling pin.
In order to make a small howl.
take a lump of clay and work the
knuckles into it until It assumes the
form of a bird's nest. This will
save a good deal of shaping when
hreildIng up the sides. Do not.oat-
tempt to add too large piece at
first or it will break off, espeelallt
If the sides are high. Work the
small bits of clay very carefully into
the sides.
When the pottery made from plas-
ta is perfectly drs It is sent to a
atop Oressnhilng
If you suffer from rheuinatism or
pains; for Ballard's linty Liniment
wi I bring quick relief. It Is a surecare-ror Sprains, Rheumatism, Con-
treated Muscles and an pains—and
within the reach of Pnic $5c, kl'n to file. If the green, white or5nr, $1.00. C R Smith, Tenaha, terra cotta are not just the colorsTex, writes: "I have used Ballard's
Snow Liniment In my famtly for
years and have found it a fine rem-
edy for all pains and aches. I !Peons-
ilna Mend it for pains In the chrst."• J.
desired, the vessels can be with ordi-
nary tube oil colors mnistened with
turpentitie and a wax unlash siren
to them aftorwarda. This is really
a very prattn a I awl easy method of
20, 5
Saves Most to You
1
 City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager,





The largest asniortment of rose'. and pliints in floc cif r, niuo
2.1,01M) plants at leas tlutn 3 ci t., 177,04,0 other plane., I„
from. tier ea before placing your order,
SCHMAUS BROS.
Both Phones 192.
\\ lint a its. ly world t? s is to a•
-.4F1 the first time' V111P ta love.
All the patent medicines and
lotlet artaolas ativertateri HI this
paper are on sal. sal





The purest whiskey made. It
has been stored for ytars in
charred oaken barrels, at an
even temperature, and has a
uniformity due to perfect ag-




For Quick Action Use SUN Want Ads./
Fourth and Broadway.














REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST.
Call, Sow' or T•l••10.a for is.




Theme are the foundations Upon
whicti we arc building IRICCeria.
nue [eines are groomed to the
pink of eamdition always and our
equipment the best, yet our
prices are extremely reationabie.
Next time you Want te take a
drive, just, call
HAWLEY ANS SON





Halm!!! hating - Ram 205
Extractive Teeth end Plate
Work a Specialty.
DIL KING BROOKS. FaugNTIST,
Room 7, Thus-heart Building, sw-





orate Veterama—epecial Ire n
service leaving Paducah thou?
6 p. m , June rith, arriving at
Birmingham about 6 S. m
June Wth. Reduced robot tee
regular trains. Parties deter-
lag __to make this trip should
advise us leo that we tan ar-




to be void June 134k to 16th
inclusive. emit Joao 301.b.
Round tries $11.00-
Frankfort, Ky.— Kentuck)
u ea tio nal Aesociatiow -
Tinkets to be sold June 15th
andaleth, return limit' Jun..
311th. Round trip $8.60.
Birmingham, Al.., and Sa
vannah. Ga.--00 May 30th
through service will be estab-
lished from Chicago to Seven -
nab, Via Fulton, Jackson and
Birmingham. Passengers Ieav
Mg Paducah on train 103 at
a. m., cminitet at Fulton
with this through sleeper 5:1e
a. m arriving at Birmingham
3:1B p. ox., and Savannah at
7:35 a. in.
J. T DONOVAN,












AN ALL. MUT PIED LUPO multi* 













NO 1( K E IP I N G ..,...,,,..,. „ . •
prap.matioa, cortrctte that tio toadies m.,ee
leoutte. Ong In MILLE months than they
lo in :-t I. irrau when erru,oam lace ToU.
SHIIIITHAN 7i.
111 tourtheporters
rn rm. r: tt tel
wrtte the system of booriand oraughne
lea, hos, holis.se they knOW It 1.1.118; SINT
FM r itbb CATALOGAIE anal booklet "Ilrb)
Learn Telegraphy?" which explain an, ose
on or writs alto S. easeuuos, rnearleet
DRAUGHON'S
PRAcrec A.e. BUSINESSCOLLEGE
nil% &MY i.).1 ISIS,
(Incorporated) PADUCAH, 114
Broadway, or St. Louis or NiudivIlle
RE




Is not destIgnell for temporary
teller, but as an absolute cure
for sweaty feet and other eg-
, egasive perspiration. Money








Rose Plattlt for 2c
Bruesou's last cut on bed
ding pant. Rose plants, Ge-
ra:limn, Coleus, etc., at 2
cents. Largest and best as-
sortmeat of roses at logleNt









111.111101M111 Ile MUM ilaggib
ILMIIIVCILL .
ION Sdadieng. iamb 114‘411. Imp
«ea 1.1beetr7 Week a ePtlida.W.
—
...FOR...
Rubber Stamps and Sup-
plies, Numbering Ma-









115 S 'bird SL Pion 3511
Retire to Costner-Mew.
Bide will be -reeehred'at the fike
of the board of Public Work.; In the
ity hon. on Tuesday, June 2nd, 19, S
.at 3 o'clock, for the conetructiou
eoncreteukteiralks and curb ant - gut-
ter or( Broadway from First to A'atee
itreet, both Wee: cm the weet std.
if Water street from Broadway ta
Kentucky avenue, and on the neigh
,ide of Kentucky avenue from First
to Watt*, street; and *leo for the cow
stniction of Tenth street from Broad.
way to Kentucky avenue with vare
fled brick. bitulithie or asphalt ma-
terial. as may be determined by the
Generic! Commie and also for the
I oust runt inn of (rumor-ties sidewalks
and curia; and gutters, as per plans
and apeeifications an the ('ity Rosin-
err °Mors under the onlinsesees se
thorizatg thcfe Improvements.
slIOARIr or' PlitLIC WORKS.
lity L. F. Kolb, secretary.
1.. A. Wasb'ngton, City Engineer.
•
epeeist Excorskor Rates Steamer his k
Fowler.
Beginning June 1st, rotund t
sa,Mketts to coley and tenon will
,old to parties raf five and over at
for round trip. Tnble finest-riled
Good nelisie on bon rd
Given leoeler, Peessnger Agent.
Some men fall to bit the target c
4 Fumes* because they aitu too istith.
HORRHILE CULT
AGAIN ACTIVE
Boys and Girls Ts,uyiht if,ar
rlage Ahaliahed,
terve teesidereal A Mk( ides Neediaig
medical Attentien--teuri Woy ,
ehippete Appear .tgain.
FREAKS k Al *osi ittelikieS
New York, May 27.—President
Anthony Connitlek of the Anti-Vice
Society was notified that the notori-
ous --Mazdazaa philosophers," or
sun worshippers, whose leader, the
"Rev. Dr." Ottoman Zar-Adua-Han-
isle was driven out of town by the
police three years ago, have resumed
operations.
An itiveatigetien of the daring
secret rites of the cult was asked
for, and Mr. COinatock was furnished
with a copy of the Mazdazan ritual
"Inner studies," which Hanish has
Men circulating through the Mails,
it is said, upon receipt of $3 a
copy.
The book, which for the Seat time
has fallen into the hands of an out-
skier, will form the basis of the Anti-
Vice Society's action, If its presidedt
decides to move against the fanatics.
Ire declared after an examination of
the document that it sbou:d not be
Permitted to have general circulation
and shouid be barred from the Mani,
Oleo Kelunidt. geteretarj.
It ham been discovered within the
last feet dee s that the sun Worship-
fare.. namericaly-and linanciolly, are
stronger than they were when the
entrance of a pollee captain and a
detective into one of their seances
two years ago caused Hanish (whose
real name Is said to be Hennessy) to
eha*nge his residence from New York
to Chicago.
The present headquarters of the
cult is in Genealogical Hall, No. 228
West Fifty-eighth street. While Ot-
toman Zar-Adus-lianish, is stilt the
leader, he is dividing his time be-
tween this cfty and the Western me-
tropolis. He hue acquired an en-
thuelastic assistant in Hie person of
iligh Priest Otto Schmidt. who In
daytigae is a bookkeeper,
Three—hundred members are now
ft/flowing the daring, outlandish prat--
Oct% of the Mesdazanites. A score
of well-known and wealthy women
ueve been converted since the partial
breaking up of the order in 1905.
Boss and girls 18 and 19 years old
have been accepted as members, Mr.
Cometock has learned, and have
initiated We the secret rites of the
organizetion.
Should Ahpledi Marriage.
Eating of •iolets'is the least objec-
tionable of their practices. Exposure
of their bodies to the sun in the most
daring fashion is another rite.
Among their beliefs are these:
'Marriage should be diseciuraged. If
not abolished. Modern,,, conventions
governing the relations of the sexes
:tumid be elle made. Doctors should
treat young persone—"as for  a  die-
ease"--who are afflicted with the
Popular ailment known- as :love."
In ,the frankest manner Mr. Corn-
Flock was told the boy i and girls were
permitted in the "latter circle" of the
sun worshippers to hear and join in
dig( usslon of those subjects. 'eTheir
presence and isarficipation Is justi-
fied by the maxim:
"To the pure mind all irepure."
me Pees Demanded.
Here is a list of the payments Max-
dazuanites must make before the
goodness of lIanleh's heart 'starts
hem toward universal knowledge:
Contribution.' 32; monthly maga-
ene. $1: preliminary books, $5; in-
iii r studies. $5; lessons. $12; Medi-
cal equipment. $4; total. $30.
Then there are Mazdasna fruit
choppers, ($1.75), nut and grata
mills (31), and other odds and ends
having to do with the vegetarian end
or the cut.
Nd Use le Dir.
"I bevel found out that ,tbere ben°
Use to die of lung trouble as long as
you eon get Dr. King's New Discov-
ery," says Mrs. J. P. White. of Rua-
boro. Pa "I would not be alive today
Only ter that wonderful medicine. It
loosens up a cough quicker than say-
that* ones a lei cures dung ettaessa
etes after the ease is pronounced
hopeleme." This most reliable reme-
dy for coughs and eokle. lagrlppe,
asthma, bronchitis and hoarseness. is
geld under guarantee at all druggists.
50c. and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
A gscomoows Task.'
"Your Honor." said the witness,
"can't you order ti rerawm7"
"A recess'!"
"Yes. sir. I've stood on this stand
an' told the truth two hours CM the
stretch, and I'm teetotaly wore out'
• 'lever told re truth that long he-
'ore not in n' re, HO.'" -Atlanta
ConetitiotIon.
20, 50
Never went so Far
fr/IN/c
Even f mot er reads The pain attendant upon the most.critical
period of her lite Becoming a mother should be a source of joy, but
the sutterm incident to the ordeal makes us anti‘ipation one of dread.
liotlime is the only remedy which relieves women of much of
the pain of maternity; this hour, dreaded as woman's severest trial, is
not only made less painful, but danger is avoided by its use. Those
who use this remedy are no longer despondent or glOgrnti; nervous-
ness, nausea and other distrerung todditiona aro evercorne, and the
system is prepared for the coming CVeni by of Kothor's Friend.
It is worth its weight in •
gold," says many who have
(elm buta.•st drug .toroa
used it. cusialtung leformaka
of inanmot to all voiles ,apos &Mai-
-Olon
aneessEajargag.rieit00. 1
solar Weider* of New Vork City.
Over 26,000 people wprk at night.
Coney blend is sometimes visited
by 500,0041 people a day.
There' are 1,32 department store*,
employing over 10.000 people.
The populatiqn is now 4.800.000.
London's population is 500,000 more
but New York Is growing se times
et fast as the British metropo , and
'thould become the largest city In the
world Inside of ten years. The popu-
lation increases at the ratio of five
to one, compared with the increase
of the rest qf the country,
There are 112 theatres and two
grind opera houses, seating about
110,000 people.
About 45,000 marriages are solemn
ized every year. One in every elevea
minutes.
In 1885 New York had only twen-
ay-eight millionaires now it has over
2,000, -
Over 476,000000 gallons of water
are used every day in the greater
city.
A child is born every four minutes,
and a death occurs every seven min-
utes.
The city eontaine 8,090 lawyers
5,000 actors. 3,000 actresses. 6,000
artists, 10,100intaicians, 15,000
stenographers, 6.900 salesmen euid
saleswomen. 1,300 farmers, 1.600 un
dertakers and 862 female barbers.
No. 1 Wall street Is considered the
higheetiPriced property in the United
States. Several years ago it sold
for $700 a square foot and is as-
sessed by the city at a little over
$1 per equar inch.
The transient hotel population is
figured at 260,000 people a day. The
hotel properties are valued 'at over
3S0,000,000.—Success Magazine.
Good Roe leverebode.
Mr. Norman R. Coulter, a promin-
ent architect, in the Delbert Building,
San Francisco, says: "I fully endorsee,
eft that has- been said at Rioetrto Bite
tent as a tonic medicine. It is good
for everybody. It corrects stomach,
liver and kidney disorders In a prompt
and efficient manner and builds up
the system.' Electric Bitters is the
beet spring medicine ever Rohl over a
druggist's counter: as a blood purl-
Per it is unequaled. 50e. at all drug-
gists.
lie Mad Broken Something.
Mrs. Wilson had a young Japanese
servant who had a habit of trying to
conceal from his mistress any break-
age of dishes of whet he chanced to
be guilty. The good lady explained
that it was wicked to deceive, and
directed the Japanese to tell her
whenever he broke anythieg.. The
boy promised to do as she advised.
One day, while Mrs. Wilson was en-
tertaining some friends in the parlor,
the Japanese suddenly appeared in
the doorway. His teeth were bared
in a childlike smile and ',Jilts eyes
sparkled with the light of conscious
virtue:
"Meese Wirson. you ter-ra me,
when break someging to ter-ra you.
I break me apute!"—Success Maga-
zine.
Too Mach for "Untie Joe,')-
By the side of a certain Illinois
suburban raileay stands a fertilizer
factory which gives out a particular-
ly offensive. smell. A lady who fre
,quently has occasion to travel on this
line always carries with her a bott:e
of lavender smelling salts. One
,morning Speaker Cannon took the
seat beside her. As the train neared
the faetotl, the lady °Pend, her bottle
of salt.... (took .the car was tilled
with the horrible odor of .the fertili-
zer. The Speaker stood it as long
as he could, then addressing himself
to the lady, whom he saw holding
the bottle to her nose. he said:
"Madam, would you mind putting
the cork in that bottle?"—Success
Magazine.
Only the Truth.
Tiro_ tramps approached a railroad
telegraph office not fat from New
York the other day and looked hun-
grily through the window, but there
was not even a • dinner pail 'in sight
to indult(' theni tp ask for food. oily
of them finally tapped on the win-
dow. sett 'the- operator act* hes key
long enough to inquire:
"Well, what can I do for yea?"
"Just report ..two empties goipg
east." replied the tramp, with a grin.
and started down the track toward
New York.—Juee Lippincott's.
Miss Tersleep—What keeps you
here so late? Mr. Stopiate—Your
glorious eyes. Miss Tersleep—Wela
they needn't detain scot. I can't
"TAkING 'THE NECESSARY STEPS- keep 'em open much longer.—Cleve
land Leader.
• ie
What the Preeitheat TitinkaLot Nem
low..
A.ttending one of ereoldent Roose-
velt's him heone. a guest sought to
entertain the company with this an-
ecdote;
"When the Emperor of Germany
first got a grapilophone he marveled
at It, and at once wanted to We
how it eorked. H9 took It apart.
and then put it togetheit..,•gain. per-
tech: readjusting froln memory every _
piece of minute mechanism.
Mr Roosevelt was interested-- till TOtilt w ORD WILL BE
• "Old man. I hate to say it. but
you're drunk." "G'wan. I have
been to a new thought banquet. I'm
thinking In curves."—Washington
Herald.
—The largest -orchards in the
world are at Werder. near Berhp.
They extend without a break to
wbout 13.000 acres. They yield
some 48,000.000 pounds of apples
and pears every year.
Rip Taw Winkle.
Rip Van Winkle returned from
'his long sleep looking •freett as a
daisy and made his way to the vil-
lage barber shop: not otily because
he needed a haircut and shave. but
$so because be wanted to catch RIP
on*.t .h;t'sire:vee.," he said be to, the bar-
ber after he was safely tucked in the





"Notre, we bin standlre pat "












his chair, "never mind shaving the
:aottf,",:irtfaittpip., guopinIng
.nhathr";:foli:d.sleep matin .• -Ellis o Jerre
In Success Mantitav
the speaker added: "The Kaiser's .
fI, tul POliltite) Bigelow,' tells the UNDISPUTED
story." AND 8tONE.1 RIALNDLO,At that Mr Roosevelt drew in his
b 
Where C•RIO/ONI ARS to Correct
reath and rejoined through set 
tern: Any Dieordere ot the STOMA°,
11
with the broken lots
we are offerin
that the logic of a
bargain is secur-
ing something at a
less price than,
is ordinarily tx-
pected. So it is
of Spring Suits which
g at one-fourth off their
regular prices. i;or instance:
Suits that were $30.00 now.._,... $22.50
Suits that were $25.00 now —$ 1 8.35 ifirk;
Suits that were IWO 00 now...........$ 15,00
Suits that were $14.00 now 1 3.50
Salta that were $15.00 atm $ ", I .75
Exhibition of these suits





Commencement Time is Nigh
p.
Of course you will want to remember
your friends with a graduation present.
B. tter come in and- look over our stock
before making your purchase. Our
prices are rock bottom. Diamond Rings
up Watches, Rings, Brooches, Stick
Pius, Cut Glass Cologne Bottles, Fans
and many other articles too numerous
to mention. You must see and price
them in order to appreciate the values
we are offering. .' . .
J. L. Wanner, Jeteeler
311 BroadLcs!;.
We Are Putting Out Some
Mighty Good Values
In Inks, Pencils, Envelopes, Carbon Paper and Office Supplies
Does it mean anything to you if we say Falcon Pens at 50c a
gross! We don't ask you to keep au j thing that don't suit you.
We sell the very best stuff made and know the quality and
'prices are right.
D. E. wiLso,,, lift BOOK ead111 SIISIC MAN
"I wish somebody would take
Poonns) iticelow apart and torgrt
tint to plat him together againl--
eui reel Magazine.
"Bah Jove. I'm going Into busi-
ness. Made a beginning already,
don't ye know." "How's that?"




- The Dentlet—ttow open wide your
month end I won't hurt yeti a bit.
The petlent (after the extracton1—
rt,f. orison one.. enactor. khow what Ananias did for
% 
;
a Using now.--Home }Jerald.
..see • Wow.
!ago. 194 bladiees Ave. Ateruptua, I.
(Aim° /dui' rekulatea he howele.
•-"••"- cures ar01881pai
and slops the fermentation of fr.od, NI
that the food digests perfectly, and
you receive the full strength and
nourishment from what la eaten.
CklUSOZONE destreot the poisonousgerms in the stomach,
and neutralizes septic poison in every
pert of the eystsue and Is both a pre-
ventative and"* cure.
A ft w drneti relieves diet roes and the
stomach moron digesting and sreimi-
lilting the food. The CA Rlies/a iN1C
IL* perfect relief tor indigestion In
all of Ito forma Pelee $1.00.
If your dealer earshot supply you
twter direct from
We Clean Carpets...
  wInt Your carpets BEATEN and NOT
;LW= send them elsewhere. If you want them
thpinoisibly CLEANED send them to us:




They look better, feel better and work better. Clipped hereto are easter
to groom and you are not annoyed by aurae Metre when driving. We
have an electric machine and an expert operatily and will give you as
good work as can be done, at the regular re ice.
THE TULLY LIVERY CO.
Fourth and Kentucky Avenue.
A man never T.-elite. how much I‘ hen it nIn n I. forced to eat crow
It* C41U10/011E COMPANY thererm there is rti:.111ng from hls i:1 apt con•Ider a bird in the'
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Weak
Heart Action
There are certain nerves
that control the action
of the heart. When they!
become weak, the heart
action is impaired. Short
breath, pain around heart,
choking sensation, palpi-
tation, fluttering, feeble
or rapid pulse, and other
distressing symptoms fol-
low. Dr. Miles Heart Cure
Ii a medicine especially
adapted to the needs of
these nerves and the mus-
cular structure of the




-I,. years I ',uttered with whateveuest was atemach trouble, whenUse dooms told me I had hearttrouble. I had tried many remedies.When the Dr. Miles almanac camsInto my hands, and I concluded totry Dr. Mlles' Heart Cure. I havetaken three bottles, and now I are,gat suffering at an. I am cured t.lelthis medicine did it. I write this t3the hope that it will attract the at-tention of others who suffer as I did."
MR& D. BARRON,
104 &Lin IL, Covington, ii,.
Your druggist mills Dr. Mlho' HeartCure, and we authorize him to returnprice of ?frit bottle (only) It it fallsto benefit you.




-eme If Happierees He All Around.
"7 If old Happiness is waiting.
All around as people say.
• Do you sunder sou can't find him.
Though you hunt him every day ?
If old Happinem is waiting,
All around, behind, before,
Do you wonder that he never
deems to enter- at Your door?
Ah. I know a little secret,
He is hiding lu the mind;
And the reason you can't see him
Is because your spirit's blind.
For the hand that wounds another
Draws • shade before the me;
And the voice can never halt him
If he tried his best. ah, me.
Yes, old Happiness is waiting
All around you, as they sas:
But you'll never. never find him
'Less you meet him his own way.
Meet him fair, and square. and open,
Clean of body, soul and mind;
Ready hand, and willing spirit.
And old self left far behind.
—W. A. D.
eil.0 Jou, ll is aThat is rauMed in a lie, efficient liver Invigorator. stomach tonic., When we are troubled sore:And the heart that hat loses malice bowel regulator and nerve stretigthener. Thanks be to God that 'such have
That old Happiness can't enter a patent aiediaine or secret nostrum, a I Although they are no more!
Is so very full, you see, The soolden Medical Discovery s is not been,
full list of Us ingredients being printed More homelike seems the vast un- eked • meat improvement: Ion its bottle-wrapper and attested under known, then bought two more large Bente. Ark..Since they have entered there; I gone, I hail no more trouble. I take great pleasure in Worming you of the
oath. A glance at ite formula will show bottles, and when they werethat it contains no alcohol, or harmful
To follow them were uot so hard, Jos. Mtlerny, DX W. Market St , to,nenep4e. good Dr, t aldwell a Sirup Pepsin has dooe me.
They can not be where God Is not,made with pure, triple-retined glycerine, i
of proper strength, from the roots of the i On any sea or shore;
follosing native American forest plants, Whate'er betides. Thy love abides,viz„ Golden Seal root, Stone root, Black Our God forevermore!
Cherry berk, Queen's root, Bloodroot, and —John, White Chadwick.Mandrake root. 
1The following leading medical authorities Malaria Makes Pale Sickly Children.among a host of others, extol the foregoingroots for the canto ju.i such ailments as the The Old Standard GROVE'S TAsuc-sleeve .ymplemms Inchoate: Prof It Bertholon,
LESS CHILL TONIG, drives out ma-id. ii. of Jeffs-pm lied. College. Phila.: Prof.H. C Weast, N D of ride of Pa.; Prof Edwin larla and builds up the system. ForN Hale. 31. 111.. of Hahnemann Med.
Chicago; Prof John King. M. D.. Author ofAmerican Dispensatory: I rot Too. M. Scud-der. M. D.. Au:bort./ Specific Medicines; ProtLaurence Johation. Neil, Dept. Univ. ofY.: Prof. Paley Filingwasid. M. D., Authorof Materia Modte••n.1 Prof. In Rennet' Midi-cal College, Chicago. Send name and ad.dress on Postal Card to Its R. V. Pierce. Buf-falo, N. Y., mod reeelve free booklet givingextracts from writings of all the shove mesli-
To speak the truth alien, by a it bloated stomach, biliousness, sour stoma, h, tesse breath,
great advantage, tether ailment affecting stomach, liver bowels, andTo live according to your eonvie-ra I authors sad many others endorsing. in the tions,strongest posidhle terms, each and every in-gredient of which • Dolden Medical Maroc- To be what you are and not pre-(try Is composed.
Ds Pierre's Platoon% Pellets minden, andhivigorate qoinach. liver and bowels. They
tow Cr in corium-lion with "HoldeaMedical Discovery" If beach are much em-ail:mud. Tboy'ra Uny and susear-coesea.
A N I MA L/4 A M.R.-DEX THOUS.
Yorkers who a few years ago spent
Fight Del UHI"uml:11"1" 11.)4211 It"' an hour reaching their homes from Why Man Gives Pretence to Right future conquest. -la Progressing- their offices rush frantically to catch Hand Over the Left. To thro up a position with aa subway train which wil take them good salary when It is the only beat-
Thee mystery, pneumonia, which
the. same distance in a quarter of the, Right handedness and right eyed- livid, you know and you have a family
has baffled the medical world so
time, and are impatient if they miss ness came with genius bonito. Dr. depending upon you, because It domc
long, is, it was announced :am lulg
bt.lit, theugh they know another will Gmmee M. Gould has watched for not have your unqualified approval.
being solvo:d by the commis:eon of
be available in two or three minutes; them in squirrels that use their front' To refuse to knuckle and bend the
eminent phmtelaes from al parts of
the fastest ocean steaniers are the paws to hold nuts, cats that strike at knee to the wealthy, even though
the country appointed by the health I
most crowded. though the voyage Is insects in the air or play with poor.board in an effort to combat the dis too abort for the rest and change wounded mice and in many other s To refuse to make a living in a
recent yeais has become greater
which should be the accompaniments animals. but he Is certain no prefer- questionable vocation.
than that of its fatal rival. "the
of sea travel; even our elevators mite is given to the right slcle over To refuse to do a thing which you,
Whit,' plague."
must shoot us with rocket-like ye- the left. think is wrong, because it Is custom-booty to the tops of our skescraPers. But in the lowest human savage's sr s and done In trade.What these and the others manifold all over the world choice in greeted To be talked about and -yet remaingistshurries of Modern life mean ter expertness of one hand Is clearly reent when a word Would justify you
whose suggestion the pneumonia our mental and physical health the Preeent• One came for its develop- in the eyes of others. hut which toil
corn-mission was appointed, told last
neurologists call tell um and their nrent is in primitive military cue- cannot speak without injury to an-
night of the progress made.
report is not assuring. It is. per- l tonts. In all tribes and countries other.To a reporter. Dr. Biggs said: haps.. too late to warn this genera- sence man used implements of of- To face slander Mel lies, and to
"At the outset of our investigs-
ton aganst the vice of hurrMing. but tense and defense the left side, rarry yourself with cheertulnemose
tions some of us be:ieved a great
many things about pneumonia, and
many of thuse beliefs bade proven
to be true by actual experiments In
various cities, as well as ifi different
country sections.
"It has been proved that pneu- 
numberv, one to ten. The fingersmonis is Infectious; that it is caused too sri'l we'll wageredaottle of spring
of the free or right hand were nat-'tonic against last winter's chest pro-by a germ. the Pneurnotoccus. and 
urally first used, and all fingers to-that it attacks the normally strong itector that an old, familiar buss can
figures themselves, while the basis
tallty.
as well as the weak with like fa-1
and stopping. somewhere in the
be heard rising and falling. starting
r ten fingered system. Every drill
of our nuMebrings is the decimal or
room. Rather pleasant sound, isn't "The pneumonia germ, which is a 
and action of the soldier from an-lancet-shaped creature., as germs go. it?--at least, as a mere piece ofmen cient Greece to modern America is
Dr. Herman M. Biggs, who has
led the fight against the spread of
tuberculosis in this city, and at
generally travel in pairs and is taken
Into the symem through the nose
and mouth. It remains, waiting its
chance to descend into the lungs
and begin' its havoc. 'This chance
comes when the physical condition
of the person is depressed from an
Insignificant attack of influenza,
measles, bad Cold, catarrh, tonsilitts,
or the like.  Omit  in the lungs. It
propogates with marvelous rapidity.
and the lungs son become con-
gested. If the congestion is not re-
lieved., death is sure.
"In many respects there is a great
similarity between consumption and
pneumosia. and the aceepteil treat-
ment for the former in many in-
stances proves beneficial to the lat-
ter. However, the tuberculosis
germ works slowly on the lungs of
its victim. while the pneumonia
germ works with amazing rapidity.
"Pneumonia has no terrors to the
perfectly well man. but those who
think themselves in the best of
health sometimes are its readiest vic-
tims.
"The germ may be carried in the
Mouth of a perfectly well person for
as long as six months, waiting for
him to catch A cold or something of
the kind. Instantly it makes the
ost* of its opportunity."
1..ey Prayed RaanIng.
Harry and Ethel were et-reefing a
aeld on their return' from Sabbath-
school, when they enevounteree a
hull. At the aniniat's approach
faster My ran, yet nearer and nearer
came the bull.
'Ale must pray," panted Harry.
dd. Del.' Ethel pleaded.
•'Well kneel down right here."
"No, we'll pram running. You
ought to do it; you're a girl "
"0 Lord-0 Lord I can't,"
sobbed Ethel. "You do it."
The proximity of the hull demand-
ed immediate action. and 'Hairy rose
to the *erasion Loosely and fer-
yently they prayed:
"0 Lord. for what we are about
to receive make us truly thankful." bees foibles.
tatter or bed meta in morning, "heart-
burnd belching of gm, acid risings ls I , Hu"e'er we may call*
throes the silence of thethreat after eating, stomach gnaw oir lhee
variable appetite, neeillie at times aud We BOO them as of sore—
breast;burn, foul breath, dizzy spells, poor Of
kindred symptom!' 1' The AM& the true, the brave. the
vs any considerable number of sweet.
tom. you are Buffering Who walk with us no more,pid liver with Inall' 'Tis hard toe take the burden u
a They Were Cured by Dr.Intieme n
le pie e Ide  I When theme have laid it down:
They brightened all the joy of life,
cure 0 They softened evres frown,
But, oh! 'tI8 good Co. think of them
Too Much "In a Hurry."
The rage for risk in this country
is only equalled by the rage to make
haste. It Is an old proverb, but
one peculiarly applicable to our
present tendencies, to- "make haste
slowly." Yet this proverb appears
to have believers in our trying and
strenuous age. The papers are full
of deaths by droweIngof those who
have ventured upon thn lee. in haste
o avail themselves of a winter out-
ing. The daily chronicle's are filled
with accidents to life and limb by
those who will insist on trying to
catch a trolley car flying past. Time
flies, and everyone pursue's it, re-
gardless of what may happen. New
perhaps a later one may develop a where the heart lies. has been pro- grace and dignity for years beforesaner philosophy. of tected by the shield, while the right the lie .can be corrected.Weekly. hand was called the spear hand. To stand firmly erect while othersNext to fighting came commerce, are bowing and fawning for praise
A Summer Lullaby. The fundamental condition of bar- and power.luring was counting with the low To remain in holiest
If the noise from the street is not
,t 
FOR A DAINTY BATH.
for eteldren or adults, be sure In
have all the teeeresoriess of the finest
coality--nintabily aortal's. toilet waters.
spenges and bath towels. Then well
the cbildren +Might In the daily -bath.
insetted of rebelling against It. Every
bath requisite -even luxury —here.
You furniph tub and water; we supply
the tee
Pep;:in contains properties that stir the functions 01 the
Stomach and liver to aitivity- that makes it do what it
otherwise would not do. It arouses the secretions of this
glands which are ementials to desestion, and in that way
cures Indigeltion or dyspepsia. Let too dyspeptic say he is
incurable. He cannot honestly say so until he lases tried
Dr. Culdwell's Syrup Pelmet. One bottle will be sufficient
to prove its merits, and that one bottle will only cost you 50
cents or $1 at your druggist.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
habit-forming drugs. It Is a fits 1 extrart
ana.aii---imaasassamissasWhat Ails You T
have I req-usot headaches, coated tocsins,
Auld hang $ync.
It sIngeth low in every heart.flo you foci weak, tired, despondse% I we hear it each and all—
f those
grown people and children, 50c,
It Takes et iuraNCI'. 
become constipated iudigestion. lac:notice,
tie prevarication. you can get some datulency. lazy liver, weak stoma -h, sick headache or some
the or
then Dr. Caldwell's Serupe'epsin will be instantly nemleet,
I was afflicted seriously withstomach trouble, end had sotbees able to obtain ani relieffrom the dlifeient
which I had tried, until I [Mellybeard of Dr. Caldwell's h)rupPepsin. I :nut:hazed a largebottle, and after taking came'idecordiug to directions. I no-
I sun in the best of health at this writing andbay.: been ever alf/C0 I took Dr. Caldwell's SyrupPepsin This • medicinal can recent mentlioanybody and have done so, and have been themeans of your ascots selling lots of Syri.p Pep-sip 10 Olir town and neighborhood. It has donea great deal of good. So many have used Itsince I took it; people cause to me for milesaround and asked me what kind of medicine Itook that did me so much good.
KS. 111•111SLLIL PTISCIOWII, Ind.I I have need Dr. Caldwell'. Syrup Pepsin andwas greatly beneettd. Have had insligestioeand stornavh trouble tor many yearu and foundgreat relief after using it, and can choerfullyresummend it to the public.
C. K. SLONN•0•111, 1.1151erty, Ind.
and family buttered
terribly Irian malaria. ...natl.
p aloe and stomach troutelea,
and inn aiciaa coma not
help us. In Dr. Caktyrell's
, !hi Isrpatii we all moms in.
' dant relict. I have br &toed
pomade and the v liddren have
improved whndertully lit
he•Ith. el. .1. W V &Attalla,
.XIthough twang in 'ears I have suffered Irons
aunstipetion side my boyMed and have fried1111113VIOUF remedies and Msetor's pre...fictions
sad have tel to end the eoual of our Synisi
Pepsin and I glAdly recommead it to all whosutler trsm constipation.
C. J. Simon. Memphis. Teen.
I can cheerfully revomenend Dr. Caldwell'.
Syrup Pepsin to any one that has at math, (tow
ble. Indigestion or coostipation •a l'w best
medicine tor these complaints that I have ever
used. N. H. Mitisa, Movreacosa. 111
I am glad to give my testimony ea to the vrry
elwellent mielittes 00 Iii Caldwell's Sfrotl Pep-sin. could sot be without ti in the house. It
dons all you say it will du, and more too.
Tito*. W• hearts, Wab. hoofbeat, BeIrtilnit
One cae never tell what day some member of the family
or have
think of fishing. a lunch i right sided In every detail. Firingn the
fwoods, spring skies and other aesti- orm the right shoulder and sighting
iwith the right eye brings the rightvii delights. In another month.
perhaps. It may arouse his soul to eye into prominence.
battle. beeausto the musicians will I It Is significant that with the de-
promenade across across his cheek e7ine of militarism comes the sag
gestfon of schools for amidexterityand hold enduronce races around his
and the estblishnoent of a movementneck or. forsooth. wheel in such
swarms before his eye that high 
for promulgating the gospel of two-s
thinking will be impossible handedness and its obvios advant-.
then, however, he would cherish no ages.—Chicago Tribune.
hard feelings against the little housef
flies if they would only keep their Thse Levy on Fotxbitaiffe in Spain.
distance, which is six feet or more on, The "uctroi" in Spain puzzles anthe farther side of a window screen. American. Inspectors are posted atIf we have guessed right. permit Us each &tenee into the. city, who care-iiiadd, without disparagement, that , fully examine every bundle or basketthose who think thus 'art' suffering or wagon load that enters. We
from a- bucolic imagination and ought. were told by a Spanish Governmentto take something for it. The house official that in Seville the city goy-
fly's drone, however melodious and sernment divide's equally with theprophetic of watermelons, low shoes State whatever revenue it receivesand ice bills, should not be listened , form the merest. The city Is sup-to as a piece of music, front ,the posed to maintain the octrol fervice.
artistic point of view. If anybne Ibut it has been found more profit-wishes to cure his Imagination so able to farm out the service to prethat it will respond properly when- rate parties and take a fixed sumever the, well-known buzz repounds.annually. The city of Seville re-in the house he should read a scieteeeeives $1.026,000 per annum, Sale.-title report about the habits and 000 of which is turned over to theMates of the -common house fiy. If State; but it is elklmed that the art-
he digests the farts a few minutes ual amount collected by the. lesseesbefore eating, the bucolic imagine- foodstuffs brought Into the citytion will atrophy in Mee time than amounts to at least $2,050,000 perIt takes to read a sonnet. —New
York Tribune.
Cracked eggs are sold in soldiers'
canteens at a reduced price, and, as towns demand a Payment as a rule.
Tommy Atkins is not a man of Bread and flour and the grains from
means. there is a fairly good dentand ; which flour is made are not charged
for these damaged articles. One for.—San Francisco Chronicle.
riay a Sentehman walked Into the -----
canteen and asked for two penn'orth j ?be ('melt,' a Thowirtitieaaturim-of cracked eggs. Mort of the Cruelty of the world Is"We've got none." said the stew- thoughless cruelty Very few peopleard. would Intentionally' add to another's
"A weal." said the Scot. "ye might lead or make his burden In Mel homy-
annum. Among the Maple foods
tables and meals, while on spirits
the change Is extremelY high. Wine
enters the cities free, but smaller
Just crack us a few, then."—Tit- ier or his path rougher. Most of theBits, great heart-wounda are often in-
flicted by thoughleas thrusts, flung
Many a man thinks he is fighting OUt too often to a moment of anger.
sin when he Is only flaying his neigh- when, prelims, we were too proud
to Neologies' or to try to heal the
grievous wound% we had made.
Can anything he more cruel than
to diseourag• a soul who he strug-
g'ing to do the beat he can, to
throw stumbling blocks in the path
of those who are trying to get on in
the world against great odds!'
No life Is just the same after you
have once' touched It Will you leave
a etc of hope or one of &eclair. a
flash of light or a itomber Moue
acrom some dark life each day! Will
you hy thoughtless cruelty deepen
the shadow which hangs over the
life, or will you by kindness dispel it
altogether? No matter how youS. H. WINSTEAD, Druggist feel or what is disturbing your peace
of mind. never allow yoursielf to oenri
au( a ditrotireging, a cruel or an un-




tend to be a hat you are not.
To live honestly within your
means, and not dishonestly upon the
means of others.
When mortified and embarrassed
by- humiliating disaster, to seek In
the wreck or ruin the elenients of
poverty while
others grow rich by unquestionaMe
methods.
To say "Net" squarely when those
around you say 'Yes."
To do your duty in silence. ott-
scurity and poverty, while others
about you prosper through neglect-
ing or violating sacred obligatiens.
Not to bend the knee to popular
prejudice.-- Success Magazine.
The Lucky Quarter.
Is the one you pay out for a box II
Dr. Kog's New Life Pills. They
bring you the hmalth that's more prem
ems than Jewels. Try them for head-
ache. Meow:nese, constipation and
realer*. If they disappoint you the
price will be cheerfully refunded at
all druggists.
Clay sad the Salary Grab.
" 'Quinn.' said an old member one
day.. 'I heard you worrying Mime
tee mileage. Did yu ever hear the
story of Clay and the salary grab"
" 'NO,' I replied.
* '"When Clay was Speaker: he
continued. "along about ISlfj, the
crowd raised their salaries to $1.eun
a year. There was a great howl all
over the country, and when Clay.
reached home in Kentucky, he fotini
old one-armed John Pope. a Federal
lit, out after his scalp to boat the
band, and all the Clay adherents one-
nemesis at lint. Worried and arixione
Clay sought out hie old barber. who
had always been enthuelastir in his
advocacy and who happened to he
an Irishman. "I trust I may metre
on your hearty support as usealS"
Clay asked. "Faith. Mr. Clay." said
the Irish barber. "[ think I shall
vote Re this time for the man who
can get -but one hand Into the Ti ice--
um."--fflenry Beach Needham. in
Success Magazine.
Do You Love
Your baby' You wonder why he
cries. Buy a bottle of White's Cream
Vertrdfuge and be will never cry.
Most babies have "Worms. and the
mothers don't know it. White's Cream
Vermitnge rids the child of worms
and cleans Out Itssystem In a pleas-
ant way Every'mother should keep
a bottle of this medicine in the house
With it, fear need never enter her
mind Price 25c J. H. Oehischlae-
ger, Lang Bros., C. 0. Ripley.
tift
For about Attime years I 
has'.i been aglicted with indigestion and...... A stomach trouble• and a' tom . the
RIF : pain was St) severe that I ha.I
S...3 UMW, tears that my trouble was
cancer ot the stoma. S.
• ''' In September lad year while via,
king my Mother in Cbicaltio I
learned of Ito. Caktwell's sirup
Prpsni. for stomach trouble and
ties. I kept upg.:'tn'tiehausd a 'eee Ot thst.urpeleni.:dl lyann"drisihira"e
then I Cuter been tree from any stomach trouble,
awl I sin hilly persuade. that Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin hos cured me. 0 D. ItIcitt sta.Attorney and Paosloo Ascot. Eudora, Kansas.
I can truthfully and willow!), say that DrCaldwell' s 5t rep I atmla it all that it it tenon
memied to be I have used it awl know tor my
self what 1 state lido not think it it.. an equalfor atoin•ch trouble. I has< sot word. io , s•
press it • value to nit• ant there are mass oiti, r•
of my OL,SUSIIIIVI•OCOS aad friends who have usedIt with good heath.
Mee. IdleediV4 V kist.bles, Dewey. Ill.
I h••• grieve your Syrup Pepete to our littleboy for etiostipatioe anti have tamed It very
got d, and tan recommend it to misuse I thinkmayo. raising a family should not Is, without it.
Mar. L. Moose, Kansas City, hubs.
as it is sure to cure hese diseates. It is sold under • positive
guarantee to do what is ilatimed for it Or money Will he
refunded. It is easy (em take- het ause pleasant to the taste,
is gentle in action but presuptly mice-eve, and entirely 'free
from the griping so common in salts, purgaeive waters and
cathartic pills, tablets or powdere. It is for that reason the
best remedy tor infants, children, women,
The Funeral Cams Too Late.
Billy Martin, aged four, came to
his mother and In great ecstasy. ex-
claimed: "Oh. mother! Louise 
I 
and
Carberry found such • nice dead eat. 
and they're going to have a funeral,:
and can I go?" PerMiMilfin Wes'
given, and when Billy returned he I
Wes queldinned Its to the outcome' of
the funeral.
"They did not have It at al •
"And why not?"
"Mother." was the UMW. "the




Tennessee had beep stowed away in
the hest seed the cettailli afforded
IAD, Li eh, e eel t lie WU awakened
Preserving
Intn melee the
Food Wastes in Dyspeptic Stomachs
It Werth useless to eat when the stomach can't digestthis food. Yet you Must eat. Why not thee repair yourdigestion) It can be done. Many ways have been recom-mended to you, but here is one that is guaranteed. to toyour druggist anti get a Si) went or $1 bettle of 11r. Cald-well's Syrup Pepsin, the great laxative compound. It willcreate for you what nature does not seem to provide—thegastric and peptic juices necessary tu digestion. Your lackof them has caused your dyspepsia. Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
FREE TEST Ta:14":":e  tekt"Pi=eimt.4" hei  sectra  srs"li:  that the remedy eel so as es claim, two is only ayes th Soya die Ind mewbine it. Send tor it if y5d hr.* ary apnoeas of ito,aci, ithe it Nein <Means illanest ah bed Oben,leutiket be cultists, atom aid 04 tolea. A ovarbusea, pietrianset Sane cum. THE 11.151.1C initteCT:ii60ed and swop as OR l.11iCALOWEstilWa PEPSIN." This ree Se.led mars piety gsaraere . 17.Vusissanistri3O. a. Amnon PEPSIN SYRUP CO. 107 Siallthrell Bldg., gleastioteihr. 111-
old people, invalids and others and yet is
active enough to be promptly effective in
the ruiet robust grown persons. tee to
your &nimbi to-day and get a 50 cent of
/I !tidily under the guarantee. Complete
directions are on every bottle.
by the vole. of the paterfamilias ad -
deemed to the daughter, who ea'
entertelning company by the floolde
"Mandy." growled the old man
"Is that )(mune man there ye?"
"Yep. pap."
"Is he got his arm around yer
waist?" '
"Yep, pap."
"Yeseall tell him to takee away
"Ac, yet tell len yerself, pap, re-
plied the girl. in a dull. lifeless
voice. "He Air a plumb stranger to
nu'."—Succeos Magazine,
"Have sonic eingine 14 mons!" re-
plied the tad.- Ishiladelpbia In-
quirer.
"What would you do. Ito boys"
staked a protessloonal vocalist, rocud-
ly etts ieu could sine like me?"
Cheerfully Recommended for Blare-
NW be.
* 0. 0. Ifighee. Danville. Ili., weetes
December 2. 1901: "%bout two seers
ago I was laid up for four months
with rheutnatism. I tried Ballard's
Snow Liniment; one bottle cured Inc
t.I can cheerfeilly recommend it to
all suffering from like affliction." Zee,
sit.. and $5000. J II Oche hlaeger.







326 328•South Thin l Streit
Just Received a Complete Line of
Palmer's Celebrated
HAMMOCKS
From $1.25 to  $10.00
.L. W. Henneberger Co.
twg orp••ni.
THE. HOUSE: OF QUALITY
422-424 Broadway Phones 176








City Depository State Depository
 3itati.11410
Sairplue 
510,04/0$4''. Khold. re Ihddlity  i femme)
Total roecurity to designator, $11.-.1,0114111
acc•vuoia if iii. Iii I. luck a Mi tit ma Watt-it/NV t• aiisinessatesmall as well as large- positiqr• and Air, onl Si all IISP •11111e I "art-romatreatment.
IN'IEKEST PAID ON 1 IME DEPOSITS
OP= SATITItDAT 111011Tti rito‘t 7 To Pt O'CIAXIK.
annemagme 





W. B. Mather in charge Watch IR.,epair Department,D, B. Button. Eng rrrrr and Jewelry Repair D•partm•nl,
The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah
You get handroinie Well
&Mil Uteri Carriages
when I Nerve ),W We
glee pnimt pens/mid it-iention at all times.
HAIRY ANDKIRSON, PHONE 915
—Nese_
SUBSCRIBE FOR ThE,SUN—TEN CENTS A Wril
11
